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1.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1, The Background
Revenue legislation during the next few years offers
unusua.l opportunity for federal tax reform, so insistently
demanded by virtually all observers of our tax structure.
The Revenue Act of 19M-5 has already given effect to certain
relief provisions, but these, as well as the currently-
pending 20 per cent reduction in individual income tax rates,
must be viewed as transitional in nature since they do not
take on the significance of coordinated postwar tax planning.
During the last war year of 194-5, there was collected
in federal revenues ^3, 000, 000, 000 which was more tmn 7
times the $6,000,000,000 peak revenues of any peacetime year.
In the fiscal year 19^5 » federal government spent more
than $90,000,000,000, wnich ma.y be compared witn the peak
peacetime expenditure of |9, 200, 000, 000. The national in-
come was the nighest in tne history of tnis country and more
tnan 60,000,000 persons were employed in the war and civilian
effort during tnis last war year.
There is currently some question as to whether the
1942 federal Dudget can be balanced at less than the pro-
posed 13^,500,000,000 level, and a most complicating factor
in the tax revision is tne fact that there is apparently
less room for tax reduction than many autnorities advocate.
I.
2Authorities agree, however, that the present tax structure
offers unlimited opportunities for constructive revision and
that the present transitional period is ideally suited for
long-range, tax-wise planning.
Taxation solely for revenues finds little support
among contemporary tax writers, and the more important goals
such as the attainment of stahle, high levels of consumption,
"business activity, and employment, or at least non-hindrance
of such goals, falls at the door of any tax program to be
adopted. Thus, the formulation of a satisfactory tax pro-
gram "becomes a more technical matter than ever before, and
"because of our interdependent and complex economy, more
important than ever "before, O"bviously, with the federal
government in command of 20 per cent to 30 per cent of the
national income, a situation apparently predestined at least
for a num"ber of years, the manner in which it avails itself
of Buch resources must "be conceded to have a significant
effect on the national economy.
It is o'bvious that the magnitude of the pu'blic de"bt
and the extent of unavoida"ble expenditures which the federal
government will "be called on to make, assure the inevita"bil-
ity of heavy taxes for years to come. In this setting, it
is hoped that ill-advised rate cuts will "be avoided, and the
"basic structure of federal taxation will "be extensively
reconsidered.

32, The Problem
It is difficult to talk intelligently about the mag-
nitude of postwar federal expenditures and the taxes needed
to support them, without consideration of the business cycle
and the concurrent level of employment. A high level of tax
yield is assured under conditions of comparatively high pro-
duction and employment. These, in turn, are stated by econ-
omists to depend on a high level of demand, and since the
source of such demand is in the combination of consumer,
business, and government expenditures, any tax program appears
to be vitally concerned with the maintenance of a high level
of expenditures. And if, as in the past, the government
will be called on to supply employment and an impetus to
private production during periods of economic depressions,
is there not sufficient justification for the tax and expen-
diture program to be viewed in the light of the various
economic issues bearing on it? Most authorities supply an
answer in the affirmative, thus merging the question of tax-
ation with economic issues on which there is no general
agreement.
This point of agreement among economists and business
men as to the desirability of continued high level of employ-
ment is at the same time the point of divergence of econ-
omic thought since the roads of accomplishing the agreed-
upon results separate here. At this point the question
arises: Which taxes aue less discotiraging to high levels

4of employment and "business activity, those which fall
chiefly on consumption or those whose main effect is on
inTestment? Thus, it may "be said that differences of
opinion "bearing on tax policies exist as a result of dif-
ferences in the comprehension of the economics of taxation.
It may be, however, that a dispassionate view is difficult
to maintain and that the apparent disagreement on economics
of taxation may have a source in factors "beyond intellectual
variation. Those who desire to take an impartial and a con-
structive view of the methods of taxation have found that it
is no easy matter to ascertain the correct grounds for erec-
ting a tax structure. The passage of no less than twenty
revenue acts and amendments since 1913 testifies, in part at
least, to the unsuccessful search for the correct formula,
and in part, of course, to progress and the price of demo-
cracy.
Difficulties of the tax question do not end there, for
tax legislation appears to he a compromise ground for many
fields of pressure and political aims. Superimposed on
these considerations, the existence of conflicts of economic
interest among various groups of our society and the absence
of widespread acceptance of any one theory as controlling
the operation of our economy, serve to magnify the diffi-
culty of adequate tax planning.

53. The Approach
The intricacy of the federal tax structure makes it
impossihle to consider in a limited study all the issues
and problems involved in postwar tax planning. Those which
appear to he of major significance to the contemporary pro-
ponents of various tax plans will be discussed in this
thesis since its chief aim is to bring together in one paper
the major provisions of such tax plans. No claim can be
laid here to exhaust iveness of this study, either as one
which cumulates all currently-discussed tax plans or one
which accords full treatment to all the issues involved.
The former is impossible because there exist literally hun-
dreds of tax revision plans and miscellaneous recommenda-
tions, and the latter is equally unattainable because the
complexity of the underlying economic, political, and social
issues exceeds both my limitations and the scope of this
thesis.
All of the tax revision proposals, however, which have
in the past few years received comparatively wide publica-
tion and consideration and those which appear to have
resulted from serious consideration of the issues involved
are included in this study, as are the major direct issues
involved in such proposals. Nor is this a study of tax
plans offered for the "transition" period, but a consider-
ation of such proposals as are designed to have a compara-

6tively permanent effect on the national economy. The em-
phasis placed in this thesis on corporate taxes is a direct
result of the fact that the various tax plans have concen-
trated their proposals in this area. This discussion, then,
is focused on-a few major aspects of federal tax reform.
Presentation of the various plans for such reform will
"be preceded "by a consideration of certain economic aspects
of taxation and an observation of the more important aspects
of income taxation as viewed by a number of tax planners.
Individual consideration of the various plans for tax reform
is also deferred to permit observation of certain inequities
in income taxation, a deliberation on estate and gifts tax-
ation, as well as excise and general sales taxation, and a
brief consideration of the British system of revenue.
It is hoped that some service will be done to the
reader by presenting in this thesis, in the light of a pre-
liminary discussion, the substance of those which may be
considered the leading plans for lasting federal tax reform
in our economy.

7CHAPTER II
GENERAL COUSIDERATIOITS
1, Fiscal Policy , Sta'blltty and Pull Employment
During the recent war years and the preceding years
of depression finance, there has been evident a wider recog-
nition of public finance as an instrument for maintaining a
high level of national employment and income. The expanded
levels of government expenditures, taxes, and debts will,
at least for a number of years, considerably affect the
extent of total demand in our economy, and thus will gain a
strategic importance quite apart from the questions of pro-
ducing sufficient revenue for the government and distribu-
ting the ensuing tax burden.
J&intenance of income at satisfactory levels in a
private economy depends upon the existence of markets suffi-
cient to encourage businessmen to produce. The failing of
such markets will result in compensatory curtailment of
production and unemployment of resources. Conversely, market
demand in excess of the available level of supplies will
result in higher prices and a threat of inflation.
labile there is wide recognition of the desirability
of continued high levels of employment and production, there
is no paralleling agreement as to the methods of achieving
such results. The initial point of divergence here among
economists is the belief by some in a self-adjusting mech-
anism in our economy. Even among the majority who are of

8the opinion that in a modern private enterprise economy no
automatic maintenance of production and consumption at
desired levels is possible, there is no general agreement
as to the role of puhlic finance.
The cyclical gyrations in the history of our economy
and frequent ahsence of promptly-forthcoming recuperative
powers, however, are facts conceded by all. In addition,
our economic welfare demands a much higher degree of sta-
bility and average level of employment than was furnished
by the twenty-five year period between the two World Wars.
Maintenance of the national economic output at certain
levels, once attained, is not self-generating since income
received by individuals and corporations may not be returned
to the expenditure stream but retained in the form of sav-
ings. Thus, when the amount of such savings is not matched
by investments,! the total expenditures fall short of income
received and a downward trend is begun. Such investments
will be made and total expenditures maintained only in the
face of an expectation of justifying demand. This demand
may be the result of any combination of individual, corpor-
ate, and governmental readiness to buy.
Historically, there is a strong case for stabiliz
policies, and since these are evidently not forthcoming
1, These are conceived or
construction and purchases
market investments.

9the private sector of oiir economy, there remains only the
government to furnish this requirement. The true issue,
however, is not whether governmental participation in econ-
omic life is to be desired or even countenanced hut whether
governmental participation should he planned in advance or
haphazardly implemented under critical conditions, for surely
no one would maintain that our government will he permitted
to sit by idly while another debacle, reminiscent of the
1930 *s, takes place.
The role of the fiscal policy in avoiding inflation or
deflation through its stabilizing effects under conditions
of significant fluctuations in private demand and supply
should, therefore, have serious consideration. In order to
provide a substantial increase in total expenditures, &n
increase in governmental expenditures or a reduction in tax
yield will be required. Both may have to be resorted to and
a deficit will be incurred in either case. Similarly, in
periods of overexpansion in the private economy, increased
tax yields and contracting levels of public expenditures
should furnish some of the corrective factors as well as a
federal surplus to offset the earlier deficits.
The complete mechanics and considerations of compensa-
tory taxation and expenditures cannot be here detailed,
but
the reference made to the relation of fiscal policy
to econ-
omic stability and full employment is believed sufficient
to
indicate the necessity for exploring this field in
the for-
mation of our future tax policy.

10.
2, Minimizing Tax Deterrents
It should be noted tnat whatever Its effectiveness,
fiscal policy cannot be considered as an Isolated approach
toward the solution of economic Instability. It cannot
replace such policies as are designed to regulate minimum
wages, curb monopolistic practices, and develop new pro-
ducts and markets. Similarly, fiscal policy cannot be relied
on to offer direct Incentives to Investment and consumption,
but It should be so conceived as to minimize tax deterrents
In this connection.
To the extent taxes are paid out of funds which other-
wise would have become savings, no direct deterrent to con-
sumption should result, A strict application of this con-
cept would probably lead to complete exemption of even the
moderate Income groups, out since taxpayers with larger
Incomes tend to save proportionately more than those in the
lower Income brackets, progressive taxation seems to offer
a partial solution both from the equity and consumption
ability points of view. However, witn national income dis-
tribution such as to pLice 90 per cent of such national
income with families in the ^5000 or lovrer brackets, there
is a limit of the extent to wnicn progressive income taxa-
tion on the remaining 10 per cent may be feasibly pushed.
Particularly in view of the major emphasis placed on personal
Income taxation in the various tax plans and tne size of the

11.
postwar federal budget, it appears that increased progression
cannot "be expected to act as a further minimizer of tax
deterrents to consumption. In this connection, the evils of
a general sales tax should be obvious for its regressive
effects.
The real dilemma arises when it is seen tnat those
taxes whicn are most favorable to encouragement of consump-
tion are also those which are likely to deter investment
most. As already noted, investmeni; and risk-taking are
essential job-creating activities in our economy, and inor-
dinate reduction of savings may curtail the supply of avail-
able funds for investment or curtail their flow. Tnere are
proponents of the increasing purcnasing power approach to
deflation ills as well as those who favor increasing attrac-
tiveness to investment funds. It should be noted that the
two need not be mutually exclusive.
Taxation curtailment of investment funds is perhaps a
most serious problem in the case of small or new enterprises
and there is an obligation here on the part of an adequate
tax policy in the absence of other provisions which would
assure the new enterprise of the maximum use of its capital
during the period of its initial growth. It is generally
conceded that new and small enterprises are most vital to a
vigorous economy since they develop new products, provide
additional employment, and assure competition. Such enter-
prises, however, because of their limited capital are less
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aisle to afford their losses than larger, well-estahlished
ljusinesses. Any preferential tax treatment afforded this
tjrpe of an enterprise is tantamount to tax discrimination
in its favor. This finds criticism ajnong those who view
such action as a penalty on efficiency and organization in
the case of more established firms, and those who view
incentive taxation as a suhsidy payment. While the field
of incentive taxation does not appear to have been suffici-
ently explored to provide definite conclusions, there are
such proposals on record as treating new corporations as
partnerships for income tax purposes or deferring any tax
due "by means of sole use of capital gains taxation in their
case.
More liberal loss offsets are also most significant
in the case of fledgling enterprises. This and other issues
bearing on the question of tax deterrents to investment will
have fuller treatment in the discussion of the various tax
plans.
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3. PuTjIIc De'bt and Taxation
In financing World War II, the gross national debt
rose from ^^61, 000, 000, 000 on NovemlDer 30, 1941 to f280,-
000. 000.000 on FeTirxiary 28, 1946,^ The third largest item
on the 1947 federal "budget is f5,000,000,000 for interest
on the puhlic deht. When viewed in the light of the stag-
gering significance of these figures, the heated debates
which have centered ahout the deht question are understand-
able*
No attempt need "be made here to recount the various
considerations affecting this trou"blesome question, "but a
consideration of the alternative fiscal policies in this
regard, as contemplated in the various tax plans, should
furnish another road of approach to and a further understan-
ding of the issues underlying the various tax proposals.
On the one hand, debt conservatives believe that
public debts are exactly like private debts and as such
must be promptly repaid. These are generally advocates of
a laissez-faire government policy and view public spending
as interfering with the progress of a private economy, ilost
drastic measures for the assurance of a balanced budget are
found in this group, including heavier rates of taxation in
times of receding national income to assure availability of
1. The present burden may also be visualized as ?2100 per
capita, compared with that of August, 1919 of ^250 per capita.

debt retirement funds under a balanced budget. The impres-
sion is gathered here that a laissez-faire economy is a modern
possibility and that full employment may be readily sacri-
ficed for a "sound" fiscal policy, in which federal taxes
and expenditures, including a fixed debt retirement sum,
strike an exact balance. The risk of ultimate economic
collapse under other than an unswerving debt retirement pro-
gram is stressed as more acute than the risks arising from
unemployment, Vfhether continued unemployment similarly
might not lead to economic collapse is not answered by this
group.
On the opposite side are both those who are ea.ger to
unbalance the budget and who are not perturbed by a contin-
ually-mounting federal debt since such debt is owed to the
same people who own it, and those who advocate debt retire-
ment under a flexible program which may necessitate temporary
additional debt commitments. The latter advocates nave in
mind tne great flucttiations in national income which can take
place and recognize the need for a fluctuating federal rev-
enue if not for a compensatory fiscal policy. Here, debt
retirement is an important, although a secondary considera-
tion, and the tax programs emanating from this type of
economic philosophy are not closely bound by considerations
of annual fund-raising for debt retirement.

15.
^, Budgets and Flexibility of Tax Policy
Many of the various tax plans are presented In con-
nection with their adaptability to the yield for a specific
postwar federal budget. In general, such proposed postwar
"normal year" budgets gravitate about tne 1^25,000,000,000
level. This may be compared with the I934-I940 average an-
nual federal expenditures of $9,000,000,000,"^ In I945, the
all-time high federal budget of $100,4-00,000,000 was reached.
The 194/' budget was set at $i^-2, 900,000, 000 and It will not
2be balanced by revenues. The proposed $37,500,000,000 bud-
get for 19^1-8 Is currently In much dispute, but our Inter-
national commitments and expected comltments may not permit
budget balancing at this level, particularly If the present
tax rates are reduced by a flat 20 per cent. The $25,000,-
000. 000 budget thus remains a somewhat remote consideration.
For tnls reason, the various tax plans are analyzed In the
following chapters with a minimum of emphasis on their tax
productiveness. The formation of a constructive tax policy
must not await minimization of expenditures to the desired
level of the budget; on the other hand, proponents of the
1. These were budget deficit years,
2. Detailed as follows: National defense $11,300,000,000,
veterans* services $7,300,000,000, interest on public debt
$5,000,000,000, International affairs $3,500,000,000,
social welfare $1,700,000,000, all other $g, 700,000, 000.
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balanced "budget are hardly expected to prevail in maintain-
ing the tax structure at the level of 1948 expenditures.
In addition, the yield of taxes under any given set
of rates depends wholly on the level of national income and
its distribution among the citizens. Obviously, in the
absence of advancing tax rates a lower tax yield will be
forthcoming in periods of declining national income, and
the reverse will be true when the economy expands.
The actual tax yield of any rigid tax plan is thus
not of qualifying significance. This would be true even
if levels of expenditures could be reasonably predicted for
a number of years in advance. For the purpose of this study,
then, the tax plans discussed are viewed in the light of
their other, and more significant, merits or defects, with
the anticipation that mechanical adjustments of their res-
pective yields should be considered sufficiently pliable to
permit any reasonably-desirable returns to the government.
The federal budget, being merely a part of the national
budget, has very little significance when considered without
its relationship to the latter. If we wish the type of
national budget in which all public expenditures are fin-
anced through taxes, the federal budget must be balanced.
This view, however, is giving way to a considerable extent
to the type of economic philosophy which does not view an
unbalanced federal budget as a necessary evil but which
even poses the possibility that such a condition is to be
desired.

17.
CHAPTER III
INCOME TAX AS PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF REVENUE
That the income tax, individual or corporate, or both,
will bear the brunt of producing postwar revenues is evident
from the degree of entrenchment of taxation philosophy favor-
ing its use, and from the reliance placed on it by the vari-
ous tax plans. There is, however, at least one significant
dissent from the use of any graduated net income tax.
Variations in recommended rates and combinations in
the use of individual and corporate taxes arise largely from
differences of inciters' opinions regarding incidence or final
burden of taxes and their effect on the economy or on particu-
lar groups of the economy, rather tnan from differences in
objectives. The crux of tne proDlera, as already noted,
appears to be whether in the interest of the national economy
reductions in the lov/er individual brackets are needed to
protect consumption or wnetner reductions in the higher indi-
vidual brackets and corporate earnings are in order to en-
courage investment and risk-taking. The extent of the im-
mediately evident federal fiscal requirements precludes ex-
tensive reduction in both categories.

1«.
1, Individual Income Tax versus Corporate Income Tax
a. In Defense of Individual Income Tax
The Ruml and Sonne tax plan calls for major reliance
on the Individual Income tax and an outrlgnt abolition of
tne corporate Income tax on the following grounds:
1. The corporate income tax tends to raise the cost
of goods and services, to keep wages lower, and to limit
the yield on risk-bearing investment.
2. Business Judgment Is distorted by tax considera-
tions and frequently prevented from following most prudent
policies.
3. Distribution of earnings as dividends is inhibited
and the complexity of double taxation arises.
Further Insistence on the graduated personal income
tax is found in the Committee for Economic Development^
tax plan. This group maintains that the graduated personal
income tax should provide at least half of the total federal
revenues needed because:
1. This form of taxation has less of a repressive
effect upon production and employment than do sales and
excise taxes and the taxation of corporate profits,
2. This form is the only one that can be closely
adjusted in accordance with ability to pay.
1. Also referred to as the C.E.D. tax plan.
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3« The incidence of this form of taxation is clearly
evident, and its effect clearly determinahle.
4. The majority of the American families would share
directly in supporting the federal government and thus have
a more evident stake in its progress.
Harold M, Groves^ states that corporate taxation
imposes hurdens without clear determination of their inci-
dence, and cannot he defended on the basis of "corporate
privileges'* because the extent and worth of such privileges
defy measurement.
The Association of American Railroads tax plan also
favors the graduated personal income tax, as do the majority
of the various tax plans.
1, Production, Jobs, and Taxes (McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc,, New York, 1944; p, 23.
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b. In Defense of Corporate Income Tax
Staunch support is found in many quarters for the com-
bined use of corporate and individual income taxes.
Leading support for the Joint use of the two ta.xes is
found in the Twin Cities plan where it is maintained that
relatively heavy corporate income tax rates are not as harm-
ful to private enterprise as are heavy individual income tax
rates because the latter shut off at the source all possi-
bility of venturing of capital by individuals. It is further
noted that experience has shown that the administration of
the personal income tax has permitted a large portion of the
national income to escape taxation entirely, A spokesman
for the Twin Cities group has advanced a further argument
against the personal income tax by saying,
We are in the process of developing a
direct tax on the employer based on the em-
ployees* compensation at the very time when
the opponents of corporate income tax are decry-
ing the levying on job giving.
1
A practical consideration is injected by some writers
to the effect that it would be politically futile to expect
that corporations will not be taxed since no member of Con-
gress could be expected to vote for the complete removal of
corporation taxes while the individual taxpayer is given no
direct relief.
1. G, Sidney Houston, Proceedings , National Tax Association ,
194^, p. 162.
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An answer to this objection may be had in the words
of Beardsley Ruml;
Some people seem to feel that it is
olitically impossible to do away with this
corporation income) tax, but I feel that if
people generally understood that the corpor-
ation tax is a bad tax for the country, we
would correct this error
1. National Tax Association Proceedings, 1944, p.
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c. In Dissent from the Use of Income Tax
In support of a theory once widely held on the
European continent "but counter to most current taxation
theories. Professor Harvey L. Lutz wrote:
The only way to achieve the expanding,
dynamic economy and the high level of national
income for which the planners plan, (aside
from inflation), is "by the creation of new
large mass production industries. Ho new
large-scale mass production industry can
arise in this country under the progressive
tax system, because the tax would absorb the
funds required for expansion while it would
destroy all incentive to do so. Progressive
taxation is the most powerful instriment for
the peaceful achievement of the socialist
state, and this purpose constitutes the only
valid argument in its support. When a future
Edward Gibbon shall write the history of the
decline and fall of the American Republic, the
date he will use to mark the beginning of
that decline will be Iferch 1, 1913. On that
date, the people sanctioned Federal tajcation
of incomes with no thought of restraint upon
the abuse of this method, or of the evils
that would be produced by abuse.^
1. "A Postwar Tax Program", Bulletin of the National
Association, June, 1944, p. 263.
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2» Incidence of the Inc ome Tax
No general agreement can "be f oimd among writers as
to where the burden of income taxation finally rests, but
it is generally admitted that the personal income tax
offers more resistance to shifting than any other form of
taxation. Illustrative of the uncertainty in this phase
of taxation is the following statement of one tax auth-
ority:
It is impossible to know exactly who
pays how much on corporation profits. The
stockholder pays some of it, to the extent
that the return on his investment is less
than it would be if there were no tax. But,
it is equally certain that the stockholder
does not pay all of the tax on corporate
income - indeed, he ma,y pay very little of
it. After a period of time, the corporation
income tax is figured as one of the costs of
production and it gets passed on in higher
prices charged for the company's goods and
services, and in lower wages, including con-
ditions of work,^
And yet, the determination of an answer to this question
is essential in the discussion of the question of "double
taxation" of corporate income, one of the most pressing
issues in the various tax plans,
Mr, Roy Blough stated during the 1944 proceedings of
the National Tax Association that, in general, business men
have held tliat the corporation tax is shifted to the con-
1, Beardsley Ruml, Fiscal Policy and Taxation , national
Tax Association Proceedings, 1944, p. 170,

sinners In the manner of an excise tax, while tax students
have held that it is largely borne by stockholders, as if
it were a withheld income ta^x.
One business group, hov/ever, the Association of Ameri-
can Railroads, in its tax plan expresses tne opinion that
the corporation income tax cannot be shifted forward to
prices and that the stockholders bear tnis burden. The
National Association of State Chambers of Commerce in its
"A Program for Federal Taxes" also reaches the conclusion
that the burden of corporate taxation will remain largely
with the stockholders.
On the other hand, the chairman of the finance com-
mittee of United States Steel, in maintaining the opposite
point of view, tried to explain the process by means of
which corporate taxes were passed to consumers as follows:
The price of the man with the lowest
cost, is the one at which other producers must
sell. Thus all customers of all producers pay
a price which includes the income tax of the
low-cost producers. But only the lovz-cost
producers turn over to the Government the
taxes they collect. The less efficient keep
what they collect. This in effect is sub-
sidy. The customers, by paying that price
which includes the tax of the low-cost pro-
ducer, provide a cost umbrella to the less
efficient producer. The higher the tax, the
bigger the umbrella. The high-cost producer
could not meet the lov7-cost producer's price
based on manufacturing cost. The income tax
clears a cost area for him to absorb his other
higher costs,
1. Enders M, Voorhees, Taxes vs. Customers and Jobs , Com-
mercial and Financial Chronicle, December 21, 19^, P. 2726.
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A view has been proposed that the management is
interested only in how much will be left for the stock-
holder after taxes and they will tend to fix their price
at levels which will produce a favorable return,"^
This is sharply challenged by the Harold M. Groves
plan, which illustrates that prices are determined by many
factors other than costs and that where a satisfactory
return cannot be obtained for the stockholders, bond fi-
nancing or some other form of adjustment will take place.
In agreeing with the latter position, R, A, Musgrave
stated:
The extent of tax shifting will depend
on many factors, including general business
conditions, the corporation's coEipetitive
position, the level of tax rate and so forth.
Cases can be constructed where shifting of
the corporation income tax seems plausible
but for the case of a moderate tax, they are
not likely to be the rule,
2
1. Harry J. Rudick, Postv/ar Tax Policy , Proceedings of the
New York University Third Annual institute on Federal Taxa-
tion, p. 306.
2. "Three Plans for Postwar Taxation", Federal Reserve Bul-
letin, December, 19^^, p. II67.
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3, Individual Income Tax Rates.
In the prewar year of 1939 the personal income tax
carried a personal exemption of .'^2500 for a married couple,
a normal tax rate of 4 per cent, and applied to about
4,000,000 taxpayers. Under the present law, personal ex-
emption for a married couple stands at ^1000 for "both
normal and surtax, "bottom effective rate on taxable income
is 19 per cent, and some 50,000,000 taxpayers are involved.
The personal income tax rates and exemptions recom-
mended in the various proposals, of course, must "be viewed
in conjunction with their suggested corporate "burdens in
order to appraise their revenue-producing adequacy. The
trend of the proposed rates should "be evident from the
following consideration of such provisions in a few of the
tax revision plans.
r
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a. Committee for Economic Development Plan
Contemplating no change in the personal exemption
structure, the C, E, D. plan proposes the following pos-
sible single ranges of rates: 16 to 73 per cent, 18 to
75 per cent, or 20 to 77 per cent, with the minimum rate
applicable to the first #2000 of taxable income and the
maximum to all income over t5, 000, 000. In this program,
the personal income tax is designed to yield approximately
50 per cent of the total required federal tax revenues, or
110,000,000,000 to ^12,000,000,000. At the time of their
proposal, these rates and their application exempted from
taxation some '527,000,000,000 because of the then existent
surtax rate carrying only a $500 exemption. However, since
under the present law personal exemptions apply equally to
both the normal tax and the surtax, the proposed middle
range does not carry any substantial benefit for the low-
brackets of income. On the other hand the top 75 per cent
bracket applicable to incomes of over ^5,000,000 is con-
trasted with a similar percentage applicable to incomes of
over $65,000 in the present law.
For this reason, the proposal has met with some crit-
icism on the grounds that it constituted a drastic reduction
of income taxes on the incomes of prosperous people and pro-
vided no adequate exemption for the poorer half of our popu-
« « <
2g.
lation which receives only one-fifth of the total income,-'-
The single tax rate, however, has widespread approval
and has been recommended for consideration by the Committee
on Federal Taxation of the American Institute of Account-
2
ants as follows:
A single individual tax-rate structure
should be adopted in so far as that can be done
without violating contractual rights of the
holders of obligations of the United States and
its instrumentalities which are exempt from
normal tax but not from surtax. If personal
exemptions are made uniform for normal tax
and surtax purposes, the practical result in
the case of the vast majority of taxpayers
will be a single rate structure,^
1, Oscar Gass, "A Rich Man's Tax Program", The New Republic ,
October 16, 1^^^, p. ^^3.
2, "Postwar Taxation", Journal of Accountancy , November,
19^^, P. 36^.
3, This recommendation was adopted in the Revenue Act of
19^5.
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"b. Twin Cities Plan
While offering slightly more relief to the low income
Taracket taxpayer, this plan offers a very substantial reduc-
tion to more prosperous taxpayers. But since major emphasis
is placed on corporate taxes, the proposed individual rates
are gauged to produce only ^5, 000, 000 with national income
at ^120,000,000,000.
This plan provides exemptions as follows: Personal
$600, married couple tl400, dependents ^400, equally applic-
able to the normal tax and surtax. The proposed rates con-
sist of a 10 per cent normal tax and a 6 per cent minimum
surtax on th.e first *2000 of taxable income ranging to only
50 per cent maximum on all income over ^^300, 000.
Criticism has been leveled at this plan, which
includes a federal sales tax (turnover tax) of 5 per cent,
that this provj.sion unduly burdens the lower income groups
and in effect takes away more with the left hand than it
gives with the right.
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c. Ruml-Sonne Plan
With the possihle exception of a small 5 per cent
franchise tax on corporations, the income tax hurden is
shifted on the personal tax under this plan. No changes
in exemptions are recommended, and the 16 per cent normal
tax and 1 per cent to 50 per cent surtax, the latter on a
range of taxahle income from :^2000to ^?200,000, are estim-
ated to provide :yl3,000,000,000 for the Treasury,
d. Association of American Railroads Plan.
The Association of American Railroads favors a suh-
stantial reduction or complete abolition of personal exemp-
tions and an imposition of normal income tax rates at the
level of 20-25 per cent, with the provision that a lower
rate or a lower graduated scale of rates might he applied
to incomes up to f2000. This is probably the most signif-
icant example of heavy taxation in the low brackets of
income since the surtax rate schedule is dra,stically re-
vised downward to offer relief to higher -bracket taxpayers.
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4, Corporate Inc ome Tax Rates .
Under the present law corporations with incomes of
$50,000 and over are subject to a normal tax of 24 per cent
and a surtax of 14 per cent, applied to all inccme. Cor-
porations with income under ^50,000 hear a normal tax of
15 to 31 per cent and a surtax of 6 to 22 per cent. Thus,
the f;25,000 to 1^50,000 is a "penalty" bracket since it is
subject to higher rates th^n any other level of corporate
income. This is particularly distasteful to writers advo-
cating an incentive tax to the smaller businesses. The
trend of approach to corporate taxation should be evident
from the following consideration of a few plans in this
respect,
a. Committee for Economic Development Plan
Advocating the use of the same tax rate on corporate
earnings as the recommended normal tax rate on individual
incomes (16 to 20 per cent), the authors of this plan point
to the overwhelming need for stimulation of job creating
activity. They state:
The present corporate tax provisions
make it exceedingly difficult for any present
small corporate enterprise, or any new one,
to grow substantially. This taxation stunts
growth almost as much as if it were deliber-
ately designed for that purpose.
The corporate tax, under this plan, is to be regarded
as a tax withheld by the corporation on behalf of its stock-
holders, and in the stockholders* personal returns any divi-
I
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dends received "be exempt from the standard tax, but not
from the surtaxes. Closely related to the question of
corporate taxation is the treatment of undistributed earn-
ings and improper accumulation of surpluses. Recommenda-
tions bearing on this point are treated in the following
chapter. It is noted that the use of a single normal tax
rate, equal to the individual normal tax rate, avoids
producing inequitable tax distribution among individuals
which would be present if surtax rates were also used in
taxing corporate income,
b, -Twin Cities Plan
A flat 40 per cent rate on corporate income is pro-
posed by this plan on the theory th^t a relatively high
corporate tax is not as harmful to private enterprise as
are heavy individual income tax rates. While there is no
general agreement on this point, most of the plans studied
offer an opposing view. As a means of avoiding some dupli-
cation in taxing corporate income. It is proposed that 40
per cent of dividends received by individual stockholders
be excluded from their gross income and that the remaining
60 per cent be taxed at the regular individual rates, ^ile
this is perhaps a practical solution to a difficult problem,
it leaves something to be desired because the progressive
individual tax rates recommended for use place a varying
burden on different brackets of income, with a relatively
lighter burden on the very high income range.
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c. Riaml-Sonne Plan
Complete alDolition of the corporate income tax is pro-
posed "by the authors "but a small franchise tax of 5 per cent
is suggested. The position is taken that the federal income
tax on corporations has a tendency to raise costs and depress
wages and that taxation of corporate profits prior to dis-
tribution imposes double taxation on dividend income without
regard to progressive rates.
Mr. Eustace Seligraan lends support to this Ruml and
Sonne recommendation by similarly advocating abolition of
all corporate income taxes and the imposition of a 5 per
cent franchise tax.'''
In treating their proposal, the authors of the Ruml
and Sonne plan say:
The need is for revision that would elim-
inate the corporation income tax as a cost of
production and distribution, that would tax the
shareholder at least once and yet once only on
the earnings attributable to him, and that
would encourage rather than inhibit the distri-
bution of earnings as dividends. There is, no
doubt, more than one method of attaining these
several objectives. Such study as we have
given to these methods suggests that it will
be difficult to find a perfect solution, but
that in view of the benefits to be gained,
some practical answer may prove generally
acceptable.
1. "A Postwar Program for Taxation of Corporations and
Stockholders", Commercial and Financial Chronicle , L&rch
2, 1944.
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d. Some Other Plans
With regard to corporate rates of taxation, the Asso-
ciation of American Railroads advocates the same rate as
the normal tax on individuals, as is proposed hy the C, S. D,
plan.
Mr, Godrey ITelson-^ admits that the ideal tax plan
would exempt corporations from income tax except for a low
rate tax for the privilege of doing business in corporate
form. However, "because of technical difficulties which he
foresees in relieving corporations of income taxes and
"because of additional biArdens which he claims corporate
relief would place on individual taxpayers, he charts a
"middle course" - an ar"bitrary 25 per cent rate with partial
2
credit on account of dividend disbursements.
1, Financial editor, New York Times .
2. See Chapter XVIII.
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5. OT^servatlona
It is frequently maintained that "business taxes on
corporations are appropriate on the hasis of the special
privileges that they enjoy. The ahsence of a relationship
"between corporate assets and volume of business creates an
unsatisfactory basis for a property tax, and the convenient
source of income is difficult to neglect. It is also fre-
quently argued that "business taxation fills the need for
social control. However, a well-known public finance
writer expresses the majority opinion when he condemns the
corporate tax and taxation of dividends and corporate income
as a case of duplication, discrimination, and penalty on
risk- taking,
1
It is difficult to view the defense of corporate tax-
ation on the basis of privileges and benefits enjoyed. If
business is to be taxed as such, it appears that the defense
should rest rather on the analysis of the incidence and
effects of such taxes. The method of distribution of the
tax burden cannot be said to bear a particular relation to
benefits provided by the government, and taxation on this
basis is in lack of a formula for its determination. It is
difficult to say that the government extends its benefits
more to the business than to the wage earner, and the bene-
1. Roswell TJagill, The Impact of Federal Taxes . Columbia
University Press, ITew ^orV, 1^477
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fits extended to the corporate form of organization by the
government are more open to question when the corporation
shows a net loss.
It is noted that our tax law does not extend this
benefit theory to non-incorporated businesses in taxing
their income only once rather than on the earnings of the
business as such and then on the distribution of such earn-
ings. There appears to be an arbitrary determination at
the base of corporate taxation, as it now stands.
The corporate privilege to operate as a limited-
liability association is granted by the states and not the
federal government. And even if it were conceded that it
is this privilege that the federal government taxed, such
a concession would certainly have to be accompanied by the
admission that the corporate tax structure makes no attempt
to measure the worth of such a privilege.
If ability to pay is to serve on the basis of corpora-
te tax, need not the ration of earnings to the invested
capital be taken into consideration? And in doing this,
can the element of risk in producing the earnings be dis-
regarded? Regardless of the divergent views of the incid-
ence of corporate taxation, most writers concede tnat indivi-
duals and not the inanimate corporation will finally bear
the burden of corporate tax. Is it not, therefore, at least
rational to consider the advisability of placing tne tax
burden direct and without discriminatory duplication? And
in such a manner as have the incidence of taxation clearly
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determinable?
The justification for corporate income taxation based
on the fact that corporations frequently reinvest some por-
tion of tneir earnings, thus making it unaveiLable for taxa-
tion except tnrough corporate income tax, involves the
question of taxing undistributed earnings which is distinct
from the question of double taxation of corporate income.
The strongest Justification for the corporate tax appears
to be in its liberal yield, but this is not conclusive for
its maintenance if other sources can supply the required
revenue.
No general agreement can be found as to the incidence
of corporate taxation, but it appears that corporate taxes
are seldom shifted.-^ The view has been widely expressed
that the tax is shifted, at least in part, through its
reflection in the prices. But the more v/idely held opinion
of the day is expressed in the words of Professor Thomas S.
Adams of Yale University, who said;
The repeated charge that businessmen
figure income taxes as a part of their cost
and then charge the customary percentage of
profit on the increased cost basis is next
to absurd. If it were true, it would only
be necessary for Congress to increase the
Income taxes in order to increase business
profits.
2
1. National Industrial Conference Board, The Shifting and
Effects of the Federal Corporation Income Tax , Volume I, 1925.
IT ^uarferly^Journal of Economics
,
August, 1^21, p. 55 0.
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The question of incidence, however, is not a settled one,
but in accepting responsible thought in the field, the
conclusion is reached that the burden of corporate income
tax falls on the stockholders and possibly to some small
extent on the consumers.
The difficulty encountered in naming the benefits
for which the corporate tax is sought thus again appears
in attempting to place its burden, and the arbitrary nature
of such a levy is further apparent.
If the corporate income tax burden is said to fall on
the consumers and wage earners, there can be no logical
apportionment of the load between them. If, on the other
hand, the p:'evailing vieiv is accepted to the effect that
the burden falls largely on the stockholders, not only are
they being taxed twice but some may be taxed where no tax
liability may have existed on a direct basis.
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CHAPTER IV
DOUBLE TAXATION AND UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS
1. The Problem
Of major prominence In the various over-all plans Is
the duscusslon of the alleged double taxation of corporate
Income, once In the form of corporate tax and again as a
personal tax on dividends received out of such taxed profits.
Those who maintain that the incidence of corporate taxes is
not on the stockholder, or not totally so, are not so per-
turbed by this problem. However, even among the clear maj-
ority who agree as to the existence of double taxation, there
is much dissent as to the appropriate remedies, largely
because of complications injected by the relationship to
this question of the problem of undistributed corporate earn-
ings. Solution of the double taxation problem, it may be
said, would offer little difficulty were it not for the fact
that all corporate earnings are not as a rule distributed.-^
1. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company, which during
the recent depression years distributed dividends in excess
of earnings, furnishes an example of complications in the
opposite direction.

a. In Recognition of Double Taxation
The case for the existence of double taxation is
stated by one authority in part as follows:
At present, corporate income is subjected
to a double burden of tax as compa,red with all
other types of income and particularly as com-
pared with business income derived in unincor-
porated form, such as single proprietorsnips and
partnerships. This condition has resulted in a
powerful, though utterly unsound trend away from
corporate form of business enterprise, and in
substitution of borrowings - the interest pay-
ments on which are deductible - for capital
stock issues - the dividend payments on which
are not deductible - as a means of financing
corporations, thereby tending to create unbal-
anced and unsound corporate financial structures.
1
Harold M. G-roves likewise places much emphasis on
unsound corporate structures which arise as a result of
this penalty on stock financing. In his Production
,
Jobs
and Taxes he points out that the fixed charges which accom-
pany an overbalanced bond commitment place undue burdens on
corporate financing which in times of recessions greatly
delay any recuperative trends.
The Ruml and Sonne plan points out that taxation of
corporate profits prior to distribution imposes double taxa-
tion on dividend income with no particular regard to pro-
gressive rates. Maintaining that a tax on corporate earn-
1. Committee on Federal Taxation, American Institute of
Accountants, "Postv;ar Taxation", Journal of Accountancy
,
November, l§4-i^-, p. 363.

^1.
ings is really a tax against individual owners, the plan
stresses the fact that in this manner the earnings of the
small investor with small income are taxed at the same
rates as those of a large income, and that progressive
rates are then applied only to tha^t portion of the taxed
income which is distributed.
In corroboration with this opinion, economist Irving
Fisher has stated that our present heavy taxes on corpora-
tions are not justifiable from the point of view of equity
since a corporation is not an independent source of revenue
but a purely fictitious being whose stockholders are real
persons behind that fiction. Stating that our corporations
are one-third owned by persons with income of less than
$5000 a year, he stressed the point that in taxing a "rich"
corporation at ^0 per cent, the government taxes the income
of its poorest stockholders per cent. He added, "It is
hard for me to believe that the American people are so
stupid as to think they are soaking the rich by these
killing taxes. ""^
The Committee for Economic Development plan draws
the conclusion that the present double taxation of divi-
dend income is a plain form of taxing Job-creation since
the tax structure imposes a penalty on those people who,
1, Hearings before House Committee on Ways and Means,
Revenue Revision of 19^3, pp. 577-57S.

by risking their money, are working to expand business and
thus create more jobs. Under the existent tax system, it
is maintained, there is a clear advantage for savings to be
channeled into forms of investment which avoid risk-taking.
The Association of American Railroads tax plan, in
calling attention to this same aspect of double taxation,
sustains the views expressed above and claims tnat continu-
ation of this taxing procedure will completely discourage
private investment in all types of corporate enterprise,
b. In Non-Recognition of Double Taxation
Economist Gerhard Colm-^ presented one dissenting view
when he stated that the argument that corporate taxation,
in addition to individual income taxes, involves double
taxation on the stockholder is not valid if and to the extent
that the corporation is recognized as an economic reality.
His concepts Justify government's action in claiming a share
of the return from corporate activities as well as shares of
return enjoyed by other factors of production - labor, man-
agement, and capital. In all, Mr. Colm's position is more
emphatic with regard to validity of corporate taxation as
such rather than his insistence on "double taxation". How-
ever, under the prevalent concepts of incidence, a separate
tax on corporations without pro rata relief to the stock-
1. American Economic Review Supplement, June, l^Ml, pp. 39-^'^0»

^3.
holders is considered double taxation, thus making the term
"corporate taxation" to some extent synonymous with "double
taxation"
,
Proponents of corporate taxation frequently defend
its necessity on the grounds of financial productivity or
ability to pay. This, of course, is in some conflict with
equity,"^
Another aspect of corporate taxation has been presented
as follows:
The problem is, what can be substituted
that will be satisfactory? And there is where
the supporters of the scheme fail most, I
believe. We need not send a tax to the death
house Just because it needs reforming,^
1. The extent of corporate tax yield may be seen from the
following prewar statistics:
Corporate Incoiiie Taxes
Fiscal Year (Millions of dollars)
TT^
1912 1,300
194-0 1,121
2. Sylvia F. Porter,
Per cent of Total
Federal Taxes
(Exclusive of pay-
roll taxes)30
^3.1
"Should Corporation Taxes Be Abolished?"
Commercial and Financial Chronicle, February 1, 19^5, p. 539-
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2.- The Proposed Soluti on
Plans for elimina.ting double taxation and dealing with
undistributed corporate taxes liave taken raany forms, 7/hile
all such plans present their teclinical difficulties in vary-
ing degrees, their relative advantages and shortcomings are
briefly examined in this section,
a. Return to Former United States System
Between 1913 and 1916 corporations bore the same rate
of tax as did individuals through application of the normal
rate. In addition, dividends received by individuals were
exempt from normal tax until 1936, During the period 1917
to 1936, however, some element of double taxation was pres-
ent, since the rate of corporation tax always exceeded the
normal rate on individuals. In 1936 the rift was widened
since the Revenue Act of 1936 provided that dividends
received should be subject to the personal normal tax and
the surtax, thus marking the beginning of significant double
taxation.
Those favoring the return to the former system of tax-
ation as a solution for double taxation have in mind the
system as it existed between 1913 and 1916,
The Association of American Railroads favors such a
plan together with the retention of the "present provisions
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for penalizing the - improper accumulation of surplus". The
plan apparently recognizes that an additional inducement
against undue accumulation of earnings is necessary "because
it refers to the need of lowering of high surtax rates on
individuals to accomplish this. It continues to point out
that whatever the loss of revenue, unjust taxation is a
greater cost to society.
The remarks of Sylvia F. Porter^ are particularly sig-
nificant when viewed in the light of recommendations which
dismiss the federal revenue needs with generalities.
IJajor criticisms leveled at this proposal point out
certain defects in the present treatment of undistributed
profits which continue to prevent the development of a
closely integrated income tax structure "by enabling certain
taxholders to avoid personal taxation through non-distribu-
tion of earnings and at other times subject essential reten-
tion of profits by corporations to a discriminatory tax.*^
1. Presumably provisions of Sections 105 and 500 of the
Internal Revenue Code. Certain disadvantages of the appli-
cation of these sections are discussed in Section 3 of this
chapter.
2. Op. cit, p. 43.
3. See also Section 3 of this chapter.
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T3» Adoption of the British System or Variations Thereof
Under the system in use in Great Britain the amount
of the dividend plus the tax withheld from the dividend is
included in the stockholder's total income. The tax on the
stockholder is then computed and a credit is taken for the
tax paid by the corporation. The tax is therefore, in
effect, a withholding tax subject to final determination at
the time of filing the individual return, \7hile it is gen-
erally agreed that this is a most equitable and exact method
of assigning taxation burdens, the question of undistributed
profits is not solved thereby. As long as Great Britain
maintains its present high standard rate for taxing corpor-
ate income, it has practically no need for a tax on undis-
tributed profits of corporations, for the tax is collected
whether or not profits are distributed. However, in the
United States, even among proponents of the British plan,
opposition exists to very high rates of taxation on corpor-
ate undistributed profits. It should be noted that the
British system has certain administrative complications
absent in this country. As an example, as many as 1,500,000
claims for refund have been filed in and for a single year
as a result of needed adjustments.-"- These difficulties, how.
ever, are not unsurmountable.
1. William H. Green, The Theory and Practice of TTodern Tax-
ation (Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 193 8,Hnd ed.)
p7^7.
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The Committee- for Economic Development has recommended
a measure very similar to the British system in its proposal
to tax corporations at a standard rate equivalent to the
"bottom rate applicable to individual returns (16 to 20 per
cent), and to exempt any dividends received "by the stock-
holders from the standard tax "but not from the surtax.
Ifr. Groves, who also recommends the adoption of the
British example in this connection, suggests that this is
not a perfect solution of the problems of treating undis-
tributed profits since to the extent that profits are not
distributed, the stockholders do not benefit by a tax deduc-
tion. However, when viewed as a temporary payment on the
account of individuals, which will reflect as a creciix on
their tax bill if and when the related profits are distrib-
uted, the tax cannot be labeled an3rthing but encouraging to
business. The proposal would eliminate double taxation,
remove the discrimination against stock financing, and assure
taxation of stockholders at a progressive rate out in the
open. The utilization of corporation as a collecting and
reporting agent would contribute considerably toward check-
ing tax avoidance.
The one apparent weakness of the American version of
this plan is in the encouragement which it offers, particu-
larly in the case of closely-held corporations, to withhold
from distribution corporate earnings in order to avoid their

hi.
becoming subject to higher Individual surtax rates.-^ Of
course, the British basic corporate rate of 50 per cent^
largely overcomes this problem and results In many refunds
to Individuals, but as pointed out above, most of the plans
studied call for a reduction rather than an Increase In our
corporate tax rates.
If It Is assumed that higher than basic Individual rates
are Imposed on corporations In order to discourage undue
corporate reinvestment, the problem of refunds may assume
sizeable proportions.
The Twin Cities plan points out that v/lth the use of
a ^0 per cent corporate rate and Its own proposed Individual
effective rates, ranging from 16 to 65 per cent, tax refunds
would have to be given to taxpayers In Income groups up to
approximately $40,000 If Income Is all from dividends.
While this Is said to offer greater relief to certain Income
groups, the logic of this particular argument Is somewhat
difficult to follow since taxes are assessed under this plan
strictly on the basis of each Individual's bracket of In-
come and statistics based on Income from dividends only are
not conclusive.
Of more moment may be the apparent difficulties which
1. Under the C. E. D. plan, •f5,000 If distributed to one
stockholder who had other Income of $5,000 (disregarding
exemptions) would bear a tax $600 greater than If retained
by the corooratlon on the basis of a 16 per cent basic rate.
2. As of 1945.
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would "be involved in allowing proper credit for withheld
taxes in the case of delayed dividends since the sequence
of related earnings would have to he determined* In the
event of capital gains, the accrued reinvestments in the
case of a particular stockholder would presumably represent
that portion of the selling price against which tax credits
would he available • And if capital gains are not taxed in
full, further complications are seen. And finally, those
who favor complete abolition of corporate tax will still be
faced with the determination of corporate net income in
order to determine the amount of the proposed withholding
tax.
A further variation of the British system is proposed
by the Lewis H. Kimmel plan, which contemplates a special
corporate moderate-rate (5 to 10 per cent) surtax in addi-
tion to the withholding feature. This is defended as more
practical in view of the huge postwar revenue requirements
but its failure to completely eliminate double taxation is
admitted.
There is also a proposal on record which differs from
the Kiramel plan only in that the rates of the non-recoverable
corporate tax (as an assessment on the corporate form of
doing business) are set at between 15 and 23 per cent.^
1. George E. Barnes, "A Plan to Simplify Taxes and absolu-
tion of Double Taxation of Corporate Earnings, The Sc-
change
,
September 1944, p. 2.
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Still another variation of the British plan is that
of a part of the Committee on Federal Taxation of the Amer-
ican Institute of Accountants.''* This proposal contemplates
allowance of credit against the stockholder's tax for taxes
paid hy the corporation, with such credit "being equal to the
rate of corporate normal tax and surtax applied to the IIy-
ideftd payment. This credit would "be su"bject to the limita-
tion that the stockholder's tax, as reduced, should not "be
less than a tax computed without inclusion of dividends in
inc ome.
This method has the advantage of a certain amount of
simplicity for the lower "brackets of taxpayers "but "becomes
inequita"ble in other cases and does not eliminate duplica-
tion of taxes. Its opponents point out that in the case of
a corporation with #100,000 taxa"ble income, on which f40^000
is paid in taxes and #60,000 distributed, the credit to the
stockholder would be 40 per cent or only $24,000.
A further variation is in the form of a recommenda-
tion for taxing the corporation at the highest rate applied
to personal incomes with full credit to the individual for
the tax paid by the corporation, and a possibility of a 5
per cent to 10 per cent regulatory corporate tax.*^ Under
1. The committee was divided in its recommendations. For
the opinion of the balance of this committee, see the fol-
lowing section of this chapter.
2. John V. Van Sickle, "Reform of the Federal Taxes on Per-
sonal and Corporate Income," American Ec onomic Review , Dec-
ember 1944, pp. 847-849,
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this plan, the individual stockholder would "be required to
include in his gross income his share of the earnings of the
corporation "before the tax. In this connection it is con-
templated "by the author that the corporation would issue
negotiable, interest-hearing certificates to its stockhol-
ders indicating their pro-rata credits for taxes paid on
their "behalf as well as earnings reinvested hy the corpora-
tion. This certificate in the taxpayer »s hands could be
used as an offset to his tax liability, could form the basis
of a refund claim, or could be sold. In order to be more
workable, this method contemplates the abandonment of the
double tax structure in the case of individuals in favor of
a single schedule of rates.
The proposal has the advantage of taxing individual
dividend income in the year of accrual and providing stock-
holders with the means of meeting their personal tax obliga-
tions as a result of corporate withholding at the top indiv-
idual rate. This method in essence treats corporations like
partnerships and other unincorporated businesses, and dis-
poses of the undistributed profits problem. However, it
appears likely to create a vast amount of claims against the
government and a dislocation of the security market, as well
as general complexity in the treatment of allocable earnings
and the new credit certificates.
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c. Credit to Corporation Against Income for Dividends
Distributed
In opposition to the plan of its fellow-members, as
cited in the preceding section, the balance of the Commit-
tee on Federal Taxation of the American Institute of Accoun-
tants favors a plan which allows the corporation full credit
against its taxable Income for all dividends paid out of the
Income earned from the time of adoption of such a plan.
There are present in this plan a complete uniformity of
treatment without complications resulting from variations
in corporate tax rates and a divorce of the effects of in-
dividual income brackets on the stockholders' tax liability
resulting from dividends received. It is claimed by the
proponents of this plan that the rate of tax does not vary
with the percentage of income currently distributed in close cor-
poration, there being no double taxation.
Among the disadvantages appears again the failure of
the plan to solve completely the undistributed profits prob-
lem since taxes paid by the corporation on any undistributed
earnings will not be recovered if such Income is not ultim-
ately distributed. Further, there may be ample encourage-
ment here for distribution of earnings, particularly by the
smaller corporations, thus reviving to some extent the com-
plications of the 1936-1939 undistributed profits surtax
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inequities. This would be particularly true if the rate of
tax on undistributed earnings were substantially higher tha.n
the initial individual rate of tax.
d. Credit to Corporation Against Its Tax
As in the case of his recommendations made for corpor-
ate taxation, Mr. Godfrey Nelson plots a compromise course
in connection with double taxation. His proposal would al-
low corporations to recoup k-0 per cent of taxes paid to the
extent of dividend distributions. Thus, the net tax in the
case of a corporation distributing all its earnings would
be 60 per cent of the assessed tax. As suggested by the plan,
this would be I5 per cent of tne assessed 25 per cent.
There is a significant inducement here for distribution
of corporate earnings but no solution for complete elimina-
tion of double taxation or full treatment of undistriouted
profits. It is doubtful whetner the proposal would find favor
among other autnorities since it constitutes essentially a
postponement ratner than a solution to the problems involved.
e. Stockholder Reporting Only Portion
of Dividends Received
In furthering its thesis tnat relatively heavy income
taxes are not as harmful to businesses as are individual in-
come taxes, the Twin Cities plan contemplates full taxation
of corporate income to the corporation but exclusion of 40
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per cent of dividends received by individual stockholders.
The 40 per cent limitation has been selected because under
the rates proposed by the plan not over half of the dividends
of any individual (even if taxed at the highest siirtax rate)
would thus go to taxes, it is claimed.
This proposal appears to offer a compromise to a diffi-
cult problem, but shows no concern for the problem of double
taxation. In its defense of the ^4-0 per cent exemption, the
plan illustrates in several tables that this exemption is a
constant fraction at all levels of income. It should be noted,
however, that the comparison is drawn between incomes wholly
from dividends and wholly from other sources, and that the
conclusions as to the constant fraction would by no means
hold good in the case of taxpayers whose income is obtained
partly from dividends and partly from other sources. The
discrepancy would be further aggravated if varying shares of
dividend income were assumed to constitute a taxpayer's tax-
able income,
3, Undistributed Profits Tax
In the foregoing discussion on double taxation the
problems arising from non-distribution of tocal corporate
income were shown in their relationship to the subject treated
as well as to the question incidence.
In the years I936-I939 a tax on undistributed profits
of corporations was imposed in addition to other corporate
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taxes. It was repealed in 1939 after having been amended.
At present there exist two provisions in the law to deal with
the question of undistributed profits.
The first of these imposes a special surtax on corpora-
tions improperly accumulating surplus (I.R. C, Sec. 102),
This surtax may be either 27^ per cent or per cent de-
pending on the amount of undistributed net income. Specifi-
cally imposed to counter tax avoidance by means of corporate
reinvestment, this provision has been branded detrimental to
normal business growth, financing, and credit standing,^
The section as enacted places the burden of proof of proper
accumulation of surplus upon the corporation. However, only
in comparatively few cases has the section been invoked since
"proper" reasons for surplus accumulation are not difficult
to conceive. This provision, however, poses a threat of un-
certainty at the very least and if seriously invoked, may
deny the source of growth capital to small corporations.
The other provision (I.R. C. Sec. 5OO) deals only with
personal holding companies as defined by the code, and iii>-
poses a surtax of 75 per cent or P©^ cent according to
the amount of undistributed net income. The major objection
which I have been able to find against this provision is in
its arbitrary classification of what constitutes a personal
holding company,
1, New York Credit Men's Association, New York Times,
January 3, 19^7.
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a. Direct Tax on Undistributed Profits
Advocacy of an unqualified undistributed profits tax
finds little support among contemporary writers. One authority
does be-ck sucn a measure, however, as follows:
After the war we need corporation taxes on
undistributed profits, personal holding companies,
multiple trust and on all corporate devices used
to avoid taxes.
In this connection it is noted that in a pamphlet "Public Debt
and Taxation", 2 this same authority qualifies the above state-
ment by pointing out the need for relief from undistributed
profits tax in the case of "bonafide" investments made from
undistributed profits. No suggestion is made, however, for
determining what would constitute a "bonafide" investment nor
for the mechanics of the process.
The Ruml-Sonne plan which proposes a 5 P®^ cent corpo-
rate franchise tax, also contemplates the use of a 16 per
cent undistributed profits tax, wnich may or may not be cre-
dited to individuals when disbursed. There is no further
elaboration of this point in the plan.
If the credit is made available to the individual
stockholder upon receipt of dividends, the pitfall of tax
avoidance is present. If the reverse is the case, the propo-
sal, except for its lower rate, is subject to the criticisms
leveled at the present provision.^ In addition, some critics
1. William Withers, "Tax Reduction for Full Employment", New
Republic
,
Oct. 2, 19^^, p. ^20.
T, League for Industrial Democracy, January, 19^.
3. I.R. C. Section 102,
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object to a non-progressive, low rate of corporate taxation,
and any method of corporate taxation not completely offset
by pro-rata credits to stockholders is deemed by many authori-
ties, including Mr. Ruml himself,^ to constitute double taxa-
tion,
Mr. H, Chr. Sonne, co-autJior of the Rural-Sonne plan,
has indicated in his individual capacity, that some plan to
permit retention by the corporation of not more than 25 per
cent of its earnings snould be acceptable. His proposal,
which includes exemption of the first $50,000 in earnings
from undistributed profits taxation has an advantage for
small businesses in permitting them to add substantially to
their surplus. This has been considered discriminatory in
some quarters,
Mr. G-odfrey Nelson recalls the unfortunate experience
of this country during the years I936-I939 in connection with
the vast amount of litigation over the undistributed profits
tax, and considers a repetition of sucn a tax to be more
2
damaging to business than any other levy.
Another writer stresses the fact that an undistributed
profits tax favors a strong, well-established corporation as
against a young enterprise and encourages monopolies as noth-
ing els© would,
1, Fiscal and Monetary Policy, National Planning Association,
July. 1944, p. 11, ^ ^
2, Nelson Tax Plan, pp. 20-21.
3, George E. Barnes, "A Plan to Simplify Corporation Taxes and
a Solution of Double Taxation of Corporate Earnings", The
Exchange
,
Sept. 19^, pp. 1-2.
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b. Alternative Methods of Taxing
Undistributed Profits
The capital gains method has been suggested by the
1
Groves plan for use particularly in the case of new corpora-
tions but in conjunction with the partnership method and a
variant of the British method.
The benefits ascribed to this proposal include stimu-
lation of corporate savings since the plan contemplates tax-
ing at the full personal rate any increase in the value of
security at the time of its sale or transfer. Its limita-
tions include certain tax postponement since undistributed
corporate income would escape taxation until the stockholder
realized a capital gain on a sale or disposed of his holdings
by means of a gift or through death. This feature would make
for serious uncertainty of revenues to the government. In
addition, unless similar tax postponement privileges were
granted to unincorporated businesses, it would seem that dis-
crimination would then be snifted against that group. If
defensible at all, this proposal seems to offer practical
use only in the case of new small corporations and then only
on an equal basis with privileges extended to unincorporated
businesses,
A variation of the capital gains method, as discussed
1, Suggested to Mr. G-roves by Mr. Henry C. Simons,
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by Mr. Eustace Sellgman, consists of treating a portion of
the profit on the sale of stock, up to the amount of earn-
ings accumulated by the corporatlng during the period the
stock was held, as suDject to ordinary rates of tax. The
balance of the profit Is to be taxed as a capital gain.
Despite Its theoretical appeal, this version of the capital
gains tax Is again subject to the objections previously
stated,
2
The partnership method was recommended for use by a
National Tax Association Committee In 1939^ as well as by
Mr, Groves in his tax plan. The proposers contemplate that
all but a few thousand of our larger corporations may use
this method with relative ease, but they do not overlook the
difficulties to be encountered. Some of tnese difficulties
are: Assigning undistributed earnings to stockholders for
portions of taxable year while stock was held, complexity of
holding company structure, subsequent changes In corporate
Income, and feasibility of taxing Income not available to
stockholders. In this connection reference Is made to John
V, Van Sickle's proposal In the previous section of this
chapter.
1. A Postwar Program for Taxation of Corporations and Stock-
holders, Commercial and Financial Chronicle, March 2, 19^4,
PP. 9OS-9C9:
'~
2. As discussion In Section 2 of this chapter.
3. National Tax Association Proceedings, 1939* P» 5^7.
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The National Tax Association Committee also reviewed
another proposal known as the inventory method, originally
proposed in I937 "by the Twentieth Century Fund, Inc. This
is essentially the capital gains and losses method except
that stockholders are taxed on the basis of periodic evalua-
tion of their securities rather than waiting until their
disposal. Since such evaluations are based either on market
quotations or on corporate book value, they frequently re-
present the effects of much more than corporate earnings,
and may at times be some^/hat incongruous. It does, however,
overcome the most objectionable feature of the capital gains
and losses method; that is, it provides for constant revenue
to the government and creates no discrimination over unin-
corporated enterprises. On the other hand, there is a general
objection to all methods of taxing capital gains in that the
gain may represent merely a change in the price level. This,
however, is an objection applicable not only to this method
of taxation but is one that has been extended to all forms
of business reporting and constitutes a serious challenge to
all stable dollar reporting.
k-. Observations
Taxation of the dividend dollar is said to have largely
led to corporate financing by means of bonds in preference
to stocks,^ Since interest costs are deductible in computing
1. Harold M. Groves, Production, Jobs, and Taxes , (McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 19^4) p. 25.
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taxable net income and such Income is taxed prior to dividend
distribution, the relative ease of earning a satisfactory
return on bonds as compared with stocks in obvious. Accord-
ing to a wide- spread view, there is an inherent danger par-
ticularly for nev; and small businesses, in fins.ncing by means
of long-term dollar contracts since fixed charges bear heavily
on business solvency in times of adversity. Since preferen-
tial treatment given interest encourages bond fina.ncing, a
solution has been offered by certain writers for a tax plan
based on operating income of corporations (before deduction
of bond interest). Such a plan appears to offer difficulties
in that rent paid may also be considered an element of exclu-
sion for determining operating income and this opens the road
to allowance of other expenses and eventually would lead to
a tax on gross income. It has been difficult to find any
word of defense for a gross income tax because of the slight
relation of such a basis to corporate profit and ability to
pay.
Under the present treatment of undistributed corporate
income there exists a temptation toward tax avoidance.
Declaration of dividends certainly appears unsound if the
reinvestment of such earning by the corporation involves no
additional tax. This problem has been recognized by the tax
law through its Section 102, which makes accumulation of
surplus beyond reasonable requirements of the business sub-
ject to a tax. However, the problem of extracting revenue
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without Jeopardizing the legitimate needs of a business is
a most delicate one,- and this feature of the law has been
somewhat uncertain of application and rather feeble. Never-
theless, the threat posed by the possibility of more strin-
gent invocation of this section contributes to the uncer-
tainties already abundant in the law.
It would seem that a more direct and less difficult
approach to the solution of this pe,rticular aspect of the
problem would lay in eliminating the duplication of taxes
on corporate income by the most promising method available.
The requirement for treatment of corporate enterprises
in the same manner as unincorporated businesses and simul-
taneous disposition of the undistributed profits dilemma
finds a theoretically ideal solution in the use of the part-
nership plan which allocates all corporate earnings to the
stockholders for taxation and relieves the corporation of
any income taxa.tion. As noted earlier, however, the com.-
plexitles of such a plan, ( particularly in the case of a large
corporation) are practically overwhelming since they include
possible taxation without ability to pay and the need for
retroactive adjustments"^ among thousand of stockholders.
In my opinion, therefore, the plan suggested by a part
of the Committee on Taxation of the American Institute of
Accountants offers a practical and an equitable solution.
1, These may arise for example from the application of
loss carry-over provisions.
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This plan involves credit against taxable corporate income
for all dividends paid by the corporation, with taxation
of dividends on the individual level only, A somewhat higher
than the lowest-bracket individual rate of tax"^ would then
be applied against the undistributed portion of corporate
income. This tax would then be available as a credit to
the stockholder's tax bill when such retained earnings were
eventually distributed,^
This plan abounds in comparative simplicity and is ad-
ministered on the corporate level. Its other advantages are
in the solution offered to double taxation and at least a
practical solution to the question of undistributed profits.
The tendency here would be to distribute all possible profits
unless influential stockholders were in higher than the cor-
porate tax level.
In addition, in order to enable small and new corpora-
tions to avoid the "prepayment" of taxes necessitated by re-
tention of earnings which is so essential in these cases, it
is suggested that the alternative use of the partnership
method of taxation be made available in such cases. In fact,
this alternative should be available to all corporations
1, Suggested rates have been 30 to k-0 per cent,
2, The principle of an adjustment in the corporate tax on
account of dividend distributions is given a limited recog-
nition by the present law. Dividends Paid hy public utility
corporations on preferred stock issued prior to October 1,
19^1-2 are credited against surtax net income, and are thus
not subject to the corporate surtax. Internal Revenue Code,
See's, 15 a and 26 h)
,
II
wishing to enter Into Its complexities, which of course,
would be trivial in the case of the great majority of our
corporations since these are essentially small.
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CHAPTER V
CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
The history of capital gain and loss regulations is a
particularly stormy one, and In nearly every revenue act
since 1913 there have been important changes in this connec-
tion. The provisions of the various Acts have treated capi-
tal gains and losses in a multitude of ways. For example,
under the Act of I913 gains from sales of capital assets were
subject to income tax but losses from such sales were not
allowed. In I916 and I917 such losses were allowed only to
the extent of capital gains, and in I^IS such losses were
allowed in full against income from all sources.
Under the present law, adopted in 19^2, profits and
losses on capital assets fall into categories of long-term
and short-term. For individuals long-term gains and losses
(those on assets held 6 months and over) are taxed to the
extent of 50 per cent and short-term transactions at 100 per
cent. The maximum effective rate on long-term capital gains
Is 25 per cent. An excess of capital losses may be deducted
from ordinary income only up to |1000 but the balance may be
offset against net capital gains in each of the five suc-
ceeding years. With respect to corporations, 100 per cent
of long-term and short-term gains and losses are recognized.
If a net gain results, it is subject to tax as ordinary in-
come, except that the tax on the long-term portion of the
gain shall not exceed 25 per cent. Capital losses are not
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deductible from ordinary income, but may be carried forward
as short-term capital losses and enter into net capital gain
or loss computations in each of the five succeeding taxable
years,
1. The Case for Repeal
Mr, Godfrey Nelson,-^ a consistent advocate of elimina-
tion of this tax, maintains that capital accretion is not
income and that proceeds of sale of a capital asset consti-
tute a return of capital. He suggests that except in "bull
markets", the Treasury has derived very little revenue from
this form of taxation, and that the limitation on the deducti-
bility of losses is naturally a great deterrent to taking
such losses. Citing an example of an investor who may pay
a considerable tax on capital gains and yet be denied relief
for capital losses v^hich may exceed such capital gains, Mr.
Nelson further stresses the inequity of the law in this re-
spect. Farther arguments against this tax are cited as its
continued alteration by Congress, the considerable litigation
produced by it, and the absence of this form of taxation from
the British system.
The economist, Irving Fisher, has stated that tax-dodgers
sell during a fall in prices and buy during a rise, thus
contributing, under the present tax system, to intensification
of booms and depressions,
1. Nelson Tax Plan, New York, Sept. 30, 1^44,
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A constant annual loss to the Treasury due to the
effect of the capital gains tax is claimed by another source,
vjhich also decries its restrictive effects on the free move-
ment of securities in and out of investment portfolios."'"
2, The Case Against Repeal
A National Tax Association Committee on capital gains
has stated that in boom times it is primarily the speculator
who realizes capital gains and who then uses these gains to
further inflate the security market and aggravate the economic
2Structure,
Mr, Arthur H. Kent has directed certain arguments against
the proponents for revision of the capital gains tax, ^ His
position, borne out by Supreme Court decisions, is that capi-
tal gains are as much income as are gains from other forms
of economic activity when viewed from the point of ability
to pay.
In directing a rebuttal to those citing the British
example of non- taxation of capital gains, Mr, Kent states
that the exemption of capital gains in England is far narrower
than it is commonly believed to be, that their partial exemp-
tion of capital gains frequently produces inequitable and
1. Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Winning
the War and the Peace
, 19^4, pp. 20-22,
l^ational Tax Association Proceedings, 193^, p. S09,
3, The Question of Taxing Capital Gains, Law and Con t emporary
Problems, Duke University, Spring, I94O, pp. I99-205.
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arbitrary decisions, that the British have shown signs of
dissatisfaction with their system, and that the formula gives
rise to tax avoidance through transforming taxable income
into exempt capital gains.
As to the contentions that the Treasury finds this
tax a constant annual loss, Mr. Kent states that evidence
to this effect is not conclusive and that even if the loss
were established, revenue productivity cannot be considered
the sole criterion of levying taxes. Preferential treatment
to capital gains as against earned income and business pro-
fits poses problems of its own.
Assertions th8.t the capital gains tax has contributed
to the causes of booms and depressions are met by Mr. Kent
with the statement that stock market panics and booms ante-
date the passage of the first Revenue Act, and that during
the 1920* s when the comparatively low capital gains tax of
12^ per cent was in effect our most devastating economic
debacle took place.
The Ruml and Sonne plan treats this subject as follows:
With its present limitation of 25 per cent
on long-term capital gains, it (capital gains tax)
probably does not have an important inhibitive ef-
fect on high production and high employment. It
is our feeling that the capital gains tax should
be retained in its present form for the time being,
in order that tnis controversial subject should
not tend to confuse more important issues.
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3. The Case for Modification
The Committee on Federal Taxation of the American
Institute of Accountants recommends that revisions of the
capital gains provisions be treated as a part of the long-
range project on tax simplification, and that for the present
capital losses should be allowed as deductions vdth tax bene-
fit limited to the same maximum rate as Is applied In taxing
capital gains.
The Association of American Railroads, In Its tax plan,
also calls for equal treatment of capital gains and losses.
The Committee for Economic Development and the Groves
plans add their voice to the full recognition sentiment as
regards gains and losses. However, these sources propose
retention of the present system until such time as substan-
tial reductions In corporate and persona.1 Income taxes have
been effected and provisions for averaging unstable Incomes
have been enacted. Under these conditions, It is recommended
that capital gains and losses should be treated as any other
Income and losses. The plans further provide that capital
gains and losses be recognized at transfer by gift or by
death. It should be noted that taxation of capital gains
and losses Is one form of taxation proposed by these plans
to replace double taxation of dividend Income,
The Klmmel tax plan offers partial relief to Investors
by suggesting that offset of capital losses be allov/ed against
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capital gains and dvidend income, since these two types of
income are only theoretica.lly different and constitute a com-
bined return on an investment.
The Twin Cities plan envisages exclusion from defini-
tion as capital assets all assets held for less than six
months and provides for recognition of 100 per cent of cor-
porate capital gains and losses and 50 per cent in the case
of individuals. The plan also includes a limitation of tax
of
increase or decrease to the extend 12^ per cent of the capital
gain or loss.
A temporary measure to tax capital gains during the
postwar years at 9O per cent was proposed by Marriner S. Eccles,
Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
1
System, This proposal, applicable to gains and losses from
investments made on and after January 1, 19^5 drew much fire
from financial and tax circles and was only passively consid-
ered by Congress.
^* Observations
Prior to the recent depression years, the productivity
2
of the capital gains tax was amply established by statistics.
Regardless of this consideration, it is evident that repeal
of this tax would remove from taxation a substantial portion
1. A Capital Gains Tax to Curb Rising Prices of Capital
Values, Federal Reserve Bulletin , Mar. 19^5, PP. 222-22^^-.
2. Statistics of Income, U.S. Treasury Dept., I929.
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of income, particularly that of higher-bracket taxpayers.
Such action, in my opinion, would be denounced by many cri-
tics since it would constitute taxation of earnings by hand
or brain to the exclusion of earnings created frequently by
relatively light effort. Against the proponents of equal
treatment of capital gains and losses might be offered the
argument that an individu8.1 may always taJce his losses as he
desires, but that he is not obliged to make a sale or an
exchange to keep his unrealized gain.
At any rate, partial adjustments of this very contro-
versial tax are apt to result in further inequities. In
this connection, the C.E.D. plan has particular appeal since
it provides for full recognition of capital gains and losses
as realized, averaging of these gains and losses, and their
recognition through transfer by death or gift.
This plan, of course, will not eliminate interim manipu-
lations, but will subject capital gains to full taxation rates
eventually rather than the lighter estate taxation or inde-
finite avoidance of taxation inherent in the present provi-
2
sions.
1. Treasury statistics for 1^2^^ indicate that in the $150,000
to $1,000,000 income bracket net capital gains from the sale
of assets held over 2 years accounted for ^0 per cent of such
income,
2, For example, under existent provisions as to bases of
property acquired by gift, both the donor and donee may avoid
tax despite a substantial capital gain.
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CHAPTER VI
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Under the present lav7 certain types of income are not
taxable or ma.y be excluded from gross income. This list
Includes such items as servicemen's compensation, life in-
surance proceeds, gifts and bequests, and pensions. In
general, exemptions are justified administratively or on the
basis of social welfare, but responsible writers agree that
in the interest of equity and sound tax system there should
always be a strong burden of proof upon the advocates of
each specific exemption. The existence of certain income
not subject to income taxation has caused some concern to
certain tax writers. Two of such exemptions, being most
troublesome, are treated in this chapter,
1, Tax-Exempt Securities
Closely allied with the problems posed by any attempt
to integrate the federal, state, and local taxation is the
question of federal taxation of the currently tax-exempt
securities. These securities are of two classes: obliga-
tions of the several states and their subdivisions and those
of the federal government issued prior to March 1, 19^1, the
latter retaining various degrees of exemption.
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a. Questions Involved
Advocating complete federal taxation of all outstand-
ing as well as future issues, the G-roves plan asserts that
"tneir exemption favors the most secure form of investment
while taxing and double-taxing risk capital"."^ Stressing
the complete lack of equity from such an arrangement, this
plan proposes the elimination of tax exemption on currently
outstanding securities by compensating the various states
or the individual security holders.
The C.E.D. and the Ruml- Sonne plans favor the elimina-
tion of tax exemption on all future issues of such securi-
ties, but contend that the complications involved in compen-
sating the present holders of tax-exempt securities argue
for extension of full taxation to future issues only.
The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy made no recommenda-
tions with respect to federal obligations nov; tax-exempt,
considering this privilege to be a matter of contract and
stressing the diminution of the problem with the passage of
time.
As regards taxation by the federal government of interest
on state and municipal issues, both present and future, the
1, Under current exemption provisions of certain government
sec\irities, a similar amount invested in such securities and
in private enterprise may yield the same net return despite
a gross return of double magnitude on the latter investment.
This becomes even more exaggerated under higher surtax
rates.

1^
members of this committee could not reach an agreement, but
expressed their conviction that full taxation of future issues
of federal obligations was sound,
Richard A, Musgrave's tax plan refers only to State and
local securities, without defining their issued or unissued
status, in advocating the desirability of fully taxing them,
b. Observations
There is hardly any opposition to be found to elimina-
tion of these exemptions where equity and incentive measures
are the considerations. It is rather administrative and politi-
cal difficulties that appear to bar the road to full taxation
of governmental obligations.
The continuation of taxation of new federal obligations
appears to enjoy almost universal approval.
The difficulties of extending federal taxation to state
and other obligations now outstanding appear to be of a con-
tractual and administrative nature. In addition, the follow-
ing arguments may be marshalled against federal taxation of
any subordinate government's obligations:
1. The ability of state and local governments to borrow
may. be considerably impaired, resulting in a possible invasion
of States' Rights and in further concentration of power in
the central government,
2, Interest rates on non-exempt securities would pro-
bably require upward revision, resulting in heavier state and
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local taxation. This may take the foim of heavier property
tax and constitute a shifting of the burden.
It is conceivable, of course, that this latter point
might be used as an argument for full taxation of state obli-
gations since it throvj-s light on the present indirect, if not
hidden method, of financing state and local needs. The inte-
gration of federal, state, and local taxes is briefly treated
subsequently in this study, but the problems involved are of
major proportions and constitute a separate field of research.
It should be sufficient at this point to invoke the doctrine
of equity and to stress the need for a permanent independent
body to conduct uninterrupted research into all aspects of
national taxation, having as one objective the coordination
of all governmental taxation.
It should be noted that the proponents of non-exemption
might easily contend that there is a strong presumption
against exemption from taxation of any particular type of
income and tha,t under the present provisions persons of means
may readily avoid tax to a considerable degree by o\ming tax-
exempt obligations,
2. Taxation of Cooperatives
a. Background
Under Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code several
classes of mutual or cooperative organizations are exempt from
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federal income taxation. While only slight direct reference
will be found in the various tax plans to the problems grow-
ing out of this exemption, it should be noted that the in-
creasing magnitude of the problem requires some comment in
this study, particularly with regard to cooperatives.
It may be assumed from the modest scope of the coopera-
tive movement in the early years of the income tax that Congress
originally granted the present exemptions on the premise of
relative unimportance of the net income of such organizations
and because of its vfish to foster their grovjth. That this
wish has been accomplished is attested to by the ^12,000,000,000
annual business volume reached by cooperatives as a group dur-
ing the war. Predictions for this volume to reach $25,000,000,000
in a few years have been made,^ In addition, business publi-
cations give continuous evidence of the expansion of coopera-
tives into fields far removed from their original purposes
and their entry into active competition with non-cooperative
business organizations,
b. Recent Developments
The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, while having made no
study of this subject, proposes that business enterprises
should not be given exemption from taxation of any true net
Income merely because of their cooperative form of organization,
1, Godfrey Nelson, New York Times, November 3, 194-6,
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Speaking before the 194-6 American Bar Association Con-
vention, Ben C, McCabe, president of the National Tax Equity
Association described the activities of one midwestern,
wholly exempt, farm cooperative. This cooperative owns a
management and financial organization, a life insurance com-
pany, a credit association, and an automobile and a fire
Insurance company. Further, it owns another cooperative,
which in turn owns five fertilizer plants, an oil refinery,
an alfalfa mill, and two grain elevators. It has part in-
terest in a machinery cooperative, which owns a tractor plant
and two cultivator plants. It has further part interest in
a cooperative which owns a cosmetic and a chemical plant,
a milking machine plant, a shingle mill, and an electric
appliance outlet. If its total interests were enumerated,
it would be discovered that this cooperative holding company
opera.tes through member associations, whose total business
volume in I944 reached almost ^22,000,000.
The citation of this case is not made in an attempt to
place all or even the majority of cooperatives into the above
niche, \fba.t is desired here, however, is the recognition of
the fact that the scope of cooperatives at times parallels
that of our larger non-cooperative institutions, and that the
form of organization alone may offer questionable basis for
tax exemption,
Morris Se.yre, president of the Corn Products Refining
Corporation, whose company is in competition with certain
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cooperatives, has stated that cooperatives are legitims-te
forms of private enterprise and as such should receive no ad-
vantages which put their competitors at a disadvantage business-
wise and require them to assume an unfair share of the nation's
tax "burden,^
c. Observations
Proponents of tax exemptions for cooperatives cite the
agency relationship of the association and the members and
the fact that distributions or "patronage dividends" reflect
themselves in lower costs to the member taxpayers.
However, the effective distinction between cooperative
members and corporate stockholders will offer much difficulty
in the case of the cooperative holding company cited above.
In most cases cooperatives relieve their members of liability
for the acts of the enterprise much as do ordinary corpora-
tions so that ultimately the rights of members are equal to
those of corporate stockholders except to tneir right to re-
ceive refunds in the form of "patronage dividends". In the
cases of cooperatives wnicn are taxed, such "patronage divi-
dends" are not taxable. Tnis feature points a question as to
the reason for taxing ordinary corporate dividends but per-
mitting their payment free of tax by the disbursing agency
if it is organized as a cooperative. Equalization of the
treatment afforded cooperatives and corporations might be had
1, Cited by Godfrey Nelson, Op. cit. , p. 76.
1
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by eliminating the corporate tax. No such recommendation
Is made here, "but recognition of certain Inequities should
be apparent.
No exhaustive study or specific recommendations bear-
ing on cooperative taxation appear in the tax plans considered,
nor do I find myself warranted to do so on the basis of but
a brief research in this direction permitted by the scope of
this study. It is manifest, nevertheless, that whenever the
activities of a cooperative association result in no true net
Income, there should be no levying of an income tax. It is
also somewhat apparent that the tax law of the future should
place the burden of proof of equity of exemptions on the
agencies which clamour for them.
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CHAPTER VII
IRREGULARITY OF INCOME
The widespread concern for the inclusion in future tax
measures of provisions encouraging risk-taking has led to ex-
tensive consideration of the discrimination against irregular
income inherent in a progressive system of taxation. The in-
come accounting period under our income tax system being a
12-month year, a heavier tax burden is placed on a fluctuating
income as compared with an income of the same magnitude over
a stated number of years but accruing annually as a fairly
constant amount. In the case of a business enterprise, there
are frequently many items of income and expense v:hich cannot
be satisfactorily attributed to any specific one-year period.
Some recognition of this problem will be found in the
present tax law in that business losses may be carried back
for two years and carried forward for two years. In addition,
under certain stated conditions, which are very limiting in
nature, the spreading of individual compensation over at least
a three-year period may be made.
Great Britain made use of an averaging provision for a
number of years as a means of alleviating taxation of fluctuat-
ing income and the State of V/isconsin has also experimented
witn this procedure.
Proponents of income averaging for federal income tax
purposes offer variations in the approach to the problem.
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1, Averaging of Income
Since income from non-business sources received no tax
relief from carry-back and carry-over provisions, the G.E. D,
plan contemplates refunds to individuals to the extent that
taxe3 paid during a five-year period exceeded IO5 or 110 per
cent of what such taxes would have been if the aggregate in-
come had been spread equally throughout the period. This pro-
cedure would afford relief only to those seriously affected
by income fluctuations and would eliminate all minor claims.
The Groves plan proposes an essentially similar proce-
dure with a further provision that relief in the lower brackets
be confined to a carry-over of unused personal exemptions.
A proposal made by a National Grange spokesman^ involves
the use of an equalization fund equal to 50 per cent of a
person's tax bill. This fund would be retained by the Treasury
and would serve not only as a source of subsequent tax refund
adjustments but also as a source of credit to the tax payer.
The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, while recognizing
the taxation hardship resulting from unmitigated taxation of
Irregular or variable incomes, stresses the seriousness of the
administrative difficulties of a general averaging plan. The
Committee's conclusion is that the fact that income averaging
has been proposed is an indictment of a severe tax rate sche-
dule and that relief should take the form of removal of
1, Albert S. Goss, Senate Finance Committee Hearings on the
Revenue Act of 19^^-3, p, IO93.
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excessive tax rates. While the difficulties and complexities
of effective administration of income averaging provisions
are evident the Committee's proposal for a lower general tax
scale seems to be aimed at reducing only the dollar burden of
all taxpayers and not the relative tax disadvantage of fluctua-
ting incomes.
Opposition to income averaging has also taken the fol-
lowing form:^
....and in my opinion the cure would be worse
than the desease. Imagine having to sit down each
year and go over your income tax figures for the last
five or six years to find out whether it says to
average or not,...
Fairness in tax laws must be balanced against ex-
pediency and the irritation to all taxpayers that
would result from averaging outweighs the rela-
tively unimportant discrimination thao results
from not averaging. Wherever averaging has been
tried, it lias been abandoned.
2, Carry-Over and Carry-Back of Losses
As noted earlier partial benefits of averaging are now
available througn provisions for the application of business
losses to a ^-y^^-^ period, including the two years preceding
the year of loss.
The C.E.D, plan stresses the existence of fluctuating
income particularly in the case of new enterprises and favors
the retention of the present carry-fonward provision as well
1, Harry J. Rudick, "Postwar Tax Policy", in Proceedlnrs of
New York University Third Annual Institute on Federal Taxa-
tion
, 19^, PP. ^OS-^IO.
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as Its possible extension to a 6-year period. It favors the
elimination of the carry-back feature, particularly in view
of administrative difficulties which would be presented by
the need for retroactive adjustments of a business income
under an integrated tax system,^
The Twin Cities plan recommends the extension of the
present carry-fonward provision to a 5-y®ar period, repeal
of the carry-back provision after the first two years of the
proposed plan's operation, and the inclusion of losses result-
ing from involuntary conversion in the computation of net
operating loss for carry-forward purposes.
The Kimmel plan also defines its support for carry-
forward provisions on the grounds of encouragement of new
enterprises and equity in taxation. It finds carry-back pro-
visions not acceptable in view of its proposal for corporate
taxation. The carry-over period is set at ^ years.
1, For example, if normal tax on individuals receiving divi-
dends was collected at the source or if corporate income wps
taxed under the partnership method, the effects of carry-back
adjustments may be tremendously complex,
2, Normal tax would be collected on corporate earnings at
the source and dividends would be taxable to the stockholders
at the surtax rate only, with full credit for corporate tax
paid on their behalf.

3. Observations
Experience with various averaging plans has not been of
a successful nature,"^ Frequently, this method of taxation
would require payment of high taxes in lov: income years and
would thus be somewhat out of step with a taxpayer's ability
to pay. Administration of the plan would have to cope with
questions on non-reporting in certain years because of low
Income, and would Involve other similar complexities and a
great additional volume of work,
A study of Wisconsin incomes by the V/isconsin Tax
Commission for the period I929-I935 Indicated that averaging
and rebates for fluctuating income are not of great signi-
ficance in total, but that for some individual cases there
was substantial relief.
It is possible that averaging of incomes may be worth
the additional complications since it would reduce inequities,
and to some extent, business risks. However, as I cannot
undertake the study of the extent of such inequities, I hesi-
tate to pass any opinion in this respect v;ith the exception
of a recommendation for the carry-over of unused personal ex-
emptions. Of significance in considering this problem would
be the probable loss in revenue to the government and the ex-
tent to which general tax rates would have to be raised in
!• The British have abandoned averaging in favor of a loss
carry-over system, the Wisconsin plan of averaging existed
from 1927 to 193^, and in Australia averaging of income has
been narrov/ed to farmers.
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order to offset such loss,
A carry-over program in connection with net operating
losses of business enterprises is recommended for extension
to at least a ^—year period in view of the fact that a simi-
lar program is already in effect except for the unsatisfac-
tory carry-back provision as it would effect an integrated
program of individual and corporate taxation, suggested in
Chapter IV.
Of course, if both the carry-back and the carry-over
of losses were allowed without limitation, the income tax
would be based on the real earnings of a company during its
life. In order to avoid refunds and complications of an
Integrated tax program, it would appear that a reasonable
loss carry-over provision would do much to enable business
enterprises to reflect for taxation purposes a more accurate
net income over a period of time and to encourage investments
In new enterprises.

CHAPTER VIII
COMPLEXITY OF THE TAX STRUCTURE
1. The Case for Simplification
Perhaps more criticism Is leveled at the complexity of
the Income tax structure than at any other phase of taxation.
As laudable a goal as tax simplification Is, there appears
to be some need to place proposals for tax simplification In
their proper perspective. It cannot be denied that possi-
bilities exist for rewording or rephrasing to advantage cer-
tain passages of the Code. Many such passages, hov/ever, are
well nigh essential to provide equitable taxation under com-
plicated situations requiring refinements in provisions. Tax
simplification need have no bounds if equity of taxation and
ruling social and economic aspects can be sacrificed. In
other words, simplicity is a derivative problem, and as such
must be discussed in the light of the factors underlying tax
complexity. Certain of these tax complexities will be briefly
examined in this chapter,
2. Individual Income Tax
Simplification on the individual level may convey dif-
ferent significance to different people. It may have to do
with a return which is easy to fill out, but simplicity cannot
extend beyond the principles of arithmetic. In this connection
it is noted that the Individual Income Tax Act of 19^4 made
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significant strides in simplification by permitting a pre-
sumptive deduction of 10 per cent of income with a limit of
^500, by omitting the earned income credit, and by furnishing
a tax table for use up to $5,000 of income,^
Tax simplification may be called for by people whose
real difficulty is the record-keeping necessary before a
return can be prepared.
Again, simplification may have to do v/ith the need for
simpler langiiage of the law. There is room for improvement
here in less involved sentence structure, but it may be that
sacrifice of precision cnay lead to further complexity and in-
creased litigation.
Finally, it should be stated some clamor for simplifi-
cation arises from the existence of provisions which affect
the fev; and this should be viewed in its proper light. There
is room for simplification but the desire of Congress to be
emanently fair appears to have resulted in a complex law and
there is serious question whether fairness can be had if all
proposals for simplicity were answered in the affirmative.
1. In addition, taxpayers with adjusted gross income of less
than 15,000 received from wages, salaries, interest, or divi-
dends and with gross income from sources other than wages
subject to withholding up to ^^100 may use the withholding re-
ceipt as their return and leave tax computation to the govern-
ment.

3, Corporate Inconie Tax
The various concepts of net income present the initial
complication in the corporate tax field. These concepts of
net income are: net income, adjusted net income, surtax net
Income, normal tax net income as well as capital gains and
losses. But these do not arise as a result of intentional
sadism or unintentional oversight on the part of Congress but
rather as a result of special treatment accorded partially
tax-exempt securities, the per cent credit for dividends
received; and the special allowance for dividends
/on certain preferred stock of public utilities. All of the
issues involved transcend the issue of tax simplification
and are discussed elsev/here in this study.
The tax on undue accumulations of surplus also adds to
the complexity of the tax law since the provisions of Section
102 have not been definitely enacted into practice, thus
leaving corporate management wondering what investment and
dividend policies to follow to avoid this penalty. Certain
proposals for postwar tax structure would strengthen this
tax, while others would retain it, and one or two would re-
peal it.
Undue surplus accumulation is closely related to the
problem of integrating corporate and individual tax structure.
While eliminating existing complexities, plans for integra-
tion introduce, as a rule, more Involved procedure.
Perhaps the most equitable integration proposal is that

of the C,E. D. plan for taxing of corporate earnings in the
manner in which partnerships are now taxed; that is - taxing
earnings as they accrue to the various stockholders. This
method not only places the taxation of all business entities
on the same basis but also disposes of the undistributed pro-
fits problem. Ho\\rever, adoption of this method would be a
step in the direction of greater tax complexity than the one
now existing in this respect. Difficult problems of refunds,
retroactive adjustments allocable to individual stockholders,
and taxation regardless of immediate ability to pay would
result.
Other Integration proposals involving credits for taxes
paid at the corporate or personal level involve questions of
definition of distributed and retained earnings and would not
completely dispose of the undistributed profits question. It
seems reasonable to assume that a complete integration of
corporate and individual taxes would result in a tax stinicture
considerably more complicated than the present law.
The various tax plans are unanimous in their advocacy
of the ultimate repeal of the capital stock tax and the declared-
value excess profits tax. Repeal of the excess profits tax,
at least in its wartime garb, enjoys practically unanimous
approval. Discussion of the reasons advanced for the repeal
of these taxes would be purely academic at this time since the
Revenue Act of 19^1-5 has removed them from existence. However,
In retaining the excess profit credit carry-back for taxable
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years "beginning prior to December 3I, 15^6 this provision of
the Act did not have universal support. Here, again, the well-
stated positions on both sides of the argument will not be
repeated because they have only retroactive significance.
It is noted, however, that during the war the popular
demand for limiting corporate earnings had the inevitable re-
sult of vastly complicating the field of taxation. Removal
of the taxes here discussed has formed a notable step in tax
simplification,
k-. Other Complexities
It cannot be denied that a certain amount of complexity
exists in accounting, and insofar as tax determination takes
roots from the underlying business records, it assumes many
of the problems facing accounting.
As an example, the difficulties of the basic accounting
problem of annual income determination are too well recognized
by those versed in accounting to require more than a passing
reference here. Other similar complexities are present in
the tax la-w's provisions for allocation of depreciation
charges, bad debts, inventory valuation, salaries, and so on.
The annual reporting period is responsible to a great extent
for the complexity of such provisions.
Rules covering taxability under varying situations, not
normally encountered by any one taxpayer, fill the pages of
our tax law. If these were deleted, it is conceivable that
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charges of unfairness would arise and court calendars would
be more solidly booked with tax cases. This condition leads
to the question of whether complexity in the language of the
law and regulations or its uncertainty is considered the
greater offender. Obviously, both cannot be eliminated,
5, Observations
Simplification of the tax structure is urged to some
degree by almost all tax plans, and its desirability cannot
be overemphasized. It appears obvious, however, that the
technical problems of simplification are not isolated from
the major problems of tax revision, and certainly would not
present any difficulty if they could be considered separately.
It is also evident that gains from simplification must be
weighed against the price paid in terms of sacrifice of equi-
ty or other complexities assumed. V/hile I do not offer a
denial of the existence of valid complaints against complexity
of the present tax structure, it is my opinion that enactment
of an improved and a fairly stable tax legislation will auto-
matically simplify the existing tax structure.
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CHAPTER IX
CERTAIN OTHER INEQUITIES IN TAXATION
1. Depreciation and Depletion Provisions
a. Considerations
The C,E, D, and the G-roves plans emphasize the need for
permitting business management, within the limits of reason,
to establish depreciation rates to be applied against various
capital assets In computing their tax liability. In this
connection, the C»E, D, plan ma,lntalns that as long as such
charges are limited In the aggregate to the cost of business
assets, there should be no objection on the part of the govern-
ment either to their rapid or slow write-off. If consistency
Is maintained. Further, rapid depreciation of assets is said
to be an Important stimulus to replacement policies and thus
' to affect favorably the capital goods industries.
Former Justice James F. Byrnes, idth regard to accel-
erated charges on depreciation of machinery has written as
follows:^
VJe should consider, also, the advisability of
allowing manufacturers to depreciate new machinery
substantially in the years in which such machinery
is purchased. G-reat Britain has incorporated such
a plan in its current budget. This action would
Induce many companies to hazard new ventures, there-
by increasing employment. It would give a real
incentive to companies to keep our industry ahead
of the rest of the world technologically. It would
provide a steady domestic market of substantial
1. A report to the President from Director of War Mobilization,
September 7, l^k^-.
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proportions for capital goods and would go far
to provide a stable basis for employment in that
field in the postwar readjustment.
The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy has added its voice
to those recommending greater respect on the part of tne Trea-
sury to business accounting practices. With regard to the
question of depreciation allowances, the Committee stresses
the fact that under a reasonably stable tax rate, and disre-
garding interest on delayed t8,x, there is no long-run tax
disadvantage to the Treasury from more rapid depreciation or
lessening of its insistence on maximum depreciation periods.
The proposal is made that the rate and manner of depreciation
accrual, within the reasonable limits of generally accepted
accounting principles, be left to managerial judgment, Vma
placing tax allowances for depreciation on the same basis as
used in corporate accounting,
Randolph E. Paul, former general counsel of the Treasury,
has indicated his unwillingness to accept such proposals by
stating that rapid depreciation would grant undue advantage
to well-established businesses and that carry-back and carry-
forward provisions largely care for such difficulties,"''
In some lines of business, impairment of capital occurs
through ultimate consumption of the basic assets through their
sale as a part of the finished product. Allowance for such
impairment of capital, known as depletion, is complicated by
1. Uneconomic Compulsions of Corporate Taxation, Papers at
7th Ann^jal Meeting of the American Institute of Accountants ,
ctober, 1944, p, S$,
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the fact that an accurate advance estimate of the amount of
depletable assets such as ore or oil is not feasible. In
recognition of this, the present tax law provides as an alterna-
tive to the cost concept for deduction of depletion a method
involving a percentage of the annual gross income to the extent
that such a deduction does not exceed ^0 per cent of the net
income before depletion,"^ It should be evident that this al-
ternative provision is most generous and leaves the way open
for recovery of capital to an extent well beyond the original
cost of the investment. No such treatment is accorded depre-
ciable assets and consequently a special group privilege is
involved,
b. Observations
Limitations upon rates and methods used in computing
allowable depreciation charges exist in the tax law as a pre-
caution against unreasonable exploitation of such deductions
by taxpayers. The provisions contemplated by certain tax plans,
stressing the advisability of permitting depreciation charges
on tax returns to be in accord with reasonable practices of
management are, in my opinion, commendable. These recommenda-
tions do not contemplate fluctuating depreciation policies,
and it Is difficult to conceive any significant loss of revenue
to the government as a result of their adoption. Closer
1. I.R.C. lli+(b).
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alliance between taxpayers' records and tax returns would be
accomplished and a restrictive interference with the dictates
of the needs of businesses would be removed. In this connec-
tion, as in the case of other aspects naving to do with impar-
tial enforcement of tax regulations, the role of the Certi-
fied Public Accountant has been largely overlooked. In the
execution of proposals such as this one ha.ving to do with de-
preciation policies, the Treasury is in a position to be re-
lieved of much administrative anxiety through more substantial
reliance on the integrity of independent Certified Public
Accountants.
There has recently appeared an ineffective attempt on
the part of the government to relieve the situation caused by
depreciation limitationa"^ This took the form of a ruling per-
mitting depreciation ciiarges computed by the use of a hybrid
declining balance method. The depreciation rate used equals
150 per cent of the normal straight-line rate calculated on
the declining balance tneory. This method has the advantage
of permitting higher than straight-line rates of charges to
be applied in the first few years of asset life. This advan-
tage, however, is completely useless wnen viewed in the light
of the fact tx'^t lower depreciation charges in the later years
of asset life fail to bring the total allowable depreciation
to the point where recovery may be had of more than a part of
the cost of the asset over the period of its estimated normal
1. Letter to Wilson W. Wyatt, former Housing Expediter, dated
August 30, 19^6, signed by W. S. Sherwood, Acting Commissioner.
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useful life.
The recommendations of many tax writers for reliance on
accepted business practices have the further advantage of
obviating the necessity for further complicating the deprecia-
tion structure with such questionable decisions as the one
presented above.
As regards depletion, I would recommend amortization of
original investment and capitalizable developmental expenses
on a cost basis in accordance with accepted accounting practice
but without the benefit of the "percentage method". In the
event that actual depletion exceeded the estimated to the ex-
tent that available resources were overestimated, carry-back
adjustments might be employed,
2. Community Property Returns
At present, in eight community property states each
spouse has a vested interest in one-half of the income of both
spouses. Under a Supreme Court decision, this situation has
enabled married couples of these states to file separate re-
turns with a resultant saving in taxes because the higher pro-
gressive surtax rates are thus not reached. Since such an
election in filing is denied to the citizens of the other states,
there is an obvious discrimination against the latter class
of taxpayers,
1. This depreciation method was analyzed by Paul D. Seghers
in his Accelerated Depreciation , Journal of Accountancy,
February, IW, P'O. 113-llb,
2, Poe V. Sanborn
,
I93O, 232 U.S. 101.
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This Inequity, of course, is not one that ms been T-.Tit-
ten into the federal statutes but is rather a further example
of the difficulties involved in reconciling state and federal
interests in tneir effects on a fair national tax policy.
In many community property states, the present property sta-
tus has a long historical background, and state modification
of these laws cannot be expected. Obviously, rectification
of this condition falls to the lot of the federal government,
and apparently this could be accom-plished by federal legisla-
tion requiring the earner of income to report it all for taxa-
tion to himself. Constitutional and political considerations
may prove to be a barrier to this course of action, and the
various tax plans have largely omitted the consideration of
this problem,
3. Consolidated Returns
The additional 2 per cent tax now imposed on corporations
filing consolidated returns is defended on the grounds of the
benefit which this practice extends to corporations forming
the consolidated group. The existence of a certain benefit
is conceded when a situation is visualized which involves
a consolidated return including corporations with a net loss
for the period which may be to some extent offset against a
tax liability on the part of other individual corporations in
the group. However, the accuracy of the 2 per cent in mea-
suring any such benefit is not so conceded. Nor can it be
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conceded that frequently the measure of true income is not de-
pendent on a consolidation of all participating units. Sound
accounting and business practice has recognized this fact,
any many tax plans urge the extension of this practice to the
tax field without penalty.
It should be noted that the adoption of loss carry-over
provisions-^ will largely eliminate the advantage of consoli-
dated returns in most cases and that under such circumstances
the consistent use of consolidated returns without penalties
cannot result in much loss of revenue to the government. It
will, on the other hand, form another step in the direction of
a fair tax policy and encouragement to business enterprise to
expand without regulatory tax deterrents,
4. Inventory Valuation
Valuation of inventories is in the case of many business
establishments, a major factor in determining annual profits.
In this connection, the evils present in a system of annually-
determined profits and losses are particularly significant
since existing inventory valuation techniques attempt to snow
annual profits wnich include the full effect of price fluctua-
tions. It is conceivable that frequently inventory profits
may appear in unliquid form and that unrealized inventory pro-
fits which entered into tax computations may not ultimately
be realized,
1. Discussed in Chapter VII.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue has long recognized the
use of first- in, first-out and the retail method of Inventory
valuation as well as the "cost or market, whichever is lower"
principle. In connection with the last- in, first-out method,
however, the Bureau has imposed the limitation of cost valua-
tion and has restricted its use to a certain list of commodi-
ties.
While there is no general agreement among accountants
as to the preferred method o f inventory valuation, it is recog-
nized that under certain circumstances a more accurate net
income is reflected through the use of one particular inven-
tory valuation method.
The plea here, therefore, is for wider recognition of
the recommendations of the Certified Public Accountant and
the general business practices in a particular industry. The
C.E.D. plan proposes the ultimate standardization of inventory
valuation procedures according to industry groups in accordance
with recommendations of businessmen and accountants,
5. Other Conflicts with Accounting Thought
It appears that underlying certain inequities in income
taxation is a basic misunderstanding either in the formulation
of the law or in its execution^ of the nature of accounting.
It is a well accepted fact in the accounting profession that
income determination, particularly for short annual periods,
is at best an estimate. Such an estimate depends for the
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degree of its accuracy in part on certain accounting connec-
tions and in part on the ability and integrity of the estima-
tor. Business ha.s placed its reliance in the Certified Public
Accountant as a competent and an impartial estimator of its
net income. That the government ha.s been unv/illing to do so
is evidenced by multitudinous provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code which apply to isolated situations. It should
be superfluous to say that true business net income cannot
be determined by pre-arranged concepts of utmost detail and
legal mazes.
As an example, the provision in the tax law that rents
collected in advance are includible for tax purposes in the
year in which collected serves to point out the conflict be-
tween tax concepts and those of generally accepted accounting
principles. The Code provision for deductibility of medical
expenses in the year in which paid regardless of cash or ac-
crual basis of the taxpayer serves as a further example.
It appears that the tax law specifically refuses to
recognize the professional group in our economy peculiarly
trained to carry out its spirit impartially,
6, Judicial Review
There has been abundant criticism leveled at the incon-
sistencies and vagaries with which tax litigation has abounded.
The charge has been leveled at the Tax Court, Circuit Courts,
and the Supreme Court,
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While this study cannot concern itself except in pass-
ing with the effect of court decisions on tax administration,
this aspect of taxation is among the most important remedial
measures to be considered. Conflicting decisions bearing on
various phases of taxation abound in court proceedings and
thus lend encouragement to further tax litigation.
In a Joint article two attorneys have recently written:^
....the legal profession has been, and still
is, responsible for the introduction, presentation
and perpetuation of confusion and error in cases
involving the interpretation of accounting princi-
ples. The commissioner on occasion has like^vise
failed to distinguish between basic accounting
concepts.
*
I do not cite the foregoing as a condemnation of the
legal profession in its relations to tax matters, but merely
as an indication of the fact th^t even within the legal pro-
fession there is recognition of inadequacies in the present
system of Judicial review of tax cases.
Taxation is essentially an accounting process prescribed
by law, and as such should be dealt v;ith, whether in or out
of our courts, in the light of accepted accounting principles.
That such a goal can be attained without Congressional recon-
sideration of the development of administration and court
treatment of tax matters remains doubtful.
1. Sydney A. Gutkin and David Beck, "Tax Accounting v.
Business Accounting", Journal of Accountancy , February, 19^5,
P. 131.
1,
I. '
t.
I
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CHAPTER X
ESTATE AND GIFT TAXATION
1, Ba ckground
Originally developed by states in the form of inheri-
tances taxes, taxation on transfers by death was not regularly
employed by the federal government until its retention on the
statues following its temporary imposition during V7orld V7ar I.
Since I926, up to SO per cent of the tax that would be payable
under the I926 Act is allowable as a credit against the federal
tax for state inheritance taxes paid, The present exemption
for estate taxation under the additional imposition of I932
is |60,000, with rates ranging from 3 per cent to 77 P^r cent.
The gift tax is imposed at rates equivalent to three-fourths
of those imposed by the estate tax,
The combined revenue produced by the estate tax and
the gift tax cannot be considered of major significance. Dur-
ing the period I532 to I9M-2 the highest annual yield of these
taxes to the federal government was approximately ^i^-OO, 000,000,
In 19^5 estate and gift taxes produced only about one and one-
half per cent of the total Federal revenue.
Before reviewing recommendations affecting death and
1, Section glO of the Internal Revenue Code,
2, A "net" estate of ^50,000 has an effective rate of per
cent, and a "net" estate of pOO,000 is taxed at an effective
rate of 20 per cent,
3, Annual exclusions for individual donees are placed at
13,000 and a specific life-time exemption is set at -^30,000,
4-. U.S. Treasury Department, Statistics of Income, 19^5,
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gift taxation, it might be pertinent to inquire into the ob-
jectives of this type of taxation, particularly in view of
the fact that no great loss of revenue could be ascribed to
the complete elimination of these taxes from federal admini-
stration.
In view of the liberal exemptions allowed, the estate
tax is said to be levied in the case of about one per cent
of adult deaths and the gift tax to be even more restricted
in its application.^ The limited application of these taxes
as well as their steeply-progressive scales of ra.tes point to
their closer relation to social policy rather than the logic
of equitable taxation. In their present form, these taxes
are very heavy on the fortunes falling under their jurisdic-
tion and their purpose of equalizing distribution of wealth
cannot be doubted.
The gift tax appears to exist largely for the purpose
of preventing escape from estate taxation tnrougn gifts made
during the owner's life. This purpose was to have been served
either through discouraging distributions of gifts or subject-
ing them to approximately the same rates of tax that would
have applied in the form of death taxes if the gift had not
been made. The extent to which the gift tax not only failed
to plug the estate tax loophole but created a serious avenue
of tax escape is discussed in the final pages of this chapter.
1. Roy Blough, Address before Controllers Institute of
America, New York, April I5, 15^6. Mimeographed by the
Treasury Department,
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2, Modification Proposals
Whether because of restricted applicability of estate
and gift taxes or because of their apparent remoteness from
questions of full production and employment, the various tax
revision proposals, with few exceptions, devote little space
to their treatment.
Among such exceptions Is the attention accorded this
problem by the Committee on Postwar Tax Policy. Of major
significance. In the opinion of the Committee Is the stability
of death taxation since this burden Is felt but once In the life
of an estat e and should not be changed by the level of tax rates
happening to be In existence at the date of the decedent's
death. Of further significance to the Committee Is the forced
liquidation frequently required In the case of large estates
to meet the estate tax bill. It should be noted that here
again the social aspect of the estate tax Is apparent, and that
those who favor expropriating large accumulations of privately
owned capital would Invoke the objection Just stated Into a role
of support for the tax. The Committee further proposes that
Jurisdiction of death taxes pass into the hands of the various
state governments for the reasons that such taxes make no signi-
ficant revenue contributions to the federal treasury and that on
legal grounds the states should have final Jurisdiction since
they grant the right of transfer of property.
This plan, however, recognizes the possibility of the
death taxes remaining under federal control, and In that event
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endorses the continuation of the present double Jurisdiction -
federal and state. In addition, some moderation in estate
tax rates is suggested if the federal government remains in
the death tax field. As a final recommendation, the plan
stresses the need for closer coordination of the estate and
gift taxes and indicates that the present lower rates of the
gift tax encourage transfer of property prior to death.
The most complete treatment of the troublesome death
taxation problem is to be found in the plan of the Committee
for Economic Development. This source suggests a careful over-
hauling of the present taxes on estates and gifts since current
laws are an invitation to escape death taxation by means of
gifts, trusts, and powers of appointment. The conclusion is
cited that taxes imposed at death are not as depressing in
their effect on Investment incentive as those upon life in-
come and therefore a broadening of revenue Income from this
source is urged. This plan states:"^
....Increased revenues can and should be ob-
tained from death and gift duties by closing the
present avenues of escape; if this is successfully
done, Increased revenue could be raised and still
permit some moderation of the present steeply
graduated tax rates on estates.
Other recommendations made by the C, E.D, group are as
follows:
1. Integration of the estate and gift taxes is essen-
tial since, for an example, the owner of an estate of ;J100,000
1. Page 36 of the plan.
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can make a 9O per cent saving by disposing of his estate
through Inter vivas'^ gifts,
2. Exemption of $60,000 at a time of urgent revenue
need is considered unwise, but recognition is made of the
need for preferential treatment in the case of dependent rela-
2tives,
3, Limitation is recommended in the case of charitable
bequests to eliminate some current abuses because of disposi-
tion for philanthropic purposes,
^, In measuring the dimension of the estate tax base,
consideration is urged of the time elapsed betv/een successive
transfers of estates,
5, A more liberal time period for estate valuation
(3 years) is suggested in order to remove the necessity for
rapid liquidation of estates. Valuation of property distri-
buted to beneficiaries Is to be arrived at within this period
on the basis of "fair market value".
Another source proposed integra.tion of the estate and
gift tax in the following language:-^
When an estate is left, the basis to be taxed
should be determined by adding to the value of the
estate all gifts made by the decedent during his
lifetime. The tax will then be determined by apply-
ing the appropriate rate, from which sum all gift
taxes already paid will be deducted.
1, Between the living.
2, Defined by the plan as widoxvs and minor children,
3, Alvin H. Hansen and Harvey Perloff , State and Local Finance
in the National Economy (New York, W.W. WF^on~ErCo71~TWn
P. ^70.
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The integration philosophy contained in this quotation is in
accord with the majority opinion of tax liters, and the
simplicity and directness of this approach to a difficult
problem appears to be extremely attractive.
Professor G-roves, in his tax plan stresses the need
for recognition of the time element in measuring the dimen-
sions of the estate tax to be applied. As to valuation of
estates, his proposal is for an appraisal at tneir value at
death or the amount realized in liquidation, whichever is
lower in order to minimize the necessity for liquidation in
anticipation of the estate tax. The G-roves plan is particu-
larly significant in its recommended integration of income
taxation of capital gains and estate and gift taxation. In
this connection it is suggested that transfer of property by
gift or death be considered a realization base for capital
gains and losses. This proposal obviously involves a recon-
sideration of the existing definition of income realization,
and is particularly significant in connection with its ampli-
fying effects on capital gains and losses taxation as discussed
in Chapter V.
The Committee on Postwar Tax Policy draws support from
Professor Lutz-^ in its plan to achieve coordination between
the federal and state death tax structure by eliminating the
federal government from this field,
1. Harley L. Lutz, " A Postwar Tax Program", Bulletin of the
National Tax Association, June, 19^^, p. 261.
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In contrast to this position, Professor Alvin H. Hansen's
plan suggests coordination by permitting the federal govern-
ment alone to levy death taxation and to share it with the
states on some basis.
As regards exemptions and rates to be invoked in connec-
tion v/ith estate and gift taxes, opinions appear to differ in
some proportion to the interests represented.
Speaking before the House Ways and Means Committee
during a hearing on Revenue Revision of 19^3, Mr. Philip Murray
of the Committee for Industrial Organization suggested that
the estate tax exemption be lowered to ^20,000 and a single
set of "drastically increased" rates be applied.
During the same hearings, Mr, Roy C. Osgood, represent-
ing the United States Chamber of Commerce, stressed that a
|100,000 exemption is the minimum that should be granted under
"a sound tneory of exemptions", and that moderate tax rates
should be invoked,
A challenge to the opinions of the tax writers, recorded
on the foregoing pages, is found in the writings of another
economist, Mr. Melchior Polyl,^ who maintains that death
duties discourage capitalistic enterprise, are most oppressive
since they have to be paid out of capital instead of income
as in the case of income taxation, force undue liquidity in
estates, and are an incentive to tax evasion because of their
oppressive character,
1. Putting the Cart Before the Horse, Commercial and Financial
Chronicle, January IS, 194-5, pp. 257, 293,
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I should like to note in connection with the opinion
Just recorded that impartial treatment requires the precenta-
tion of all responsible views bearing on a particular subject,
but that this is made difficult at tines because of intensity
of feeling on taxation matters and because of irrelevancy
present in some writings. As to the question of liquidity
expressed by Mr. Polyi, the position appears to be well taken.
However, as regards the discouraging effect of death taxation
on capitalistic enterprise, it should be noted that few would
contend ths.t all forms of taxation do not exercise such an
Influence. The question is rather, "Which forms of taxation
exercize the least restraint?"
The reference to tax evasion because of high rates is
not in itself considered an argument against a particular tax.
I would venture to say that some tax evasion attempts would
be present under any rate structure and a tax may be revised
or better enforced to combat such conditions,
V/ith reference to payment of the estate tax out of
capital, the argument would have been sounder if lodged against
the prevailing theory of distribution of accumulated wealth.
While the income tax may be conceded to have a more direct
source from income than the estate tax, the former probably
has a greater deterring effect on the employment of capital
since individual efforts from year to year can be more closely
guided by the effects on them of a repetitive levy tlian those
of a tax imposed but once at some future date. To achieve
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useful results, cpiltal should be in the hands of those making
dynamic use of it, and it can hardly be argued that in the
hands of heirs such capital is alv/ays reinvested or tha.t the
ability or the inspiration of the deceased is passed on to
such heirs. The argument may also be advanced that capital
in the hands of the predecessor may be considered income in
the hands of the heir. Further, death taxes may be anticipated
by gifts and may be paid to a considerable extent, if not
vrholly, out of income through the available installment plan,
over a period of 10 years following death,
3. Observations
a. Jurisdiction to Tax
While recognizing the validity of the arguments favor-
ing sole state jurisdiction of this form of taxation, I
strongly favor the imposition of the estate and gift taxes
by the federal government alone in the interest of a uniform
system of death taxation throughout the country and as a means
of coordination between these taxes individually and in their
relation to the federal income tax. Under sole state admini-
stration of death taxation additional questions of overlapping
Jurisdiction would be likely to arise and migration to the more
favorably-taxing states, with possible economic dislocations
as well as reduction of this source of income to the states,
would be in prospect.
Of greater moment perhaps is the possibility that the
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effectiveness of the income tax might be considerably impaired
if transfers of property and the income arising therefrom were
not closely controlled by federal statues."^
The administration of income taxation with respect to
recognition of capital gains and losses upon transfer of pro-
perty by gift or death would be rendered extremely difficult
2
under control of estate taxation by the various states. The
difficulties and inequities of divided Jurisdiction are amply
demonstrated in the case of community property laws in effect
in seven states. Further, the administration of an integrated
program of gift taxation and, in my opinion, the interests of
the various states as regards adequa.te revenues, demand federal
Jurisdiction of the estate and gift taxes. In consideration
of these reasons and in the interest of simplicity I propose
that the federal government have complete Jurisdiction of
these taxes, and if necessary distribute all of the proceeds
therefrom among the various states.
1. For example, income from property recognized as transferred
for purposes^ of the gift tax may still be taxable to the donor
for the purpose of the income tax. While such discrepancies
exist now, there would be much less likelihood of their cor-
rection under divided Jurisdiction,
2. As indicated in the chapter on capital gains and losses,
I favor this type of tax recognition.
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b. Evasion and Avoidance
Nowhere in our entire tax system has tax avoid-
ance been so extensive and so successful as in con-
nection with our federal estate tax,
Of basic significance in this respect is the fact that
our various state property lavje, which determine hov; death
taxes shall be applied, have evolved in a multitude of dif-
ferent ways. There is no obvious prospect of emerging from
this difficulty unless the federal povjer to tax may be con-
strued as sufficiently broad to permit Congress to invoke
specific rules of property ownership for taxation purposes,
^
Secondly, the gift tax, introduced in 152^ to combat
the prevalent method of estate tax avoidance through property
distribution prior to death, has served only as a further
means of tax avoidance. Under the ^3,000 annual exemption
for individual gifts and the ;^3C,000 cumulative specific
exemption, a considerable portion of a substantial estate may
be distributed tax free and progressively higher tax brackets
of the estate tax avoided. Further, if taxable gifts are
distributed, the estate capital enjoys not only the direct
advantages of the lower gift tax but also the lower brackets
of the progressive rate schedules of both the gift and the
1. Harold M, Groves, "Post^irar Taxation and Economic Progress"
(New York, McC-raw-Hill Book Company, Inc., p, 262.""
2, In this connection reference is made to the provisions in
the 15^2 Act, eliminating advantages to married couples in
the cominunity property states as regards the estate tax.
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estates taxes. In addition to the obvious advantage of the
lower gift tax rates, it should he noted that the estate tajc
rates apply to the total estate before taxes while the gift
tax rates apply to net gifts, thus eliminating the "tax upon
tax" feature of the estate tax law.
The trust has served as a favorite means of tax avoid-
ance. Its ramifications are many as attested to by the
voluminous tax litigation in this respect. In general, ir-
revocable trusts are not considered a part of the decedent's
estate but the line of demarcation is not always easily es-
tablished and various forms of control over the ceded pro-
perty may be retained. Control may be just as significant
as actual legal ownership.
Randolph E. Paul has commented on this problem as
2follows:
When one views the whole panorama of revocable
trusts, one becomes completely confounded as to
what should be done. A few things are clear. As
a whole the tax avoiders have succeeded and from
the revenue point of view the statute has failed.
The life estate, where use of property is enjoyed by the
life-tenant for the duration of his life and thereupon title
to the property rests in the remainderman, is vie;ced as one
taxable transaction because title passes directly from the
original grantor to the remainderman. Thus a technical legal
1. Reporting income of property given away through various
members of the family is a further form of income tax avoidance
closely linked to the gift and estate taxes.
2. Randolph E. Paul, Studies in Federal Taxation, 3rd Series,
Harvard University Press, Uambridge, 154-0, pp. b^i^>294.
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distinction permits two generations to enjoy the same property
at the cost of one estate tax application.
Another serious method of tax avoidance arises out of
the use of the "power of appointment" under which title in
the estate does not rest in the donee or the next succeeding
donee and a generation or two of taxes is thus avoided.
In connection with the question of tax avoidance under
estate taxation, the privilege of unlimited deductions for all
donations to charitable, educational, and religious insti-
tutions frequently may be viewed as being made at a minor
cost to the donee and may even be considered as largely the
federal government's contribution. This is particularly
objectionable in cases where control of the donated funds
rests in a charitable trust administered by related interests,
c. Integration of Estate and G-ift Taxation
It is my opinion that gifts made during a person's life
do not essentially differ from gifts at death, and it appears
that non-recognition of this fact by Congress results in most
of the difficulties plaguing this method of taxation. I be-
lieve that any plan of integration should include:
a, A single rate tax applicable to all transfers and
cumulative as to its effect over the entire range
of any one donor's transfers,
b, A single system of exemptions,
c, Prevention of avoidance through life estate or
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similar devices, '
d. Consideration of the relationship of the bene-
ficiary to the deceased in fixing exemptions.
e. The I926 gO per cent feature in the calculation
of the estate tax should be eliminated as it
exists without logic,
I should like to refer again to Mr, Hansen's suggestion,
mentioned earlier, as one possible device in accomplishing the
recommended integration. This suggestion, it will be remem-
bered, consists of determining the basis of the estate to be
taxed by adding to its value the value of all gifts made by
the decedent during his lifetime, and taxing the total at
appropriate rates,
It is recognized that the estate and gift tax phase of
taxa.tion is extremely intricate, and only general considera-
tions have been discussed. The question of rates has not been
specifically considered, but the distinct possibility remains
th-at these may be lowered and the tax yield considerably in-
creased through the proposed integration plan. However, any
set of rates adopted should be steadily maintained in accordance
with the proposal given earlier in discussing the conclusions
of the Committee on Postv;ar Tax Policy in this respect.
1. Deduction of taxes previously paid on gifts will, of course,
be made.
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CHAPTER XI
EXCISES AND GENERAL SALES TAXES
Some consideration of the place accorded the general
and special sales taxes in the various tax plans appears
necessary because of their relationship to and effects on
the income taxes. There has been no general sales tax levy
on the part of the federal government, but the excise taxes
produced |5, 000, 000, 000 and $6,000,000,000, respectively,
during the fiscal years 1$4^ and I945. When it is recognized
that these amounts are e,pproximately equivalent to the total
prewar federal budgets, the significance of the excise taxes
as revenue producers may be more readily appreciated. Of
course, excise taxation was greatly expanded during the war,
having been applied on the manufacturers*, wholesale, and
retail levels.
1, Excise Taxes
A study made by the Committee on Postwar Tax Policy in-
dicates unusual stability of excise taxes as income producers
both in the United States and Britain during the recent de-
pression year?. On this ground and because of the limited
application of the income tax, it is maintained that equitable
distribution of the tax load among all citizens demands some
excise taxation. In particular, an excise tax on tobacco and
alcoholic beverages is recommended largely because of their
revenue productivity and because the consumer may avoid such
I. <. ^
< c I ^
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taxation by limiting his purchases to other commodities.
The C.E. D, plan advocates repeal of all federal excise
taxes with the exception of those on liquor, tobacco, and
gasoline. This plan has submitted its estimate that continua-
tion of the present excise taxes on these three commodities
will yield a revenue of |3, 000, 000,000 and that the relief
from the elimination of other excises will accinie largely to
families with low and medium incomes since they constit:ute
the bulk of the population and since consumption of the
items noxv subject to excise taxation bears no direct relation-
ship to family wealth.
In favor of repeal of as many excise taxes as revenue
requirement will permit, Marriner S. Eccles has said:"*"
Indirect taxes are added to the price which
the consumer must pay. The greater the sales tax,
the fewer the goods which the customer can buy,
and the less he can buy, the less the businessman
can sell. That, in turn, means less employment.
At the same time, sales taxes penalize those who
consume a large share of their income. There is
thus a strong case for a drastic recution in
Federal sales and excise taxes just as soon as
the supply of consumer goods on the whole begins
to exceed the demand,
Mr, Eccles' arg^lment appears more valid when directed
to a general sales tax plan rather than to an excise tax on
selected commodities.
The Twin Cities Plan favors the retention of excise
taxes to the extent of a 000, 000, 000 yield and the Ruml-
Sonne to the extent of a g3, 000, 000, 000 yield,
1. Possibilities of Postwar Inflation and Suggested Tax
Action, Federal Reserve Bulletin, March, Ij^^, pp. 225-226,

2. General Sales Taxes
The Twin Cities Plan contemplates the use of a 5 per
cent federal retail sales tax and has formed its income taxa-
tion plans in consideration of the revenue to be produced
from a general sales tax, estimated to produce a 000, 000, 000
on assumed taxable retail sales of $60,000,000,000. Difficulty
of evasion, distribution of the tax load, and compensatory
lightening of the personal income tax rates are cited as rea-
sons in support of this plan.
The Nelson tax plan recommends a 2 per cent retail
sales tax which would yield $1,000,000,000 and which would
be used exclusively for the retirement of the federal debt.
A similar proposal has found favor with the National
Association of Manufacturers,
In favor of a general sales tax, it has been said that
this form of taxation would produce revenue from the two-thirds
of the national income not reached by the income tax. ^
The Association of American Railroads favors the imposi-
tion of a 2 per cent or 3 per cent federal sales tax on in-
terstate sales which are not subject to state taxation. Ease
of administration and hign productivity are cited by this plan
as reasons for the adoption of this limited sales tax program.
Professor Lutz lends some support to the general sales
1. G. Sidney Houston, Nationa.l Tax Association Proceedings ,
19^, P. 165.
I. ^ ^
< (. (.
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tax in the following words:
The general sales tax and the tax on gross
individual incomes^ would te much less affected
by variations of economic activity than are the
taxes on business and individual net incomes
which nov; constitute so large a feature of the
federal tax program.
The federal government exists to serve all
of the people and all parts of the country. It
is both logical and just that the cost of ser-
vices intended to benefit all citizens and all
sections be met by federal taxes which are borne
in some degree by all citizens.
Opposition to over-all federal sales taxes is well
summarized in the G-roves plan on the following grounds:
a. General sales taxes are levied on the necessities
of life and therefore are not equitable,
b. The maintenance of adequate consumer demand is
threatened by a tax which seeks a dispropor-
tionate part of its revenue from the lowest levels
of income,
c. Such a system of taxation emphasizes a regressive
rather than a progressive trend in taxation,
d. Indirect taxes are to be discouraged since they
avoid the personal discipline required in direct
taxes and thus encourage government extravagance.
The Ruml-Sonne plan favors no imposition of general
sales taxes on the grounds that they are deflationary in nature
1, Harley L, Lutz, "A Postwar Tax Program", Bulletin of the
National Tax Association
,
June, 19^^, p. 262.
Tax on gross incomes is generally opposed on the ground
that gross income gives no indication of individual ability
to pay.
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and that they contain the defects as outlined *ove.
The Committee on Postxvar Tax Policy finds no defense
for a general federal sales tax except when all other sources
of revenue are insufficient to meet the revenue demands caused
by federal expenditures,
3. Observations
In general, there is agreement among tax writers on con-
tinuation of some excise taxes, with liquor, tobacco, and
gasoline most frequently mentioned, but no such general sup-
port can be found for a general sales tax administered by
the federal government.
The admission of excise taxes into the tax program of
the future rests, in my opinion, largely on their revenue
producing capacity and stability rather than on any principles
of progressive taxation. A further defense in the case of
selected excise taxation is the opportunity for avoidance
of such taxes through modification of purchasing habits."^
No such defense is possible in the case of a general
sales tax which fails to regard the financial circumstances
of the taxpayer. Although the amount payable under a sales
tax would vary with the consumption of the commodity, it can-
not be said to be proportional to the means of the taxpayer.
Those with small income, who are compelled to spend all
1, This position is somewhat academic sincere there is no
evidence that excise taxation on tobacco and liquor has
minimized their use.
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or most of tneir means on consumption goods, would pay a
higher tax In proportion to their income than those who are
able to save some portion of their receipts. While this re-
gressive feature could be avoided to some extent by means of
exemptions, it should be noted that the personal income tax
could accomplish the same purpose and that the introduction
of exemptions into a sales tax program would be accompanied
by complexities claimed to be absent from this type of taxa-
tion. On these grounds, I am of the opinion, that a general
retail sales tax must be rejected.
It is to be hoped that the necessity of selected excise
taxes may become less pressing at some future date. For the
foreseeable future, however, it appears that the relief which
can be offered taxpayers because of their imposition"^ argues
for a concession leading to the retention of some excise
taxation.
No consideration has been extended to custom duties, but
it is fairly definite that they will constitute a source of
2income in the postwar years.
While their imposition is untenable under economic doc-
trines of free trade, their existence is too deeply rooted in
politics and foreign policy to consider as realistic any
recommendations for their mitigation in the near future,
1. This should be approximately :^3, 000, 000, 000 if only tobacco,
liauor, and gasoline excises are continued at present rates.
2. ^ Estimated by various plans at from ^'500, 000,000 to
^300,000,000,
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CHAPTER XII
THE BRITISH SYSTEM OF TAXATION C014PARED
WITH THAT OF THE UNITED STATES
Consideration of the proposed federal tax revisions
should be facilitated through observation of the major as-
pects of the British system of taxation in view of its ef-
ficiency, productiveness, and general popularity among tax
writers, and the comparison of its major aspects with related
provisions of our tax system.
The income tax and the estate tax in the United States
are said to draw their origin from prior adoption of these
1
taxes in Great Britain. The excess-profits tax is traceable
to the same source, as are excise taxes on tobacco and liquor.
Like G-reat Britain, our federal government has never imposed
a general sales tax. It will be observed, however, that
while there is general correspondence in the systems of taxa-
tion in the two countries, there are Important differences
in the application of principles of taxation and tax admini-
stration.
Of primary significance is the relatively heavier im-
pact of taxation on the British taxpayer. The British govern-
ment dealing with a national income of 25 per cent of tliat
of the United States during the prewar years, has claimed 20
per cent of it in taxes as compared with approximately g per
1. William R. Green, "The Theory and Practice of Modern Taxa-
tion" (Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.) 2nd Edition,
1932, P. 237.
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cent during the same period in the United States,
The higher yield of the British system may be ascribed,
of course, to the use of higher progressive rates and the
comparatively low exemptions granted. Of considerable signi-
ficance in this connection, however, is the administration of
tax collection in Britain which severely restricts avoidance.
The British income tax has its base in a standard rate
which is increased by surtaxes on progressively higher in-
comes and decreased for lower incomes. This standard rate
applies to both individual and corporate income but its method
of application to corporate income and its effect on the in-
dividual stockholder are vastly different from that of the
United States system. The tax is paid by a British corpora-
tion on its total profits at the rate of ^0 per cent. Upon
the distribution of these profits, the individual stockholder
includes in his income both the dividend received and the pro-
portionate share of the corporate tax paid thereon. His in-
come tax is then computed in his individual capacity and the
corporate tax paid on the dividend received is deducted from
his tax bill. Obviously, this results in voliiminous claims
for refunds in the case of lower individual incomes. While
it must be conceded that this plan results in partial elimina-
tion of double taxation, as practiced in the United States,
it would have certain disadvantages. For one, the question
1. Source: National Industrial Conference Board, "The Econo-
mic Almanac", 15^2-19^4-3, p. k-^k^
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of undistributed profits is disposed of only through the adop-
tion of an arbitrary as well as a high standard rate, which
in the case of a small or a new enterprise may prove insur-
mountable. Thus, recognition for varying needs for expansion
capital is largely denied. Further, the system does not
eliminate tax avoidance on the part of high surtax bracket tax-
payers since the latter may elect to have the corporation
withhold dividends. And finally, to the extent that corporate
profits remain undistributed, there exists an element of
double taxation if incidence of corporate taxes is deemed to
rest largely with "the stockholder.
As regards personal income taxation, both the United
States and Great Britain use progressive surtaxes, both al-
low deductions for dependents, but the British tax imposes a
heavier burden on small incomes. The United States taxes the
very high incomes more heavily than G-reat Britain but allows
tax escape through tax-exempt securities of which there is
a very small amount in Great Britain.
The British estate tax allows an exemption of only
$500"^ while in the United States this is placed at $60,000.
This, of course, permits the British to collect death duties
far higher in proportion to its population and national wealth
than are collected in the United States.
A notable distinction of the British tax system is in
its non-recognition as income of profit from sale or transfer
1. As of 19i|-5,
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of capital assets xinless such transactions constitute the trade
or business of the taxpayer. Similarly, capital losses are
not allowed as a deduction. This treatment is based on the
theory that such capital transactions are casual and non-
repetitive in nature. In this connection, references to the
British system indicate that its collection agents have wide
discretionary and assessing powers, frequently resolving
arbitrarily such questions as are settled in the courts in
this country. Thus, it is noted, that a decision as to whether
a taxpayer's ca.pital gains are the result of a trade or busi-
ness may possibly rest on their financial significance.
The British system of collection at source of taxes
on dividends, rents, salaries, interest, and certain other
payments makes evasion practically impossible, and is comr-
parable to collection at source of taxes only on salaries and
wages in the United States,^
The English system of taxation drew the following sum-
p
marizing comment from an authoritative tax writer.
On the whole, the English Tax System is not
only well devised but extremely well administered.
It is less complicated than that of any other
great nation and the taxes under it are collected
at a comparatively lov; cost. Ag one of its prin-
cipal purposes is to place so far as possible its
burdens in accordance with ability to pay, it is
1. In addition, in the case of tax-free covenant bonds and
foreign corporations engaged in a trade or business in the
United States, certain taxes are withheld at source.
2. William R. Green, The Theory and Practice of Modern Taxa-
tion
,
(Chicago, Commerce Uiearing House, l^iJS, 2nd ed. j p. 266,
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based on sound principles of taxation. Great Britain
requires an amount of revenue that strains the re-
sources even of that wealthy kingdom, but the states-
men of that country have united upon a plan to obtain
the funds necessary to carry on its government which
has distributed the burden of taxation among the
various classes V7ith exceptional fairness and Justice
and has been generally approved by economists every-
where.
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CHAPTER XIII
PLAN OF THE COMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
1, Objectives and Economic Philosophy
Organized by a group of business leaders In August,
19^2, the Cominittee for Economic Development has as its goal
the attainment and maintenance of high national employment
after the war. Deriving Its objective from the widespread
agreement among economists that American prosperity calls
for the sustained employment of 7,000,000 to 10,000,000 more
workers than In 19^0, the C,E, D, is currently employing the
method of research study as one means of attaining such an
objective. Its proposed fields of research will touch on
all aspects of our economy and this plan for postwar revi-
sion of the federal tax system is the first of the proposed
series of research reports. The study \-ja.s directed by Harold
M, G-roves, professor of economics. University of Wisconsin,
and its recommendations are stated to express the Independent
conclusions of the research committee, subject to only one
rule - "that the approach be from the standpoint of the
general v;elfare and not from that of any special economic or
political group".
This plan has been frequently called the Groves plan
since the latter, as the director of its study, has assumed
personal responsibility for Its tenets.-^
1. Two books by Mr. Groves, "Production, Jobs, and Taxes" and
"Postwar Taxation and Economic Progress" have been endorsed
except for some minor details by the Committee for Economic
Development and thus largely accepted as its tax plan.
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Following the economic objective of the sponsoring
organization, the expressed intention of the G.E, D, plan is
to aid in promoting a high level of production and employ-
ment. It is, however, made clear that the plan is not a
panacea for the nation* s economic ills, and it is in fact
maintained that such an approach to tax revision would only
help to perpetuate other fundamental maladjustments. The
position is taken tlmt the nation's tax system should not
discourage new ventures and the taking of risks but the tax
revision proposals are carefully placed in their own niche
of the national economy, and their administration and effect,
while important, is not considered as leading our economic
efforts but as oiling the machinery,
2. General Tax Thesis
Proponents of the plan are free to admit that much of
what is known of economic motivation necessarily comes from
observation and opinion and is not entirely scientific. On
the basis of such evidence, then, the following hypotheses are
set forth as motivating the direction and extent of proposals
made:
1. Higher degrees of taxation affect economic motiva-
tion more adversely than lower degrees under simi-
lar circumstances,
2. The form as i-iell as the degree of taxation is
important.
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Taxes levied directly upon business concerns are
likely to restrain business activity more than
taxes upon individuals. The effect of taxes on
managerial decisions will be certainly less direct
and probably less substantial if levies are imposed
on individuals as owners rather than on their
companies.
Fear of losses is frequently of more concern to
the business man than the hope of a very high
positive profit.
The rate of tax on the ma.rginal portion of income,
the top bracket, may be of greater importance
than the average effective rate of taxation.
The motivation to risk and initiate is probably
more sensitive to attack than the motivation to
work and manage.
Uncertainty and the frequent cha.nge of the tax laws
are inimical to business activity.
Commitments for business expansion depend on antici-
pation of the future.
Ordinarily, a tax system will facilitate production
if it leaves business decisions as much as possible
to business discretion. V/hile it is admitted that
the tax system cannot be entirely neutral in its
effects on business decisions, a strong presumption
in favor of as little interference as possible may
be recognized.
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3, Integration of Corporate and Personal Taxes
The authors are of the opinion that one fallacy of cor-
poration tax arises from treating corporations as though it
were possible for business entitites to bear a tax in their
own right. Just where the incidence of corporate taxation
falls is not stated, but the difficulty of making such a
determination is in itself considered an important weak spot
in business taxes.
If the common conclusion among economists is accepted,
that is, that the corporate tax is borne by the stockholders,
then it follows that two income taxes are imposed on the
profit element in income, in contrast to only one tax on most
other income and a special penalty on risk-taking is imposed,
according to the authors. The concern here is more for the
active businessman rather timn the investor, for if business
taxes by their penalty on risk-taking do reduce productive in-
vestment, employment, and national income, then in the interest
of greater general welfare an integration of business and
personal taxes is seen to be in order.
Further concern for business stability is expressed as
a result of increased attractiveness of bond financing be-
cause of preferential treatment of bond interest as conpared
with earnings of stockholders, A dollar of income earmarked
for the stockholder is in effect cut to 62 cents'^ while a
1, Corporations v/ith income of over .|50,000 at 194-6 rates.
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bondholder's dollar is turned over to him in full. The com-
parative ease of earning an attractive return by means of
bond financing is thus apparent and becomes more exaggerated
with rising effective rates of the corporate tax table. The
undesirable effects of excessive bond financing as seen by
the authors center about the desperate struggles and financial
manipulations in the pursuit of mere liquidity in times of
adversity, capable of precipitating a mild recession into a
catastrophic deflation. It is pointed out that while the
Securities and Exchange Commission and state utility commis-
sions constantly call for a reduction in bonded debt, they
are "shouted down by a tax system that has exactly the op-
posite bias,
"
It is further maintained that neither incentive to in-
vest nor equity is served by this provision for double taxa-
tion since the small stockholder is subjected to the same
treatment as the wealthy investor, and that it would be better
for all concerned if all income were exposed to taxation only
once and at the personal level.
This conclusion leads to a needed recommendation for
the treatment of undistributed profits. The administrative
difficulties attendant upon such recommendations and operative
details I will not summarize here, Hox\''ever, the essence of
the three alternative proposals for taxation of undistributed
profits is as follows:''"
1, It is noted that combinations of the three proposals may
be used.
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a . Treat ing "corporations like partnerships . Thl
a
method would consist of allocating pro rata to
all stockholders as taxable income their share of
the corporation's undistributed profits. It is
particularly recommended for adoption in the case of
personal holding companies and corporations already
subject to special lav:s for improper accumulation.
b. Taxing undistributed earnings only through rigorous
taxation of capital gains
.
Restrictive use of this
method is not seriously proposed, but because of
its charactertistic of postponing taxation until
rea.lization, suggestion is made that it be con-
sidered in connection with taxing of small new
businesses where maximum assistance in obtaining new
equity capital seems especially warranted,
c. Crediting the individual stockholder v/lth the corporate
tax which has been paid In advance on his behalf
.
This alternative is f8,vored for use in the case of
most corporations because of its ability to produce
the required results under less criticism than could
be directed against the other proposed alternatives.
It is recommended that advance payments by corpora-
tions be limited to the rate th^t is applied to the
low bracket personal income, namely, 16 to 20 per
cent.
In addition, as a final recommendation in the direction
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of tlie integration of taxes, it is suggested that the Bpitish
system of nominal corporate taxation be followed for the next
few years, with the ultimate goal of elimination of all inde-
pendent business taxes in several steps.
It is strongly urged by the authors of tiiis plan that
the specific methods employed must be secondary to the main
objective of integrating the corporate and personal taxes.
^, More G-enerous Allowance for Business Losses
A carry-over of at least six years for net business
losses is proposed on the grounds that this would encourage
investment, aid new and small businesses, and prevent payment
of taxes out of capital rather than profits. In this connec-
tion it is stressed that since companies with large nondeduct-
ible net losses pay a higher effective rate of income than
companies with more regular income, a special burden is placed
upon risk taking,
5, More Freedom in Depreciation and Obsolescence
Accounting
It is urged that allowance for impairment of capital
rest, within a wide range of tolerance, on the Judgment of
business rather than the more precise restrictions of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, This, it is believed, v:ill en-
courage more prompt replacement of equipment and more liberal
investment by business. Allowance of accelerated depreciation,
such as was made during the Second V/orld War, is reserved as

an incentive for investment during periods of extreme depres-
sion,
6, Changes in the Personal Income Tax
The author's recommendations in this respect offer
relief to the higher-bracket taxpayers on the grounds of the
need there for investment incentive. Recommended exemptions
remain, as at present, $^00 for taxpayer and each dependent
with a single standard rate of 16 to 20 per cent on lowest
bracket of taxable income, G-radua.ted rates would rise to a
maximum of 73 to 77 P^^ cent as contrasted with an effective
maximum rate of 36.4-5 per cent under the 194-6 law. Relief
for the low-bracket taxpayer is proposed only in restricting
the application of special excises to the barest essential
minimum.
There is some evidence in the authors' recommendation
for improved tax administration of tiie belief tlmt tax evasion
is substantial among smaller individual taxpayers. It is
maintained that income tax without adequate administration
will degenerate into an unfair tax largely on wages and divi-
dends, and tiiat a broad tax base (one including the majority
of the nation's employees and enterpreneurs) is essential in
the interest of equity and governmental spending restrictions.
Among other recommendations is a strong position for the
elimination of all tax-exempt securities and a mention of the
possibility of the formation of an impartial tax commission.
1 1
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such as was proposed by the American Institute of Accountants,
7. Capital G-ains and Losses
The author's conclusions with regard to taxation of
capital gains and losses are premised on foregoing recom-
mendations of integration of business and personal taxes,
and call for the treatment of capital gains and losses like
other income. This plan would permit no segregation or other
limitation on the deductibility of capital losses, and would
provide for net losses occasioned by such deductibility to
be subject to carry-over privileges. Further, it is recom-
mended that recognition be made for tne fact that capital
gains and losses frequently accrue over long periods. This
aspect is treated in C,E,D, 's next recommendation. Alterna-
tive methods of dealing witn capital gains and losses, i.e.
the British method of largely disregarding them and the method
of their present treatment through special classification, are
rejected.
2. Irregularity of Income
The present tax discrimination against fluctuating per-
sonal income is viewed as being in need of revision both from
the point of viev/ of equity and incentives for risky ente2>-
prise. A proposal is therefore made for permitting the tax-
payer an alternative calculation of his tax liability under a
premise of an evenly distributed income over the period of 5
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or 10 years in order to claim a tax credit or a refund. The
resultant complications may be administratively resolved,
but the absence of complications from an equitable basis of
taxation is recognized as an impossibility. The present
carry-back and carry-forward provisions are considered a
start in the right direction.
9. Estate and Oift Taxation
Since these taxes are less lilcely to adversely affect
incentives to enterprise than the collection of equal amounts
from businessmen during tiieir lifetime, support is cited for
reduction in income surtaxes and an increase in death taxes.
However, it is recommended that their effectiveness be in-
creased rather than their rates. Suggested procedures in
accomplishing this objective are as follows:
1. Integration of estates tax with the gift tax to
eliminate such irregularities as a 5O per cent
saving by an oT^ner by disposal of his estate through
inter vivos trusts, and other loopholes in property
disposed through trusts.
2. Differentiation of exemptions and rates in accord-
ance with the relationship of the heir to the de-
ceased, with a view to eliminating the ;J60,000
exemption wherever possible.
3. Coordination of federal and state taxation in order
to eliminate multiple taxation.
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' 10, other Provisions
Federal sales taxes, particularly those involving a levy
on the necessities of life, are not recommended but reten-
tion of some special excises, such as those on liquor and
tobacco, is needed for sufficiency of revenue and an element
of diversity.
Repeal of excess profits, capital stock, and declared
value excess profits taxes are elements of the C,E, D, plan,
as well as that of other plans that iiave been enacted into
law at this da^te.
Balancing of the budget is not held as a prime factor
and should rest in its accomplishment on the degree of suc-
cess in reaching high economic levels during the postwar
years. These high economic levels are considered more im-
portant than debt retirement and the extent of accomplishing
the latter should be predicted on the existence of the former,
11, Observations
The proposals made by the C.E.D. plan are, in my opin-
ion especially commendable for their progress to;ra.rd a tax
system without duplication of taxes. With its enrohasis on
a direct personal tax payable by a large majority of American
families, the proposal constitutes a serious attempt toward
a universal tax, free from many special privileges,"^
1, It appears that a tax system free of all special privi-
leges may be neither possible nor desirable. For example,
C.E. D. 's special incentives to risk taking would be considered
by many tax writers an essential special privilege.
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Equity in taxation is not always consonant v;ith taxation to
encourage high levels of production and for that reason as
well as ths.t of differing concepts of underlying economic
principles, no tax plan yet devised can be free from ad-
verse criticism from some source.
Ag discussed in the ciiapter on British taxation methods,
the British plan for taxing undistributed corporate income
which is recommended here, is an arbitrarily conceived method
of discouraging corporate savings and this mitigates against
enterprise growth.
However, this method, it should be iioted, is suggested
as a temporary measure, and the real objective of the C.S.D.
plan is the ultimate elimination of all corporate taxation.
The partnership method of taxing corporate earnings
disposes of double taxation and undistributed earnings pro-
blems, but its administrative difficulty leads the authors
to offer an alternative, to be elected by corporations, in
the form of credit to stockholders for their share of corpo-
rate taxes paid on distributed earnings. This proposal suc-
ceeds only partJy in integrating corporate and personal in-
come taxes and still offers the advantage of corporate rein-
vestment to the high-income stockholder. The authors recog-
nize this deficiency but maintain that practical considera-
tion prevents the attainment of perfect integration.
It is difficult to find anything but praise for the
many other constructive proposals of tnis plan and the
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dlscrimina.ting analyses of alternatives and complexities of
taxation leave one with a distinct impression of impartial
thougiit on the part of the authors and their real contri-
bution to modern taxation theory.

mo.
CHAPTER XIV
PLAN OF THE COMITTEE ON POSTWAR TAX POLICY
1. Objectives and Economic Philosophy
Headed by Professor Harley L. Lutz of Princeton University,
tnis group of economists and businessmen published a comprehen-
sive tax study Including proposals for revisions of tne present
structure of federal taxation. An effort has been made to give
the reader the necessary Information to enable him to come to
his own conclusions and the discussion is generally objective
and inclusive.
The central theme is one of continued growth of the econo-
mic system of free enterprise and a high volume of production
and employment.
Flow of venture capital, unimpeded by discriminatory
taxation, is held essential for economic growth.
National solvency is believed possible only when the govern-
ment lives within the fiscal resources provided for it by taxa-
tion and when it does not provide public benefits in excess of
such tax income.
An annually balanced budget is advocated including annual
retirement of debt because of the view held tliat deficit financ-
ing Indefinitely prolongs economic emergencies and thus defeats
the central objectives of high levels of production and employ-
ment.

2, Q-eneral Tax Thesis
Individuals are to be subject to a single tax rate which
would vary basically from I5 to 20 per cent depending on the
size of the federal budget. The ^^5^0 individual exemption
will remain as at present.
Corporations would not be taxed at progressive rates
and stockholders would receive credit at the basic rate for
corporate taxes paid on distributed earnings.
Continuation for the next five years of the present method
of taxing capital gains is recommended. Recommended also is
the elimination of double taxation of intercorporate dividends
and the penalty tax for filin^ consolidated returns.
Greater reliance should be placed on the business treat-
ment of depreciation, allov/ances for bad debts, and reasonable
salaries.
Repeal of excess profits tax and improved adjninistration
are among other recommendations made,
ReconuTiended also is the return of estate and gift taxation
to the states for administration and the use of a sales tax in
the event of a high budget and a low national income,
3, The Individual Income Tax
A single graduated tax, whose initial rate would be nigh
enougn to produce the greater part of the revenue provided by
the income tax, is contemplated by the authors,"^ The authors
1. In I5I4-2 of the total taxable income, 65,7 per cent arose
from the net income classes of under t?5,000.
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envisage varying levels of national income and provide separate
graduated tax tables to be applied under such circumstances.'^
At the 11^0,000,000,000 level of national income, the indivi-
dual income tax yield is expected to be a minimum of
$10,000,000,000.
The authors approve of the present withholding provisions,
make no recommendation for community property returns, and do
not consider feasible any plan for averaging income as a means
of tax relief.
As regards the double taxation of corporate dividends,
the plan favors the method of allowing the stockholder an "ap-
propriate credit or offset in his own tax on account of the
basic norma.l tax paid by the corporation with respect to his
2dividends". In order to avoid refunds to individuals, it
is contemplated that the credit on account of taxes paid by
corporations should in no case be greater than the total indivi-
dual tax due,
k. The Corporation Income Tax
The now-effected repeal^ of capital stock tax, declared
value excess profits tax, and excess profits tax was in
1. For example, at the national income level of $125,000,000,000,
a budget of i|22,000,000,000 would be accompanied by at least
a 20 per cent basic rate and at a lower level of national in-
come, a similar budget would call for a higher tax rate schedule.
2. In prior years, when dividends received were excluded from
the computation of the individual income tax and corporate and
individual rates v;ere the same, this was in effect done.
3. Effective January 1, 15^6.
^ <.
<
accordance with the provisions of this plan. Retention of the
tv70-year excess profit tax carry-back provision for a period
of two years following repeal of the tax was also favored.
It is contemplated .by the author of this plan that corpora-
tions should be subject to a flat rate of tax equivalent to
tha.t to be imposed as an initial tax on individual incomes.
The major objective of such an arrangement appears to be its
adaptability to carrying out the proposed elimination of
double taxation.
In dealing with the question of improper accumulation of
earnings on the part of corporations in viev; of the moderate
rate of corporation tax proposed and the progressive indivi-
dual tax rates, the authors consider that the present provi-
sions of the Code-'" are such as to afford sufficient control
over undue accumulations. This is believed to be jparticularly
true in view of the corporate record from I923 to 19^1 which
indicates a retention of only 33.5 P^r cent. This, nowever,
may not be wholly indicative in view of -the undistributed
profits tax in I536 and 1937 which exerted its pressure for dis-
tribution of earnings. The autnors do not viev; the problem
as especially significant except in the cases of some small,
closely-controlled corporations. Further, the authors consider
as unduly oppressive any attempt to tax undistributed profits
and viev7 with distinct disfavor taxing stockholders for their
1. Largely Section 102 of the Code imposing a tax of 27-| per
cent upon the first ^100, 000 of improperly accumulated income.

pro-rata share of corporate earnings as a means of accomplish-
ing this. In the authors' view, taxing stockholders for their
share of earnings w-nich are retained by the corporation and
which may thus actually never become available to them, is
not economically feasible.
In the case of small corporations, however, the option of
being taxed like partnerships is believed by the authors to be
worthy of consideration because of the relief in such a mea-
sure from any but individual taxation to the stockholders.
5. Excise and Sales Taxes
The use of excise taxation to produce a yield of
$3,000,000,000 is invoked on the grounds of stability of fed-
eral revenue through diversification of sources as well as
the obvious reason of the productivity of such taxation.
In certain instances, the revenue from taxation thus far
discussed is envisaged by the authors as falling short of bud-
get requirements by as much as 000> 00C),000. It is in such
cases that a federal sales tax is believed preferable to defi-
cit financing and essential to balancing of the budget. It is
maintained that the proposed income tax rates cannot be further
expanded and that the additional burden should be distributed
among all consumers through a sales tax.
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6. Other Provisions
The difficult field of capital gains taxation has been
avoided by the autiiors in viexf of the time demanded for full
consideration of this question. It ha.s been suggested that
the present provisions remain in effect for five years while
further studies of the problems are made.
Estate and gift taxes are considered the special pro-
vince of the states and a recommendation is made for such
a transfer in administration. A case is made for stability
in tnis type of taxation in order to achieve equity. Fur-
ther, the need for coordination between estate and gift
taxation is stressed as a means of combating tax-avoidance.
Among other reasonable suggestions for improvement in
the administration of our tax laws, the authors suggest that
Congress make a careful study of the problem of establishing
a more efficient and prompt method of Judicial revlei\r of
tax controversies.
A regular, consistent debt retirement policy Is also
advocated,
7. Observations
Adverse criticism of a study so well conceived and so
extensively treated, while somevrhat rash, Is nevertheless
essential in my opinion.
Certainly there can be no contention with the central
theme of the plan, which Is to encourage free flow of venture

capital and promote full employment and production. It is
with the economic philosophy of a balanced budget and the
dependence of national solvency on annual expenditures not
in excess of a particular year's tax collections that issue
must be taken. In this connection Mr. Alvin H. Hansen wrote i''-
I believe it to be true that the prevailing view
among economists and fiscal authorities in England,
the Scandinavian countries, Canada, and the United
States is that the government budget should, on
its expenditure side (and as far as possible on the
tax side) serve as a compensatory device to offset
fluctuations in the private sector of the economy.
It is thus generally conceded by contemporary economists
that a release of additional purchasing power during periods
of contracting private expenditures is essential to more rapid
recovery of national economic health. It is not so generally
conceded that the federal government should be the agency to
exercize this function. However, at least for the immediate
future, there is not in evidence another agency, public or
private, capable of assuming such an assignment. Further, it
is almost naive to believe our federal government could sit
by witnessing another such debacle as occurred in 1929i which
within 3 years reduced national incom.e by ^0 per cent, with-
out entering the national economic life through some means
of employment relief and deficit financing. Thus, if it is
conceded that cyclical fluctuations in business will recur,
it practically is tantamount to an admission tha.t government
expenditures will increase beyond the scope of its current
1. "Economic Reconstruction" (A Symposium) A Postv;?.r Tax
Program (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 15^5) p. 292.

receipts. Such contingencies, in my opinion, should be anti-
cipated and planned for rather than mentally avoided and met
haphazardly when they arise.
The authors further recommend the raising of basic tax
rates in periods of shrinking national income in order to pro-
vide a fixed revenue for the current budget. This is con-
trary to the somewhat bitter lesson we learned during the
recent depression years. If raising tax rates during periods
of prosperity such as the recent war years depresses the
level of expenditures and retards an impending boom, surely
a similar measure during periods of lean economic life would
be akin to pouring gasoline on the fire. Releasing purchas-
ing and investment pov/er can only be encouraged by lowering
tax rates despite increasing national expenditures.
Thus, the argument against a balanced annual budget be-
comes evident. The authors* further contemplation of meeting
annually certain installments of the national debt despite
national income levels has in it elements of national disaster,
^'hat the authors propose to do during the next major depre-
sion remains a mystery.
Heavy reliance is placed by the authors of this plan
on consumption (sales) taxes. These have long been opposed
by many students of finance on the grounds that they mitigate
heavily against those least able to pay them. Direct income
taxes appear to me much more suited to assessment in accordance
with ability to pay. Sales taxes are proposed to assure

stability of income. This is again the result of the concept
of annual budget balancing. Stability of federal income
during periods of depression depths achieved by siphoning
off purchasing power largely from those in the lower income
brackets is by no means a matter of uncontested economic
desirability.
The proposal to tax corporate dividends at source at
the basic normal rate and to allow this tax as a credit to
the individual stockholder runs counter to any concept of
taxation in accordance with ability to pay by ruling out the
use of progressive tax rates on such income. The dismissal
of the problem of corporate accumulation of earnings with only
a reluctant recomiLendation for the retention of the provi-
sions of the present Section 102 of the Code not only discrimi-
nates against other tha,n corporate types of business organi-
zation but opens a vast field of tax avoidance by means of
a corporate structure. Neither the elimination of double taxa-
tion nor an equitable taxation of business forms can be seen
as being achieved by these means.
There are many reasonable improvements suggested by this
plan in connection with estate and gift taxation, but the
abandonment of ti'iis field by the federal government in favor
of the states cannot be viewed as one of them. Equal treatment
of all taxpayers, at least for the foreseeable future, can be
had only at the hands of a central taxing authority. State
administration would appear to promote migration of taxpayers

to those states exercizing greater leniency in this type of
taxation and would weld a further link in an already-undesirable
chain of vr.rying taxation statues in this country.
It will be noted that the question of capital gains and
losses has not been ans-ered by the authors of this plan. I
believe that any consideration of this question would strongly
suggest its relation to estate and gift taxation,^ Thus,
transfer of estate and gift tax administration to the states
appears to render less efficient the administration of capi-
tal gains and losses taxation and in turn the taxation of in-
comes as administered by the federal government.
1, See "The Flan of the Committee for Economic Development"

CHAPTER XV
THE RUMI^ SONNE PLAN
1. Objectives and Economic Philosophy
Sponsored by the National Planning Association, v/hich
concerns Itself with publication of studies affecting; the
national economy, this plan has as its major objective the
facilitation of continuing high employment"^ and vigorous
private enterprise. Its authors, Mr. Ruml and Mr. Sonne, con-
sider the central government's fiscal and monetary policy as
only one source of stimulation to private enterprise. ^'Jhether
or not employment- creating activities are undertaken by busi-
ness depends to a great extent, in the authors' opinion, on
government stability, cost-price relationship, access to
markets and raw materials, terms of loans, and other similar
considerations.
Rejecting as unrealistic the concept of a neutral federal
budget policy, the plan is predicated on federal interven-
tion, when required, to maintain adequate effective demand,
thereby assuring satisfactory levels of employment and pro-
duction.
The existence of deficits in federal budgets in time of
unemployment is contemplated, but it is stressed that this
does not rest on the thesis of a permanent budget deficit
1. High employment is considered by the authors of the plan
as 55,000,000 persons gainfully employed for forty hours per
week.
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since overexpa.nsion of private business activity would then
be checked by higher taxation and the retirement of federal
debt. Stimulus to purchasing pov/er, v/hen needed, is sought
partly tlirough reduction in existing taxation and partly in
pmident but increased spending.
With regard to the retirement of the national debt, it
is suggested that a policy of automatic retirement regardless
of employment and economic conditions in the country is to
be strenuously avoided,
•Various monetary and financing proposals are suggested
in the plan but, while the interrelation of fiscal and mone-
tary policies is recognized, only the tax aspects of the plan
will be presented in this study.
2. General Tax Thesis
Recommendations of the plan may be summarized as follows:
1. Federal corporate income tax is to be abolished,
except for a small 5 P^r cent franchise tax.
2. The graduated progressive income tax on individual
income is to form the chief source of revenue.
3. No general sa.les tax is to be imposed.
Excise taxes on alcoholic beverages, tobacco, and
gasoline should be retained.
5. Ultimate taxation of capital gains as all other in-
come, but its present form is to be retained for the imme-
diate future.

1^2
3.
' Important Provisions
The abolition of the corporate Income tax, except for a
5 per cent franchise assessment Is defended on the grounds
that the corpora.te tax limits the yield on risk-bearing In-
vestment, colors business Judgments, and constitutes double
taxation on dividend Income without regard to progressive
rates. To accomplish the function of tax avoidance through
corporate savings, a 16 per cent tax on undistributed Income
is suggested with the further provision that such tax may or
may not be credited to individuals when the related Income
is disbursed.
Placing chief reliance for revenue on the progressive
individual income tax, the plan recommends the adoption of
a rate schedule which will be best suited to the existent
national policy. It is suggested that a normal rate of
16 per cent and surtax rates up to 50 per cent v/lth personal
exemption at ^500 will produce a revenue of iijl3,000,000,000
at the national income level of :|1^0, 000,000, 000. The total
federal budget at this level of national Income is estimated
at |lg, 000, 000, 000.
Capital gains taxation as well as estate and gift taxa-
tion do not receive extended considera.tion in the plan, but
a proposal is made for ultimate consideration of capital gains
and losses as other Income. Retention of existing rates for
both categories of taxation is suggested for the present as
an aid in focusing attention on the more pressing tax needs.

Retention of excise taxes on tobacco, liquors, and gaso-
line at the 19^3 level is estimated to yield $3,000,000,000.
This is considered a deflationary safeguard which should "be
removed to the extent ths.t experience shows desirable.
Under a system of wide tax coverage and the current with-
holding features it is considered that a federalsales tax can-
not be justified. Any deflationary measures needed are con-
sidered properly enacted taxv:ise only by means of adjusting
upward the applicable tax rates.
Other Provisions
Among other proposals of the plan is one for collection
of Social Security taxes only to the extent needed to balance
current disbursements.
A gradual reduction of tariff rates on im"oorts and the
abolition of tax-exemption on all future issues of federal,
state and municipal securities is urged.
The authors stress the fact tba.t American taxation lias
alxmys been the result of fiscal and political opportunism
rather th^n a coherent tax-planning program. They further
emphasize the need for an understandable and a relatively
stable tax structure, with changes in rates being enacted
only in response to a changed fiscal or social policy.

5 . Observations
While the Ruml-Sonne plan has not given detailed con-
sideration to as many phases of taxation as have some other
plans, it has, in my opinion, dealt with the major problems
in tax revision with unusual soundness and economic perspi-
cacity.
The program of compensatory taxation and spending, while
not contemplating an annually-balanced budget, does rest on
the assumption of a periodically balanced budget and debt
retirement at the most economically feasible periods. This
phase of the program will not appeal to those who do not
favor federal intervention in restoring purchasing power
during periods of declining private business activity.
The reliance on a progressive personal tax appears to
me to be a direct and a controllable tax approach with inci-
dence clearly evident.
Perhaps the major weakness of the plan lies in its pro-
posal for a 16 per cent tax on undistributed corporate pro-
fits. This will be viei-ned by some as unduly burdensome, but
perhaps acknowledged by a majority of tax writers as offering
a corporate haven for tax avoidance. In this connection, the
authors do not clpim infallibility and/or complete elimination
of double taxation in their solution to the problem,
1. The plans of the Committee on Postwar Tax Policy and of
the Committee for Economic Development are muc^i more detailed
in scope and discussion.

but suggest it as a practical solution to a difficult problem.
The retention of the 5 P©^ cent corporate franchise tax,
in my opinion, has only revenue-producing Justification, since
it has discriminatory effects by comparison with other busi-
nesses.
While the plan suggests flexible tax rates to be applied
under changing economic conditions, the meclianics of execu-
tion are not proposed, I assume, therefore, that such action
contemplates changes in withholding rates more frequently tha.n
once a year in order to most efficiently counter inflationary
or deflationary tendencies. In this connection, recognition
thfct
should be accorded to the fact_/fluctuations in rates contem-
plated by the plan are evidently not so extensive as to have
a significant effect on major economic moves. But since taxa-
tion is considered by the authors as but one of many economic
measures leading to high employment, this is evident.
In my opinion, the Ruml-Sonne plan merits the highest
commendation and careful scrutiny in the formation of future
tax policy.

CHAPTER XVI
THE TWIN CITIES PLAN
1. Objectives and Economic Philosophy
Considerable attention lias been focused on the plan of
a group of Minnesota businessmen, knovm as the Twin Cities
Plan. In its objectives to encourage venture capital and
stimulate high levels of production and consumption, this
plan meets on common ground with other tax plans. It is
in its thesis that relatively heavy corporate income tax rates
are not as harmful to the private enterprise system as are
heavy individual income tax rates tha.t this plan assumes
individual characteristics. Its authors m.aintaln that finan-
cing the federal government's budget largely tlirough the
medium of the individual income tax will result in an unduly
heavy tax burden on individuals and will shut off at the
source all possibility of venturing of capital by individuals.
Thus, development of neiv enterprises and job-creating activi-
ties will depend largely on availability of corporate savings,
and this idea is repudiated by the authors of the plan be-
cause of the ensuing concentration of economic power in fewer
concerns than is considered necessary for a system of free
enterprise.
An annual balancing of the federal budget is not neces-
sarily contemplated, but neither is advocacy in the plan of
indefinite postponement of matching revenues and expenditures.
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2; General Tax Thesis
The plan's main provisions may be briefly presented as
follows
:
1, The corporate income tax is to be retained and ap-
plied at the high level of ^0 per cent, except for corporations
with net incomes of under i^50>00Ci, in which case the effec-
tive tax rate will be under ^0 per cent but over 25 per cent
on a graduated scale,
2, Taxation of individual income is contemplated at
rates of from 16 per cent to 60 per cent, with personal ex-
emptions for single persons at $600 and for married persons
at ^1^00. In addition, the first ^2,000 of surtax net in-
come is subjected to only the 10 per cent normal tax,
3. A general sales tax of 5 P^r cent is to be imposed,
4. Excise taxation at the 19^3 ^a^ie is recommended for
retention,
5. Estate and gift taxation is to be continued as at
present.
6, With regard to capital gains and losses, assets held
for six months or less are not to be construed as being capi-
tal assets. Corporations are to take into account 100 per
cent of capital gains and losses and individuals ^0 per cent,
with alternative taxation available as at present.
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3. Important Provisions
The plan Is described as "A Realistic Approach to the
Problem of Federal Taxation" and it may be for this reason
tha.t the shifting of the total burden of taxation to the
individual is not considered feasible. The proposed corporate
tax is estimated to yield q^5, 000, 000, 000 at the national in-
come level of -^120,000,000,000 and is defended on the grounds
that it will lighten the burden of individual Income taxes.
As a means of dealing with the double taxation problem
it is recommended that kO per cent of all dividends received
by individual stockholders from domestic corporations be
excluded from gross income. Thus, the individual stockholder
would report 60 per cent of his dividend income in his own
tax schedule. This treatment is suggested as a practical
and equitable compromise, assuring effective taxation of
dividend income at no greater tha-n a 5*-* P®^ cent rate. It
will be noted from the rates and exemptions presented in the
preceding section that considerable relief to the individual
taxpayer is contemplated with total collections from this
source set at ^'5,000,000,000 at the $120,000,000,000 level
of national income.
A general sales tax of 5 P^r cent is advocated on the
grounds of further relief that this affords the individual
income tax structure. In addition, it is argued that a por-
tion of the national income now evading the Income tax will
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thus be taxed and collections of $2, 300, COO, COO from this
source of taxation are anticipated.
Debt retirement is considered justified only at such
times as the national income exceeds 1^120,000,000,000, deemed
necessary to produce reasonably full employment.
k-. Other Provisions
As indicated above, no important changes in the taxa-
tion of capital gains and losses are contemplated with the
exception of removal from capital gains and losses classi-
fication of such transactions as are.noxij classified "short
term transactions".
Estate and gift taxation receives only passing considera-
tion and no suggested modifications.
Retention of the present v/ithholding provisions is en-
dorsed as is a tvjo-year retention of unused excess profits
tax credit after repeal of the excess profits tax.
The latter tax as v/ell as the cepital stock tax, the
declared value excess profits tax, the 2 per cent consoli-
dated returns penalty tax, and the provision for inclusion
in gross income of I5 per cent of intercorporate dividends
are relegated to the scrap pile.
I c ^
t
i6o.
5» Observations
Obviously the authors of the Twin Cities Plan consider
the preservation of individual income of major significance
in moulding prosperity. In this respect there is well nigh
universal agreement among economists and taxwriters but the
mechanics of the plan and its probable effects will be sub-
jected to their full share of criticism.
High taxation of corporate enterprises has been v/idely
criticised as a deterrent on the road to Job-creating invest-
ments as v;ell as constituting preferential treatment of non-
corporate enterprises. If corporations are viewed in their
true light of being associations of stockholders, what Justi-
fication remains for not leveling a ^0 per cent tax on the
earnings of partnerships and individual proprietorsiiips? The
tax burden in the final analysis must be borne by indivi-
duals and equity demands equal treatment as far as is possible.
Placing a heavy tax burden on corporations is at best shift-
ing a heavier load to a particular group of persons.
Enacting a general sales tax, in my opinion, is again
shifting an arbitrary portion of the tax burden to another
group of individuals. If elimination of tax avoidance is
wanted, why not enact and &<3minist er a more stringent set of
income tax laws? In addition, a sales tax bearing heavily
as it does on the lower income brackets, is hardly consistent
with the plan's avowed thesis of lightening the tax burden
of individuals. In botn its corporate taxation and general
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sales tax proposals, there appears to be in store confusion
and hiding of tax gurdens as well as group taxation at arbi-
trary levels.
Little can be said for the plan's recommended treatment
of corporate dividends. The ^0 per cent relief constitutes
elimination to a large extent of graduated taxation and is
predicated for equity on assumptions of taxpayers who receive
only dividend income. Injection of other income into a tax-
payer's gross income is readily seen as modifying the plan's
assurance of substantially equal treatment to all stockholders
under the ^0 per cent scheme. The inequity of double taxa-
tion appears to be somewhat relieved but vastly complicated.
It should be noted that the plan has practical aspects
in that it offers the type of compromise which is likely to
find appeal in Congressional circles. However, I fail to
see in its main tenents any real progress toward an
equitable and a modern tax theory.
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CHAPTER XVII
THE KIMMEL PLAN
1. Objectives and Economic Philosophy
One of a series of studies of postwar problems spon-
sored by the Brookings Institution, the Kimmel plan''" was
not intended as a comprehensive study of the American tax
system. The author has selected that he considered impor-
tnat specific issues and developed them in the light of their
effect on the release of economic power and the expansion of
private enterprise. In his analysis, the author does not
look to tax policy to prevent depressions and stabilize in-
come, but expresses the belief that the major function of any
tax program is to exert a minimum of restrictive effects on
enterprise and investment.
2. G-eneral Tax Thesis
In addition to a recognition of the importance of ade-
quate revenue, the study made has led the author to the fol-
lowing conclusions:
1. The excess profits tax, declared value excess pro-
2fits tax, and the capital stock tax should be repealed.
2. The corporate income tax should be integrated with
the general tax structure through a high single normal tax
1. Lewis H. Kimmel, "Postwar Tax Policy and Business Expan-
sion" (V/ashington, the Brookings Institution, 19^3) pp.
2, Repealed by the Revenue Act of li^^5.
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collected at the source on corporate earnings and credited
to the stockholders against their individual taxes. In addi-
tion a moderate corporate business tax of 5 to 10 per cent
is suggested,
3. Nevj manufacturing industries should be exempt from
the special corporate tax for the first three yea.rs and be
taxed at one-half the regular rate for the next two years.
k. The 2 per cent penalty for filing consolidated
returns should be removed and credit for intercorporate divi-
dends increased from ^5 1*^0 per cent,
5. More liberal depreciation allowances on nev7 plant
and equipment should be permitted,"^
6. Discrimina.tion against earnings of equity capital
(venture capital) should be reversed and preferential rates
2
given dividends and other income from equity investments.
3, The Corporate Income Tax
The author views taxes on corporations as business taxes
of
in contrast to personal taxes on other forms/business enti-
ties. For this reason, his study is larf^ely limited to the
effects of the federal government's taxation of business.
Mr, Kimmel supports the views widely held that our present
system of corporate taxation involves double taxation of the
1. In tnis connection, it is suggested tha.t the minimum period
for depreciating new assets could be reduced by one-h^lf,
2, A reduction of tax rates from one-tliird to one-half is
recommended for new equity investments.

stockholder. The extent of corporate taxation under his plan
vrould be in a corporate surtax rate perhaps as low as 5 per
cent. There would also be a basic normal tax"'" applicable to
all corporate taxable income, and this v/ould be collected at
the source. Gross dividends ^ dividends before normal tax)
xiTOuld then be reported by individual stockholders, v/ho would
take full credit for taxes paid at the source. This is a
variation of the British practice except for the British high
"standard rate" used to combat undistributed income. A further
variation appears from a possible interpretation of this plan,
and that is in the fact tha.t stockholders receive full credit
for corporate taxes paid. This would indicate that when earn-
ings are not wholly distributed in dividends, the retained
earnings if paid at a future date must carry no normal tax
credits. The British plan provides for pro rata credits on
dividends distributed.
Exemptions for new industries, as recommended by Mr,
2
Kimmel, are best summarized in his oxirn X'^J'ords:
Because of the great importance of new indus-
tries in providing employment and their stimulating
effect on the economy as a whole. ...it is suggested
that new manufacturing industries established after
the war be exempted from the corporate income tax>
1, It is suggested that the rate of this tax be higher than
the present 3 per cent. Hov/ever, there is no implication in
the plan that this approach the British 50 per cent. In fact,
the rate would have to be comparatively low since it v;ould
represent the "bottom rate" applicable to individuals.
2, Op. cit., p. 16U,
3, I interpret this as the 5 or 10 per cent recommended
corporate tax.
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for a period of three years and that for the next
two years they be taxed at one-half the regular
rate. This exemption would apply only to the cor-
porate income tax, ...and as these industries be-
come established, an increase (in revenue) could
be expected.
Stressing the inconsistency of the 2 per cent penalty
tax on consolidated returns, Mr. Kimmel urges the abolition
of this provision. This is defended on the grounds that
frequently consolidated returns are necessary in order to
reveal actual net income.
Another penalty feature recommended for oblivion is the
use of an 25 P^^ cent credit rather tlian full credit on inter-
corporate dividends.
As regards operating losses, the plan recognized the
impracticability of two-year loss carry-back under the pro-
posed withholding treatment of corporate income, but continua-
tion of this form of relief is considered to be of enormous
value, particularly to new businesses. Thus, it is recommended
that ultimately a four-year carry-over of operating losses
be substituted for the existing provisions.
Treatment of capital gains and losses is deferred to a
later time with the exception of a recommendation for offset-
ting capital losses against capital gains and dividend income
as an aid to the small investor or one dealing in unlisted
securities to establish gains against which to offset losses
more fully.
Other recommendations include a reversal of the present
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policy of stringent control over depreciation and amortiza-
tion allowances, and an integration of state and federal
business taxes witn the vievr of their combined limitation
to 10 or 15 per cent of corporate net income.
Investment Incentives
Preferential treatment of equity investments rather
than investment in bonds is contemplated by Mr. Kimmel to
promote expansion of business enterprise and risk-taking.
As stated earlier, this vrould take the form of normal tax
and surtax rate differentials in the case of "new" corpora-
tions only. The reduction would be a percentage of the
average effective rate applicable to net taxable income
of a stockholder without consideration of exempt dividend
income. The plan states:"^
In our opinion a reduction of one-third to
one-half in the rate applicable to nev;
equities would liave the desired stimulative
effect on investment,
5. Observations
The method proposed for elimination of double taxation
of corporate stockholders is open to the objections expressed
in connection with the review of the British system in Chap-
ter XII. In addition, unless an arbitrarily high normal tax
rate x-'jere used in withholding (a situation which Mr. Kimmel
1. Op. cit,, p. 15i4.
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appears defensibly anxious to prevent) a serious question of
undue corporate savings would arise. The lov; bracket tax-
payer x^rould be subject, to this high rate unless progressively
lower rates were established in such cases, thus making the
"bottom" normal tax witliholding rate no longer the lowest
rate and introducing the question of numerous refunds.
The elimination of the 2 per cent consolidated return
penalty tax has Justification in my opinion, if consistency
in filing is enforced and such returns are restricted to
corporations in reality functioning as single business units.
With regard to the 100 per cent intercorporate dividends, how-
ever, I am not ready to agree in this particular situation.
The 85 per cent figure now on the statues appears to offer
compensation for the fact that such dividend income was al-
ready once taxed to the issuing corporation. With the elimi-
or substantial elimination
nation/of corporate taxation as such, the logic of this re-
commenda.tion escapes me.
Finally, with regard to the proposed incentives, the
emphasis appears to be on manufacturing enterprises of cor-
porate structure. If such incentives were granted, it appears
that non-manufacturing functions economically defensible should
enjoy similar privileges and that income from non-incorporated
new businesses should share in this proposal. It is con-
ceivable tliat difficulty in determining new businesses may
be encountered and retroactive adjustments needed. Further,
income from investment trusts and new personal holding
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companies will have to be excluded. In the interest of em-
ployment and maintaining effective coi.ipet ition legitimate
government support of small new enterprises is defended "by
many writers. But the definitions of "legitimate" and "small
nevj enterprises""'" are immediately called for and an attempt
to subsidize smallness and penalize size is open to question.
It should be further questioned whether major aid to small
new businesses is the proper province of tne tax system.
It should be noted that some relief to small businesses
ha.s been already offered through the elimination of the excess
profits and declared value excess profits puzzle, to vdiich
small enterprises v:ere particularly unequal. The ^-year
carry-over of losses and more liberal depreciation policies
recommended by Mr, Kimmel are of particular significance to
small new businesses. If the present corporate tax struc-
ture v;ere retained, Mr, Kimmel* s proposal would be particu-
larly significant, but under his own proposals of largely
eliminating double taxation of corporate earnings or under
another similai' proposal, his incentive recommendations are
questioned.
1, Is the definition to
unrelated by family ties,
business?
rest
new
on new o^^mership, ovmership
management, or nev; line of
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CHAPTER XVIII
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS
Reviewed In this chapter are such other proposals for
tax revision as have enjoyed at least a moderate extent of
public consideration. Their grouping within this chapter is
not intended to minimize their significance or economic sa-
gacity. In fact, in my opinion, Included in this group are
some of the more acutely perceptive analyses of our taxation
difficulties as well as no less significant recommendations
for their correction.
The proposals reviewed in this chapter have in common
either one or all of the following conditions:
1, They have not enjoyed the wide popularity and pub-
licity which accompanied the proposals reviewed in
the preceding chapters.
2, They are "radical" in their recommendations when
viewed in the light of currently-accepted or likely-
to-be-enacted standards,
3, They are general in their proposals and thus do not
contain the specific recommendations present in the
tax plans heretofore reviewed.
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1, Alvln H, Hansen's Recommendations
a. Provisions
Professor Hansen is an advocate of compensatory gov-
ernmental tax and spending policy, and therefore does not
confine his observations to a balanced postwar budget pro-
gram. He declines to discuss the magnitude of postv/ar ex-
penditures without regard to the business cycle, maintaining
that in boom periods federal taxes should exceed expenditures
and the surplus thas gained spent during recession periods
when the tax burden should be contracted. In this connection,
the reader's attention is directed to the subsequently-discussed
"Adjustable Tax Plan", the latter of course relying more heav-
ily on taxation rather than expenditures in its compensatory
tactics. An intermediate budget of |20, 000, 000, 000 is used,
however, as the focal point for developing a tentative tax
program. This is not a deta.il ed tax program, but one which
concerns itself with certain recommendations.
Excises (selective sales taxes) are not favored on the
grounds that they curtail the volume of mass purchasing power.
An exception is made in the case of alcoholic oeverages, to-
bacco, and gasoline—at least for their temporary retention.
But the author's position as regards general sales taxes is
1, A Postwar Tax Program in Economic Reconstruction (New
York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1^4-5) pp. 293-3OO,
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uncompromisingly hostile.
Invoking the point of view that the tax structure will
he less restrictive on private investment and business expan-
sion if its burden is placed on personal income rather than
on business income, the autnor proposed a relatively light
corporate tax.
An adaptation of the British system is proposed as a
model for the elimination of double taxation of corporate
earnings. In essence, the proposal involves a ^5 per cent
rate on the retained part of corporate income with no corpor-
ate tax at all on the distributed part, the individual stock-
holder being taxed in his own capacity on this portion. With-
holding at the source could be instituted on all dividends
paid. More favorable treatment is considered feasible in the
case of small corporations.
As an alternative a 30 per cent corporate tax, of the
type with which we are now familiar, is suggested,^ Both
plans are expected to yield 000, 000, 000 to $^,500,000,000
in revenue.
Personal income taxes, designed to raise $10,000,000,000,
permit raising personal exemptions to $800 and $1600 for single
persons and married persons, respectively, under an assumed
1. The alternative does not contemplate the elimination of
double taxation and is evidently proposed only in view of the
fact that the recommended modification is not expected to re-
ceive favorable consideration.
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national income of $135,000,000,000. A substantial reduction
in personal tax rates is also envisaged under these conditions.
G-ift and estate taxation merits retention in the author's
opinion and its yield is set at $1,000,000,000.
Loss carry-back and carry-forward provisions are believed
necessary to induce risk taking and new investment.
Elimination of excess-profits taxation also draws the
author's support.
b. Observations
Mr. Hansen's program lays no claim to being a detailed
plan of taxation and therefore cannot be criticized for its
sketchy coverage. In its execution, this program is estima-
ted to yield a revenue of |18, 000, 000, 000 to $19,000,000,000,
but its chief destinotion lies in its flexibility, with a con-
templated expansion of the tax burden in boom periods and a
contraction in periods of low national income.
This concept is contrasted with that of a fixed budget
program of a balanced nature as proposed by the Committee on
Postwar Tax Policy. I find Mr. Hansen's approach particularly
commendable in this respect since it is not conceivable that
any administ ration will permit the deterioration of national
income such as was experienced in 1929 and the years which
followed without embarking on some program of compensatory
spending. In addition, a balanced budget program must of ne-
cessity contemplate a raise in tax rates in depression periods
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in order to assure a predetermined tax yield. This, it is
safe to say, is contrary to the prevailing opinion of econo-
mists who find particularly objectionable the throttling
effect of increased taxation during a low period of business
activity. If it can be assumed that governmental spending will
be used to bolster drastic deficiencies in private spending,
then there remains only the question of an orderly, planned
approach to the problem or a haphazard, makeshift treatment
of it conceived under pressure of deflation.
The suggested treatment of corporate taxation according
to the extent of its distributed and undistributed earnings
has the advantages of elimination of double taxation and min-
imization of corporate savings because of the ^5 per cent tax
on such retained earnings. As noted earlier, this approach
closely parallels the British method under which retained
earnings are taxed at 50 pei* cent. However, to the extent
that such retained earnings are not distributed, double tax-
ation will exist. In addition, the 45 per cent cannot be
deemed anything but and arbitrary figure and may unduly in-
fluence the distribution of corporate surplus. Some modifi-
cation of this rule in the case of new or small corporations
seems almost essential to promote business growth. This
proposal, however, constitutes a serious effort at a compromise
to a most troublesome aspect of income taxation and cannot
be dismissed on the ground of these theoretical objections,
I believe that the solution lies in a proposal of this nature.
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2. The Adjustable Tax Plan
a. Objectives and Economic Philosophy
The common meeting ground of this plan, proposed by-
Kenneth E. Boulding, professor of economics at Iowa State
College, with the others studied is in its objective of pro-
viding continuing high employment under private enterprise.
The major premises upon which recommendations are made may
be summarized as follows:
1, There exists in times of peace a strong tendency
for the productive powers of our technical civi-
lization to exceed the consumptive powers, thus
creating the accumulation of the stock of physi-
cal goods at a greater rate than that at which
capitalists are willing to increase their hold-
ings.
2, This condition inevitably heads to a downward
movement of prices and incomes and to unemploy-
ment in the absence of governmental intervention.
This downward movement tends to perpetuate itself
and is the cause of further unemployment because of
the fundamental instability of the price system.
3, It is, therefore, a direct responsibility of gov-
ernment, a responsibility which no other agency
in society can assume, to prevent large fluctuations
In the volume of unemployment and in the level of
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money Income,
4. Thus, only by appropriate manipulations of govern-
mental expenditures and receipts can money income
be stabilized and general depressions abolished.
Left to itself, our economic system produces
Intolerable fluctuations In money income, which
must and can be avoided. Since a budget deficit
has an income-increasing affect on the rest of
society and a budget surplus has an income decreas-
ing effect, corresponding action is apparently re-
quired on the part of the government with such
considerations as budget balancing definitely ruled
out in view of these basic relationships. Thus,
in times of accumulating savings on the part of
consumers and enterprises and resultant declining
income, the obvious answer to the problem called
for by this plan is for the government deliberately
to create a budget deficit, Conversily, in times
of accumulating budget deficits among private sources
(excessive investments), the government should off-
set this by having a budget surplus,
b. Major Provisions
The following discussion is in some detail because of
the unusual approach to the problem of taxation contained in
this plan. As the budget surplus or deficit is equal to the
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difference between current receipts and current expenditures,
the desired surplus or deficit can be attained by adjusting-
receipts or expenditures. Under some conditions adjustments
of expenditures are recommended, but the main burden of In-
come control Is proposed by means of government recelots
from taxation. The proposal calls for a "broad-based" Income
tax, deductible at source whenever possible and payable at
frequent intervals. The accounting period need not be as
short as a month, but will probably have to be shorter than
a year as extensive Inflationary or deflationary movements
can take place In a year and the purpose of this plan Is to
arrest such movements In their early stages. The rate of
tax would remain flexible and would depend on movement of
money during the preceding period with higher rates In effect
If money Income rises beyond a designated point during the per
In order to prevent Inflation. Conversely, with a declining
money Income, a lowered rate of tax would counteract this de-
cline and prevent deflation and unemployment.
The best ratio between the change in the tax rate and
the change in national Income would have to be determined by
experience, but the proposal recognizes that too small ad-
justments will not be sensitive enough to counterbalance
fluctuations and too large adjustmenijs might themselves lead
to instability. In this connection, it is recognized by Mr.
Boulding that under ordinary peacetime conditions the govern-
ment receipts are not large enough to control the national
money Income. As pointed out in the proposal between 1929
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and 1933 national money Income dropped from about $90,000,000,000
to about 1^5,000,000,000 and so If the "multiplier" was equal
to only 1, It would have required a budget deficit of
^^5, 000, 000, 000 in I933 to bring national income back to
the 1929 level, but as government expenditure was only about
$5,000,000,000, even the complete abolition of all taxes would
not have produced a sufficient budget deficit. Does this
indicate that the adjustable tax plan assumes a volume of
governmental expenditures equal to a substantial proportion
of the national income? Mr, Boulding states that this is not
the case and introduces the concept of negative taxation .
Stating that there is no particular reason why the tax rates
should stop at zero if it is necessary to counteract large
deflationary movement of incomes, the author proposes the need
in such situations for the government to pay money to the tax-
payer instead of taking money from him. Admitting this pro-
cedure to be a shocking departure from the traditional pro-
posals, the author argues that there is nothing inherently
ridiculous or unsound in this idea, and that if an adjustable
tax plan were in operation, adjustments that would have to
be made would be likely to be relatively small. The latter
conclusion is based on the premise that knowledge of the ex-
istence of machinery capable of fighting inflations and de-
flations would in itself mitigate such movements for the
expectation of price and income movements is no small factor
in causing them. With proposed postwar budgets ranging between
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$18,000,000,000 and $30,000,000,000, Mr. Bouldlng considers
It unlikely that under the plan deflation would ever be
allowed to proceed to the point where negative taxes were
necessary.
In financing the budget deficit, an endless Increase
In the national debt Is not contemplated. Three methods of
financing are discussed. One is by borrowing from the public,
the second is by borrowing from the banks, and the third is
by printing money. Since the effect of a budget deficit Is
said to depend to a large extent on the method adopted to
finance it, each of the three methods is assigned its own
place in accordance with existing conditions.
Borrowing from the public has a deflationary effect
and is thus considered an inadequate method of financing a
budget deficit created to prevent deflation.
Borrowing from the banks has a strong inflationary
effect since there is no withdrawal of public purchasing power.
Thus, in time of war this is an undesirable method of fin-
ancing a deficit, but in time of deflation is much more satis-
factory than borrowing from the public. The undesirable
consequence of this method is recognized by the author. In
essence it is that a growing percentage of banks* assets is
represented by government securities and a fall In the price
of government bonds would render many banks insolvent. Thus,
when the desired Inflationary level Is reached, it may be
impossible for the Federal Reserve BDard to pursue an anti-
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Inflationary policy by raising rediscount rates or selling
government bonds since the life of member banks whose port-
folios are swollen with government securities, may be threat-
ened.
Issuing of paper money (greenbacks) has the advantage
over the other two methods in that it does not entail pay-
ment of interest, A greenback is stated by the author to
be in fact a noninterest-bearlng government security redeem-
able in payment of taxes and hence so liquid that it is
undistinquishable from paper money. This method of financing
of the deficit is expected by the author to increase both
purchasing power and pow?r of the banks to lend through in-
creased deposits.
The method to be used would depend largely on the rate
at which we would wish to increase the national debt. The
author maintains that there is no real reason to fear that
the growth of the national debt will make it more difficult
to achieve a Just system of distribution, and great strides
in its reduction may be taken out of the budget surplus when
created.
c. Other Provisions
In contrast to most of the other tax plans considered
in this study, the adjustable tax plan makes no statistical
premises or specific provisions.
In agreement with other leading plans, however, the pol-
icy of encouraging investment is called for, since most eco-
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nomlsts agree that an eeeentlal tool in continuing prosperity
is an increase in the willingness of capitalists to hold the
increased quantities of goods which ©ccumulat ion creates. It
is admitted by the author that even under the adjustable tax
plan, unwillingness to Invest would lead to a situation at
lea-t as serious as unemployment itself since consumption
then would continually exceed production and sap the strength
from our productive powers.
Linked with this thought is a recommendation for the
elimination of penalties on risk-bearing, also literally con-
tained in other plans. The proposed corrective measure in
this case is in adopting for i^^eporting purposes a cummulative
tax base, permitting prorating of income over a suggested
ten-year period.
An additional general recommendation is for easing the
load on the Investor created as a result of taxation of cor-
porate income and the portion distributed to stockholders
in their personal returns. The conflict between distributional
Justice, demanding heavier taxation of investors, and full
employment, requiring the absence of discouraging taxation in
the case of investors, is recognized but not solved.
d. Observations
In essence the proposed plan is based on the premise
that the primary, function of taxation is not to raise money
for the government to spend but to serve as a most powerful
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weapon In stabilizing of money prices and Incomes, It la
In their "hands-off " policy that other proposed tax plans stand
apart from this plan of governmental manipulation of income
levels. The essential point of divergence of this plan from
others may be seen In its Insistence on taxation even If
there were no governmental expenditures,
Mr. Bouldlng argues convincingly for the adoption of
his adjustable tax plan, stressing that this would encourage
consumption so that the gap between consuptlon and production
narrows and the rate of accumulation falls to that which be-
gins to appear attractive to capitalists at existing price
and Income levels. However, my study of current thought In
the field Indicates that Mr, Bouldlng 's plan commands a
small audience. While his analysis of economic disturbances
is acute his corrective measures will not receive wide sup-
port. My major objection to the suggestions contained in
this plan is that it anticipates putting purchasing power in
the hands of the taxpayers only. It would appear that in
periods of economic depressions the lack of purchasing power
is most urgently felt in the Income group not subject to
taxation. Further, mere possession of funds does not result
in their employment beyond the requirements of existence.
There is an unusual number of Imponderables in this plan and
it would seem that its consideration should await the exhaus-
tion of other, more familiar, and possibly no less promising
paths.
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3. Richard A. Musgrave's Recommendations^
a. Provisions
Mr. Musgrave's approach envisages the need for an
elastic tax policy as well as an elastic program of federal
spending, gauged to lend support to national economic stabil-
ity. As a working hypothesis, a $25,000,000,000 federal
budget Is envisaged but the balancing of the budget Is
subjugated to the nation's economic needs of stable high em-
ployment and production.
In principle, this writer maintains that no good reason
exists for the taxation Income at the business level If such
Income may be taxed more equitably when received by the
Individuals who own the business. Complete Integration of
corporate and Individual taxation (such as the partnership
plan would provide) while considered desirable, Is discounted
because of Its complexity and because the shareholder does
not have access to the undistributed portion of corporate In-
come for which he would be taxed. Thus, as a compromise
measure a 35 per cent tax on retained corporate earlngs is
suggested, with the provision that dividends paid be deducted
from corporate taxable Income and thus taxable to the stock-
holders only at their own individual rates.
1, "Federal Tax Reform" In Public Finance and Full Employment
(Washington, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
19^^-5) pp. 22-52.
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Greatest reliance for revenue producing Is placed on
the personal income tax but in order to reduce its burden and
to avoid higher regressive excise taxes, a 10 per cent cor-
porate income tax is tentatively suggested. This would per-
mit a 113,000,000,000 yield from personal income taxation
with personal exemptions at $600 and the first bracket rate
at 20 per cent. Combined corporate tax yield is placed at
$5,000,000,000.
A recasting of gift and estate taxation to close the
existing loopholes is recommended. This, it is stated, would
permit a yield of approximately |1, 000, 000, 000 and may neces-
sitate a lowering of existing exemption.
Excise taxes are drastically reduced to $1,500,000,000
and are contemplated to apply to liquor and tobacco only.
Averaging provisions for capital gains are seen as
the means for merging this income with all other income. Fur-
ther, taxation of Capital gains at death prior to their
Inclusion in an estate is recommended to combat the present
avoidance feature.
Loss offsets during a six-year carry forward period are
urged to encourage expansion of new enterprises.
Speedy action in withholding rate adjustments is con-
sidered essential to the success of a full employment policy.
This would Involve the formation of a central authoritative
agency under Congressional approval.
Other recommendations include modification if not

elimination of the tax-exempt status of certain aecurities,
enactment of legislation against "community property" type of
returns, and continued study of taxation problems,
b. Observations
To the author of these proposals there is due a measure
of gratitude for an impartial and a realistic approach to the
tax problem particularly as regards corporate taxation. The
suggestion for modification or elimination of double taxation
by means of credits against corporate income for dividends
paid involves taxation of undistributed earnings until such
time as these earnings are distributed, and maybe criticized
on the grounds that it would encourage distribution of earnings
when needed by the business. The merits of the proposal, how-
ever, as discussed in Chapter IV, by far outweigh such objec-
tions, and there is much to recommend such a prodedure from
the point of view of comparative expediency if any plan for
elimination of double taxation is to be adopted,
k, William H> Wither' s Recommendations^
a. Provisions
Mr. Withers believes that the determination of prices,
output, and cost levels is still essentially a private function
1. "Public Debt and Taxation in the Postwar World" (New York,
League for Industrial Democracy, 19^5) 32 pp.
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but that the coordination of the economic oystem requires the
use of mechanisms not available on the private level. Of
necessity, this involves policies of taxation and expenditures
so shaped as to stimulate or deter expansion of national eco-
nomy. Such objectives, Mr. Withers contends, can be accom-
plished only under a budget which is unbalanced in either di-
rection. This policy obviously contemplates no predetermined
level of federal debt retirement.
As unified a national tax system as is possible under
our strong States-Rights philosophy, is urged.
Reliance on direct taxes is suggested since these are
more flexible and more universally fair. These should be
promptly adjusted to the varying national economic needs, and
for this reason the incidence and effects of all taxes Imposed
should be relatively certain.
Individual income tax rates starting at 5 pei* cent and
graduating to 70 per cent are estimated to yielf $10,000,000,000
under a ^500 personal exemption limit.
The corporate tax is envisaged at 10 per cent on all in-
comes under ^50,000, and at 20 per cent on all higher incomes.
An undistributed profits tax is recommended for use in addi-
tion to the general corporate tax, but the extent of its
application is not discussed. In addition, an excess profits
tax with a minimum rate of 10 per cent is recommended for use.
A recommendation for the maintenance of capital gains
and losses taxation on its present basis is made.
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In addition, opposition is raised to the use of a gen-
eral sales tax and extensive use of excise taxes.
b. Observations
Mr. Wither proposals for tax reform furnish a striking
example of the possibility of varying conclusions from a set
of facts shared in common with other writers. With full
recognition of the limitations inherent in a brief presentation
such as Mr. Wither' s, it must be contended that the proposals
will hardly lead to a coordinated, equitible, and an encourag-
ing type of taxation.
There Is evidence of lack of appreciation of the cor-
porate tax problem in the recommendation for imposition of
three distinct taxes without apparent concern over undue
penalty imposed on the corporate type of enterprise. In addi-
tion, the problem of double taxation receives no consideration.
The author apparently is not greatly concerned with the question
of equity in taxation.
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5. Program of the National Association
of State Chambers of Oommeroe-l.
a. Provisions
The sponsoring organization, consisting of 26 state
chambers of commerce, expresses Its concern with restrictive
features of the existing tax program In proposing a program
designed to encourage expansion of our economy and offer great-
est possible relief to the taxpayers,
A policy of substantial debt reduction Is suggested,
with debt retirement at high levels of employment substan-
tially in excess of any debt that may be incurred during
periods of depression. This is enterpreted to mean the pre-
sence of some measure of compensatory taxation and expenditure
policies. A normal budget year of |18, 500, 000, 000 is selected
by the authors of the program.
The maximum combined normal and surtax corporate rate
is set at 32 per cent, with corporations whose earnings range
below $^0,000 subject to a tax scale varying from 16 per cent
to the maximum rate. Alleviation of double taxation of cor-
porate dividends is proposed by means of a credit allowed
individuals equal to 16 per cent of their taxable dividends.
A seven-year loss carry forward and a discretionary deprecia-
tion policy are contemplated as incentives to business risk-
taking. In addition, the elimination of penalty tax on con-
1. "A Program for Federal Taxes," Newark, 19^5, 32 pp.

solldated returns and full relief from taxation of Inter-
corporate dividends are recommended.
As regards individual taxation, the repeal of the
3 per cent normal tax and a reduction of the surtax by at
least 20 per cent are considered the minimum objectives.
Capital gains and losses are considered sufficiently-
well defined at present, but full loss offset is suggested
and taxation of long term capital gains at 16 per cent is con-
sidered ample.
Reduction in estate and gift taxation and eventual trans-
fer of this taxing privilege to the states are proposed.
Use of selective excise taxes and coordination of fed-
eral, state, and local taxation are among other recommendations.
b. Observations
The solicitude for business welfare which this program
exhibits falls short of reaching logical conclusions, in my
opinion. The continuation of comparatively vigorous corporate
taxation has little to commend it. The relief from double
taxation offered to the stockholders is partial relief only
and is less substantial than might appear at first examina-
tion.^ With only a little more administrative difficulty,
1, For example, a corporation earning $10,000 and subject
to the basic rate of 16 per cent, may distribute the balance
of §8400. The stockholders then receive a credit of 16 per
cent of their taxable dividends or $13^^ or $256 less than
paid by the corporation.

full relief may be had in this phase of taxation.
Capital gains logically constitute a type of income
and as such their merger and equal taxation with other income
appear more equitable than continued segregation if averaging
provisions are applied. In addition, no provisions are made
in the plan for closing capital gains loopholes as well as
those so apparent in estate and gift taxation. Transferring
of the latter tax privilege to the states has serious dis-
advantages which were described in Chapter X.
The suggested program has an air of compromise about it,
and as such it is a step in the right direction, but in my
opinion falls short of qualifying as a long-range equitable
tax program.
6, Recommendations of the American
Association of Railroads
a. Provisions
These recommendations are not intended to form a tax
program but rather to serve as a means of eliminating certain
inequities in the present tsx structure. The thesis of these
recommendations is in maximum encouragement to investors
and drastic limitations of the sphere of influence of the
federal government. A balanced federal budget and system-
atic debt reduction are considered essential,
A broader application of the individual tax is urged
by means of increased normal tax rates and decreased or
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abolished personal exemptions. At the same time the schedule
of personal surtax rates Is readied for considerable reduction
as a means of encouragement of savings.
Corporate income taxes are set at the basic normal tax
level,! with credit for taxes paid passed on to the stock-
holders in proportion to dividend disbursements. Control of
undue accumulation of corporate earnings is deemed sufficient
in view of existing provisions,^
Abolition of capital gains taxation is suggested, but
failing that^equal treatment of capital losses is considered
essential.
Various recommendations are made removing the complex-
ities and uncertainties of the present tax laws and the elim-
ination of overlapping of state and federal taxation is urged.
b. Observations
Relief to the investor and higher-bracket taxpayer is
evident in these proposals as is also the heavier burden im-
posed on the low-level wage earner. These provisions would
be most acceptable if they held assurances of ecomonlc stabil-
ity and continued high level of employment. Unfortunately,
history provides no such guarantee of the ability of our eco-
nomy to employ savings in an uninterrupted chain of Job-creat-
ing investments,
1, Visualized by the authors as 20 to 25 per cent.
2. Presumably I. R. C. Section 102.
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There can be no quarrel with the authors' desire to
distribute the taxation burden among all levels of income,
at least not to the extent that such taxation does not con-
fiscate subsistence needs. As regards corporate taxation,
however, the proposal is a definite encouragement toward the
use of the corporate form of organization for tax avoidance
since, in my opinion as expressed in Chapter IV, provisions
of Section 102 are indefinite, inadequate, and incapable of
equitable interpretation.
The complicated question of capital gains taxation
does not appear to find a solution in its abolition but the
recommendation for improved treatment of capital losses
has much support among contemporary theorists.
In their recommendation for defining areas of taxation
among the federal and state governments the authors make a
most constructive suggestion toward attainment taxation
equity and non-duplicating functions.
7, The Nelson Planl
a. Provisions
Mr. Nelson's plan is to some extent a practical com-
promise with his own ideal tax plan in which corporations
would be exempt from any income tax.
To exempt corporations from the taxation would, in Mr.
1. Published in a series of ten articles in the New York Times
during the period from July 16 to September 2U, 19^4.
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Nelson's opinion, add unduly to the burden of Individual tax-
payers. Therefore, a "middle course" of corporate taxation
at 25 per cent was chosen. Credit to stockholders on account
of dividend disbursements to the extent of 10 per cent is the
approach for elimination of double taxation.
Individual rates would consist of a basic 10 per cent
normal tax and a progressive set of surtaxes with Individual
exemptions set at ^62k,
A balanced budget is urged, and debt retirement by means
of a 2 per cent sales tax is recommended.
As a means of encouraging investment, a temporary sus-
pension of Section 102 is urged, with its ultimate restoration
under the concept of the burden of proof for unreasonable
accumulation of surplus resting on the taxing authority rather
than the taxpayer,
A postwar federal budget of $15, 000, 000, 000, exclusive
of the 2 per cent sales tax yield of ^1,000,000,000, is en-
visaged, with corporate taxes supplying approximately
$3,800,000,000 and individual taxes furnishing 17,300,000,000.
The balance would be collected from selective excises and
miscellaneous taxes.
As regards the capital gains tax, Mr. Nelson urges its
repeal on the grounds that accretion of capital is not income
and because of the complexities involved.

b. Observations
Mr, Nelson's proposals for corporate taxation may find
general acceptability because of their mildly-progressive
nature, and may well be otherwise acceptable as furnishing
an initial point of progress. However, duplication of cor-
porate taxation is obviously not eliminated here, nor is
there sufficient safeguard against tax avoidance by means of
corporate savings since dividend payments would become una-
tractive in the case of stockholders subject to high surtax
rates. In addition, ultimate application of Section 102 has
distasteful implications, as previously noted.
Debt retirement by means of a 2 per cent sales tax has
some limited appeal, but continued application of this tax,
regardless of business cycle fluctuations may be unduly
harmful to an otherwise limited purchasing power.
8, Recommendations of the American
Institute of Accountantsl
a. Provisions
Corporate taxation at or below the present ^0 per cent
level is recommended for continuance with double taxation
modified or eliminated by means of credit for income disbursed
either on the corporate or individual level. The committee
1. Prepared by the Committee on Taxation of the American
Institue of Accountants, and not necessarily expressive of
the opinion of the organization itself.

in
was divided as to the relative merits of the two methods and
has expressed no preference as a body. The 2 per cent tax on
consolidated returns finds no support in this group.
A single rate tax structure in the case of individual
taxation is proposed with reduction in rates to the extent
that becomes feasible within balanced-budget conditions.
With the exception of a recommendation for treatment of
capital losses on e.n equal basis with capital gains, the pre-
sent provisions of the law merit no modifications for the
Immediate future.
Present provisions for carry-back of losses are recom-
mended for continuance and gradual modification in the severity
of excise taxes is suggested.
b. Observations
As will be evident, these proposals are selective In
nature and make no attempt to cover a wider range of tax
questions. I find myself in agreement with the members of this
committee who suggest credit for dividends paid on the cor-
porate level, as a deduction of such dividends from taxable
income
1. This is discussed in Chapter IV.

CHAPTER XIX
SUMMARY
1, G-eneral Outlook
There is evident in many of the tax plans a gradual
transition from the theory of annually-balancing budgets to
one of compensatory fiscal policy but a full concession
is generally not made. A somewhat general opinion exists,
however, as to the undesirability of raising tax rates in
periods of declining business activity to maintain the
level of revenue and to meet increased expenditure commitments.
Since permanent federal debt increase is shunned by most
writers, it becomes evident that there is at least some
tacit admission of the need for fluctuating tax rates to
create revenue surpluses in boom periods to offset deficits
which maybe incurred during periods of declining economic
activity.
Concern for economic stability at high levels of pro-
duction and employment precedes the recommendations for tax
revision of every plan, and every plan is offered with full
conviction of its effectiveness in facilitating the attain-
ment of such goals. The many widely-differing taxation
paths taken by the various plans indicate that some are
bound to lead to points wide of the professed goals. In
general the conflict rages between the camps stressing the
significance of taxes in their relief to consuming capacity
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of the public as an aid to full employment and the camps
visualizing national prosperity In an atmosphere of tax-
ation friendly to Investment and risk-taking. There Is
thus expressed a discord between equity to be found In a
fully-progressive tax distribution and Incentives to bus-
iness risk and Investment. The two masters cannot be served
simultaneously, but commendable grounds of compromise are
offered In some of the tax plans examined.
However, toomany Indeterminate factors, already noted,
prevent the immediate crystallization of a permanent, long-
range tax program. Such problems as capital gains and
losses, gift and estate taxation, mechanics of a fluctuating
rate tax program, and coordination of federal state, and lo-
need
cal taxation are Ir^and of more general agreement and con-
tinued planning.
Perhaps the real significance of tax planning to date
Is In the definition of areas of disagreement, which should
amply demonstrate the need. for a permanent, nonpartisan tax
comralselon as recommended by the American Institute of Ac-
countants, Professor G-roves, and others. Such a commission
should be representative of diversified talent and should
act as a permanent planning body and a clearing house for
tax revision proposals and special detailed studies. The
scope of the problems involved In the issue of taxation
should make it clear that effective tax legislation Cannot
be enacted at one Congressional sitting. The absence of an
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Independent, permanently-engaged tax coramlsBlon would make
more probable piecemeal legislation and a generally Inade-
quate approach to a problem of major significance to the
nation's economic life.
2. Specific Recommendations
While the purpose of this thesis has been to bring
together for comparative consideration the Vf^.rious tax re-
vision plans and recommendations, I should like to conclude
with a brief presentation of personal preferences developed
in the course of the research involved. These preferences
are expressed in some detail as observations in the pre-
ceding chapters, and it will be evident that any original-
ity in this connection exists only in the manner of combina-
tion by ideas expressed in one or more of the plans reviewed.
It should be noted that these preferences or conclusions are
based on an obviously limited and purposely non-statistical
study of a difficult field and represent merely one set of
possible inferences which in my opinion might be utilized
as a starting point for a permanent tax program. Their sum-
mary follows:
A. General Considerations
1, Economic health and stability depend on the
solution of a number of economic problems of
which taxation is but one.
2. G-overnmental regulation of our national econ-
omy, particularly during periods of economic
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depreeslone, appears Inevitable and therefore
should be planned rather than In the form of
haphazard and urgent legislation.
Minimum of governmental regulation is desir-
able, but this is taken to mean the application
of a compensatary tax and expenditure policy,
designed to create consumer demand and incen-
tives to Investments and production.
Annually-balancing federal budgets are thus
unlikely since surpluses must be created during
prosperous periods to offset deficits Incurred
in reviving the economy. However, the budget
should be balanced, if possible, over the entire
period of the business cycle.
Debt retirement is secondary to the goal of a
stable economy but should be practiced to the
extent consistent with the availability of
funds and adequacy of "depression reserves."
Tax rates should be consistent with a pre-
determined schedule for various phases of the
business cycle and national Income. These
should be expanded and contracted in direct
relation to the periods of economic expansion
and contraction. Until a clearer definition
of our economic policy, nothing can be aooom-
plished by a current proposal for the exact
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rates to be used,
B. Corporate Income Tax
1, No Income tax should be levied on the corpor-
ation as such.
2, Dividend payments should be deductible from
corporate taxable net Income and should then
be taxed at the individual level.
3, Undistributed profits should be subject to a
tax substantially higher than the initial
personal surtax rate. This tax should be in
the nature of a prepayment subject to recoup-
ment upon ultimate distribution of such retained
earnings.
k. Small and new corporations (and all others
possibly) should be given the alternative of
being taxed like partnersnips in order to avoid
the heavier "prepayment" taxes and to retain
needed expansion capital.
5. The 2 per cent tax on consolidated returns
should be eliminated.
6, Intercorporate dividends should be fully tax-
able in view of their non-taxability to the
paying corporation
0. Personal Income Tax
1. A single graduated surtax should apply, and
the burden of taxation shoula fall heaviest here.

The applicable withholding rates should be
adjusted by a regulating body set up for this
purpose. Such adjustments may be semi-annual
or quarterly In order to reflect promptly the
changing economic conditions.
3. Loss carry-over provisions should be extended
to at least a ^year period. (This would ap-
ply In the case of corporations as well.)
4. Carry-over of unused personal exemptions and
credit for dependents should be used to offer
relief to fluctuating Incomes In the lower
brackets
.
Capital C-alns and Losses.
1. Capital gains and losses should be fully recog-
nized and merged with other Income after aver-
aging such gains or losses over at least a 6-
year period. (Minor gains and losses would
not be averaged.
)
2. Capital gains and losses should be recognized
by transfer or by death prior to their Inclusion
In an estate.
3. Existing avoidance loopholes should receive
attention.
Exemptions
1. Existing exemptions should be carefully reviewed
and retained only after overwhelming proof as to

the need for their retention.
2. To the extent possible existing state and local
tax exemption of securities should he elimi-
nated and steps should be taken to prevent
tax exemption In future Issues. No further
federal tax-exempt securities should be Issued
and the existing Issues should be retired as
promptly as possible,
3. Cooperatives, with some possible minor exemp-
tions, should be treated tax-wise as corpora-
tions or partnerships.
Estate and Gift Taxation
1, Jurisdiction of estate and gift taxation should
be retained by the federal government,
2, Estate and gift taxation should be coordinated
In Its own bailiwick as well as with the taxa-
tion of capital gains and losses In order to
reflect equity and eliminate existing avoidance
loopholes,
3, Once established, estate and gift taxation should
be administered with a minimum of modifications.
Excises and General Sales Taxes
1, General sales taxes are not recommended for use
by any level of government, but particularly so
on the federal level,
2, Retention of the minimum of excise taxation Is
^0
recommended as a matter of expediency only.
Their use should be viewed as temporary as the
fruition of their yield constitutes their only
logical defense.
Miscellaneous Recommendations
1, Unfortunately, a tax program ranking high In
simplicity would rank low In equity, and the
latter should not be sacrificed for the former •
An equitable, long-range, comparatively per-
manent tax program would In Itself Impart
simplicity,
2, Returns of married couples from community-
property states should be treated on an equal
basis with similar returns from all other states,
3, More latitude should be allowed taxpayers In
filing returns under consistently-applied account-
ing principles and business Judgment, This
should be particularly true If the returns are
prepared by Certified Public Accountants,
4, A permanent. Independent tax commission should
be set up to supervise continued tax study,
administer fluctuating rates, and coordinate
federal, state, and local taxation.
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